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Abstract 
 
This corpus-based study investigated what written Afrikaans had historically been 

‘telling’ its readers about gender, and specifically about women. The investigation 

examined the frequency, collocation and concordance lines of feminine, masculine 

and epicene nouns in the Historical Corpus of Standard Afrikaans (Kirsten 2016) 

spanning the time period 1911-2010. The study was conducted because there is 

limited research available that examines the portrayal of gender in Afrikaans across 

an extended time period. 

 

Corpus linguistics was used as a methodology to extract and evaluate data. The 

extracted data were analysed using quantitative data analysis, specifically 

descriptive statistics methods that included normalised frequency and MI score. The 

data were interpreted using qualitative analysis methods to explain the findings 

observed in the corpus data analyses. The qualitative analysis method used was 

content analysis, this method considered context and sociocultural factors within the 

Afrikaans language community. 

 

The findings of the study pointed to Afrikaans’ movement toward gender parity. 

Firstly, the frequency of the feminine nouns decreased across the time period, with 

masculine nouns increasingly used to refer to women. Secondly, the most 

statistically significant collocates emphasised gender marking and highlighted the 

overall precedence of masculine nouns over feminine nouns. Lastly, the 

concordance lines indicated the linguistic inequality in the patterns of use, as women 

were frequently described pejoratively with unfavourable adjectival collocates. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The weak form of the linguistic relativity thesis (for a discussion, see Evans & Green 

2006:95-101) states that the way in which a speaker or writer chooses to represent an 

object or situation linguistically, reveals a great deal about how the speaker or writer 

in question thinks about the represented content. Conversely, the language used to 

represent an object or situation can also influence the way in which a listener or reader 

thinks about what is represented. For instance, the exact same group of people can 

be referred to as ‘feminists’ or ‘man haters’ depending on political views, sociocultural 

interpretation and intended impact. 

 

Given this link between language and thought, written records become unintended 

records of the Zeitgeist in a certain language community. Zeitgeist can be 

characterised as the ideas and attitudes of a social population in a given time period, 

for example in the 1950s or in the 2010s (Fruehwald 2017:4-5). As the Zeitgeist of a 

language community is based on sociocultural expectations, these expectations often 

extend to gender (Leech et al. 2009:79). Written records can also become unintended 

records of the change in the Zeitgeist. As the language used in texts reflects the 

language used by readers, any lexical changes recorded could therefore also signal a 

change in the Zeitgeist, and vice versa. 

 

Sociocultural expectations, such as gender norms, are often evidenced in written texts; 

and the language in texts often represent and contribute to the narratives of these 

norms (Matwick 2017:533). Considering written texts often portray the standardised 
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form of a language, they play an important role in either sustaining or countering 

gender stereotypes; as texts are able to reach a wider audience and are considered 

examples of language use (Sensales, Areni & Dal Secco 2016:459). 

 

The advent of the internet and social media around the turn of the 21st century has 

allowed for social activism, such as feminism, to be disseminated more readily. 

Cyberfeminism (discussed in Section 2.1) and online activism campaigns have 

brought about massive changes worldwide regarding the notions of ‘gender’ and 

‘women’ (Evans & Williams 2013:42). These have impacted language communities all 

over the world, including the Zeitgeist in the Afrikaans speaking community, and we 

can therefore assume that these changes will also have impacted the way in which 

women are written about in Afrikaans texts. 

 

The objective of this research is to investigate what written Afrikaans has historically 

been ‘telling’ its readers about gender, and specifically about women (Cameron 

2002:9). The investigation will be done by analysing the use of feminine nouns and 

comparing their use to that of masculine and epicene nouns in the Historical Corpus 

of Standard Afrikaans (HCSA), a corpus that encompasses texts taken from the time 

period 1911-2010.  

 

The HCSA, used for analysis in this research, is a static corpus (see Section 3.1). It 

was compiled by Johanita Kirsten (2016) and is divided into four sub-corpora. This 

offers the opportunity to examine the use of various linguistics features across 

historical time periods (Biber, Conrad & Reppen 1998:12). At the time of this research, 

there are no other historical corpora available for written Standard Afrikaans (Kirsten 
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2019:62). The reasons for selecting the HCSA and the characteristics of this corpus 

are further discussed in Sections 3.1 – 3.3. 

 

In this study, the term ‘feminine noun’ is understood to include nouns that refer to 

women and have a gender equivalent masculine noun, for example, vrou (‘woman’) 

and dame (‘lady’), and forms with suffixes like ‘-esse’, ‘-ise’ and ‘-in’. Feminine nouns 

also include nouns that refer to women and do not have a gender equivalent masculine 

noun, such as lugwaardin (‘airhostess’) and ballerina (‘ballerina’).  

 

The term ‘masculine noun’ is understood to include nouns that refer primarily to men, 

for example direkteur (‘director’) and redakteur (‘editor’). The term ‘epicene noun’ is 

understood to include gender-neutral nouns that can refer to either gender, for 

example dokter (‘doctor’), student (‘student’) and ruimtevaarder (‘astronaut’). 

 

1.1 Problem Statement 

 

It has become evident from international research regarding gendered nouns that 

there is a move away from gendered language use in English (Eckert & McConnel-

Ginet 2013:220). However, similar research investigating the use of gendered nouns 

in Afrikaans, has not been done. Language and gender research in Afrikaans is limited, 

specifically historic studies that encompass a longer time period. 

 

In order to ascertain what the written records reveal about the Zeitgeist of the Afrikaans 

language community, and if there has been a change in the Zeitgeist, this research 
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aims to investigate what written Afrikaans has historically been ‘telling’ its readers 

about gender, and specifically about women. 

 

1.2 Research Questions 

 

From the objective mentioned in the introduction and on the basis of the problem 

stated above, the main research question can be formulated as follows:  

 

How are women historically portrayed in written Afrikaans in the time period ranging 

from 1911-2010?  

 

From this, subsequent questions can be formulated:  

1. Has the frequency of Afrikaans feminine nouns changed over the time period 

covered in the Historical Corpus of Standard Afrikaans? 

a. How does the frequency of feminine nouns compare to the frequency of 

masculine and epicene nouns in the corpus? 

2. What are the most significant collocates, and what are the patterns of use of 

feminine nouns in the different sub-corpora of the Historical Corpus of Standard 

Afrikaans? 

a. How do the collocates and usage patterns of feminine nouns compare 

to that of masculine and epicene nouns in the corpus? 

3. Can the findings of the first two questions be explained by sociocultural factors 

prevalent in the Afrikaans speaking community during the corresponding time 

period, particularly with relation to gender? 
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1.3 Theoretical Framework 

 

Since the second-wave feminist movement in the 1960s and 1970s, research on 

language and gender has steadily gained popularity (Bovin, 2016:1). The majority of 

this research has focused on the differences between the way in which women and 

men use language, and also on overtly sexist language (Bell, 2014:13). Recently, 

however, the research focus has started to shift to also include the linguistic 

representation of different genders (Holmes & Meyerhoff, 2003:8). 

 

There are two main arguments that define gender, the performative view and the 

binary view (Selzer 2009:343; Butler 1999:xv;xxviii). The performative view depicts 

gender as something individuals do rather than something they are, while the binary 

view focusses the difference between sex and gender, ‘sex’ being seen as biological 

and ‘gender’ being seen as socio-cultural (Selzer 2009:343). In line with the 

performative view, it is argued that individuals experience gender as somewhat of a 

concrete concept because gender roles are produced and repeated frequently (Butler 

1999:171-190). Individuals are therefore socialised to perform gender as part of their 

social roles, performing gender in their family life, work life etc. (Butler 1999:171-190). 

 

Individuals are thus socialised to perform gender, however, with the advent of the 

internet and social media there is a continuous change in the definition of gender. 

Feminism and other forms of gender activism has surged online and many new terms 

have stemmed from this online activism, including the term cyberfeminism – which can 

be defined as acts of engagement that support the prospects of gender transformation 

(Evans & Williams 2013:42).  
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Cyberfeminism may only be the latest form of feminist engagement, however feminist 

linguistic research has always hoped to research and deconstruct gender roles and 

assumed gender privilege through language (Selzer 2009:343). Feminist linguistic 

research has therefore encouraged the study of the relationship between language 

and gender. Earlier studies have argued that language is not a neutral construct but 

is rather imbued with a connection to symbolic systems of power that are able to shape 

the construction of ideas, beliefs and opinions (Reddy & de Kadt 2006:419). The 

connection between language and thought is central to this study as this research 

aims to investigate the connection between how written Afrikaans linguistically 

represents gender and what it has historically been ‘telling’ its readers about gender. 

 

The connection between language and thought is called linguistic relativity, “there is 

not just one way of seeing, thinking and talking about the world” (Weatherall 2002:5). 

Implying that there are different ways of thinking and talking about the world, 

influenced by an individual's sociocultural influences. Similar to the weak form of the 

linguistic relativity hypothesis (Evans & Green 2006:95-101), language and gender 

research considers both the ways in which languages talk about genders and the role 

language plays in either perpetuating or challenging gender bias through linguistic 

choices (Reddy & de Kadt 2006:419). Linguistic choices and the depiction of gender 

in language is therefore closely linked to how a particular society views the notion of 

gender. 

 

Society’s views about gender inspired a significant bulk of earlier research to focus on 

the gender differences between women and men, identifying speech and writing styles 
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and correlating them with gender differences (Bell 2014:13; Stokoe 2004:107). This 

earlier research on gender differences was often based on the assumption that women 

were somehow ‘inferior’ to men, and that language reflected power and social 

advantage and simultaneously the lack of power and social disadvantage (Weatherall 

2002:3). Hence, earlier language and gender research often perpetuated the gender 

dichotomy emphasising differences between men and women (Stokoe 2004:108). 

 

Because of the emphasis on the gender dichotomy earlier research on gender 

differences drew critique, including Weatherall’s (2002:4) critique of the gender 

dichotomy. Weatherall (2002:4) highlights the argument that language does not only 

contain ideas, but that language also has the ability to shape ideas. More recent 

research has shifted focus toward investigating the portrayal and representation of 

gender in language (Bolinger 1980:91). 

 

The second-wave feminist movement spurred researchers in America and the United 

Kingdom to undertake research in the field of language and gender. Consequently, 

there is a multitude of work available about language and gender in English, and since 

the 1970s research on this topic in other languages has also gained popularity (Bovin 

2016:1).  

 

Research in other languages often builds on the already available research in English, 

focusing on aspects that are unique to the language under investigation. The 

overwhelming majority of research in languages other than English still focuses on the 

differences between, and particulars of, male and female language. Studies about 

gendered language in Afrikaans also build on the available research in English, and 
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to some extent the research available in other languages. There is also evidence that, 

increasingly, current studies are incorporating corpus-based approaches to provide 

statistical evidence (see Bovin 2016). 

 

The above-mentioned arguments provide a snapshot of the research available in the 

field of language and gender studies. Since the emergence of this field it has 

transformed into a multifaceted, cross-disciplinary area of research. The theoretical 

framework of language and gender research will allow this study to investigate the 

connection between language and thought, focussing on the linguistic representation 

of the different genders and how the representation reflects the sociocultural 

landscape of the time period. In Chapter 2 a more comprehensive, but by no means 

exhaustive, look at the existing literature discussing language and gender will be taken. 

 

1.4 Methodology 

 

This study will use corpus linguistics as a methodology for data extraction and 

evaluation. Corpus linguistics “refers to a set of methods used to mine large machine-

readable datasets for language patterns using statistical calculations” (Balfour 

2019:43). The steps below will outline the framework used to determine how women 

were historically portrayed in written Afrikaans in the time period ranging from 1911-

2010. 

 

The first phase of the study will comprise of a literature review, the theoretical 

framework will discuss the existing literature available in language and gender 

research (introduced in Section 1.3). Combining corpus analysis with language and 
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gender research highlights the interlacing of language and gender, creating a basis 

for the main focus of this research study, the gendering of language. 

 

The second phase of the study will identify the nouns (feminine, masculine and 

epicene) that will be investigated. Different aspects of these nouns’ usage will be 

explored in the HCSA, including frequency distribution, collocation analysis and the 

context in which the nouns occur. The usage of the identified gendered nouns will be 

examined along a timeline, exploring whether the usage and context of nouns has 

changed over time. A historical corpus will be used in this research because of the 

historical data that will be analysed and because corpus linguistics allows for the 

statistical analysis of different time periods and the comparison between the periods 

(O’Keeffe & McCarthy 2010:21). Historical corpora also allow for longitudinal studies 

across time periods. 

 

As part of the corpus analysis, quantitative data analysis will be used to analyse the 

corpus data. The statistical method best suited to determine frequency distribution of 

occurrence and cooccurrence is descriptive statistics (Viana, Zyngier & Barnbrook, 

2013:160). Quantitative metrics such as frequency and collocation will be used to 

determine whether the frequency of specific feminine nouns and collocates of these 

nouns have changed in the HCSA between 1911-2010. The four sub-corpora of the 

HCSA will be examined for the frequency distribution of the identified nouns, recording 

how often each noun occurs. Alongside frequency distribution, collocation analysis will 

be used to determine the unusually frequently occurring word pairings as collocation 

analysis identifies statistically significant collocations and excludes chance 

combinations (Gómez, 2013:196). 
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In the third phase of the study qualitative analysis methods will be used to interpret 

the results of the corpus analysis and explain the findings observed (Firestone 1987). 

Content analysis will be used to interpret and explain the frequency of use, and the 

collocates of the nouns. A qualitative form of content analysis will be used to evaluate 

the written language in the cultural and social context (Hardy, Harley & Phillips 

2004:20), the context in which the nouns occur will be examined through concordance 

lines. In this phase the sociocultural factors within the Afrikaans language community 

at different stages will be considered to give possible explanations for the findings of 

the corpus analysis. 

 

1.5 Contribution of the Study 

 

The research gap identified is that the study is among one of the first studies in 

Afrikaans that investigates gender representation linguistically using a historical 

longitudinal corpus. The contribution of the study is that it will identify the usage of 

gendered and epicene nouns in the written form of Standard Afrikaans over an 

extended period of time, rather than investigating a snapshot of time. 

 

Thus far, limited research is available on the use of published texts as a means of 

diachronic analysis of written lexical change in Afrikaans. Moreover, limited research 

has been found that details the portrayal of gender in Afrikaans across an extended 

time period. 
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By investigating how the written form of the language has changed, a glimpse into the 

sociohistorical and sociocultural factors influencing the change may become apparent. 

The usage of gendered and epicene nouns in the HCSA could provide an insight into 

the sociocultural beliefs of a sample of the Afrikaans language community, and how 

these beliefs changed over time. Lastly, the findings of the study will certainly highlight 

further research questions. 

 

1.6 Delimitations  

 

The research study aims to contribute to the field of Afrikaans language and gender 

research. However, one limitation to the study is the small sample of Afrikaans writing 

analysed. A larger corpus that contains more varieties of Afrikaans and more texts 

may produce vastly different results to the study of the HCSA. 

 

As the HCSA is a relatively small corpus generalising the findings to the broader 

Afrikaans community is not recommended. The HCSA is however the only historical 

longitudinal corpus of written Standard Afrikaans available, therefore the study is a 

first of its kind that could be repeated using a larger corpus that contains more data in 

the future. 

 

Currently longitudinal studies of linguistic gender portrayal in Afrikaans are limited, and 

another limitation of the study is the types of texts available in earlier periods of 

Afrikaans. The texts in the earlier sub-corpora are more formal and gender 

representation may be skewed in the earlier time periods. 
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The study will only investigate written Standard Afrikaans, not spoken language. This 

sample of written Afrikaans will be used to determine what the texts in the HCSA had 

historically been ‘telling’ its readers about gender in the period between 1911-2010. 

The HCSA only includes Standard Afrikaans and does not include or represent other 

varieties/dialects of Afrikaans. Furthermore, the nouns analysed in the corpus will only 

include the nouns from the working list of nouns (Table 3.5), to assure reproducibility 

other nouns will not be analysed. 

 

The corpus analysis will only be conducted in the Lancaster University corpus 

toolbox (#LancsBox; Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 

and no other analysis software will be used. Finally, although this study introduces 

subjects that are currently the focus of academic and popular discussions, such as 

gender equality and variation, the study will not discuss these subjects in detail. The 

study will not explore different types of feminism (such as cyberfeminism, liberal 

feminism etc.) or discuss gender variation (such as what constitutes a gender and 

the different genders). 

 

1.7 Conclusion  

 

In this chapter the research study was introduced and outlined. This was done by 

contextualising the study, and explaining how written records can become unintended 

records of the Zeitgeist in a certain language community. This is because written 

language reflects the language used by writers and readers at a particular time. 

Thereafter, the research question and sub-questions were set out. The theoretical 
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framework and methodology were then discussed, the contribution of the study was 

explicated and the delimitations of the study were described. 

 

In Chapter 2 a comprehensive, but not exhaustive, outline of the existing literature 

discussing language and gender will be given. Definitions of key terms are given and 

the interconnectedness between language and gender will be discussed. The field of 

language and gender research will be explored, drawing on the main researchers in 

the field. Individual studies in English, other languages and Afrikaans are discussed, 

and an overview of existing research that utilises corpus linguistics will be given.  
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2. Literature Review 

 

In the previous chapter the research study was introduced and delineated, highlighting 

the objective, main research question and the subsequent questions to be answered. 

The theoretical and methodological frameworks of language and gender research and 

corpus linguistics were discussed, along with the field and value of the study and the 

limitations of the study. 

 

In this chapter a more comprehensive overview of the existing literature discussing 

language and gender will be given. This will provide a theoretical framework to the 

question of what written Afrikaans in the Historical Corpus of Standard Afrikaans 

(HCSA) has historically been ‘telling’ readers about gender, and specifically about 

women. In Section 2.1 various definitions of gender will be given and the 

interconnectedness between language and gender will be discussed. In Section 2.2 

the field of language and gender research will be explored, drawing on the main 

researchers in the field. Further, individual studies in English, studies in other 

languages and studies in Afrikaans will be explored, alongside research that utilises 

corpus linguistics. 

 

2.1 Language and Gender 

 

2.1.1 Gender 

 

It can be argued that gender is now recognised as one of the major forms of social 

difference, along with race and class (Evans & Williams 2013:xiii). With the area of 
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gender studies only being thoroughly researched for the past 40 years, the 

implications of gender difference are still only partially understood (Evans & Williams 

2013:xiv). 

 

There are various views and definitions of gender, two of the main arguments that 

define gender are mentioned by Allyson Jule (Selzer 2009:343) and Judith Butler 

(1999), which is that gender is seen as either performative or binary. The performative 

view depicts gender as something individuals do rather than something they are. The 

binary view of gender highlights the difference between sex and gender, ‘sex’ being 

seen as biological and ‘gender’ being seen as socio-cultural (Selzer 2009:343). 

 

Butler (1999:171-190) further argues that gender is produced and repeated, and 

individuals experience gender as a concrete concept because gender roles are 

performed, copied and repeated. Because these gender roles are repeated so 

frequently individuals and society experience them as ‘reality’ (Butler 1999:171-190). 

Individuals are socialised to perform gender as it is a major part of how individuals 

perform social roles. Social roles therefore force individuals to perform gender 

(subconsciously) whenever they participate in social life, including family life, work life 

etc. (Butler 1999:171-190). 

 

As mentioned above, gender performance reinforces gender and social roles, 

however, imitations of the performance may also disrupt and challenge these roles. 

The misperformance of gender creates symbolic and real challenges to the gender 

norms (Butler 1999:178-190). For example, gender roles that have previously been 

seen as either feminine (e.g. carer) or masculine (e.g. strong), can be challenged 
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through the deliberate performance of these roles by the gender that it was not 

previously associated with (Butler 1999:171-190). 

 

Traditionally neither the performative view or the binary view of gender has created a 

space for individuals that do not prescribe to either gender. It is argued that the term 

‘gender’ seemingly transfers traditional assumptions of basic sexual dichotomies of 

female and male, however more recent studies want researchers to consider the social 

construction over the physical (Bergvall 1999:276). It is thus important to note that 

there are not only two genders that exist in the social world, rather there is a range of 

genders to be considered, including intersex, transsexual, non-binary etc. (Holmes & 

Meyerhoff 2003:8). This is outside of the scope of this research, but should be 

mentioned nonetheless. 

 

Alongside the performative view of gender, femininity could be understood as socially 

and culturally constructed attributes, behaviours and subject positions generally 

associated with women (Evans & Williams 2013:59). Although not always associated 

with women, the overwhelming association of femininity with women in the literature 

will mean that in this study feminine nouns will be associated with women and 

masculine nouns will be associated with men.   

 

Scharff argues that there are different types of femininities, including femininity 

characterised by social change, regarding employment, education and private spheres; 

and by gender inequality embedded in socio-economic systems (Evans & Williams 

2013:60). As the different types of femininities should ideally be reflected in language, 
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the changing social manifestation of gender and femininity should also ideally be 

reflected in language. 

 

The advent of the internet and social media further facilitates the continuous change 

of the definition of gender. The idea of gender has featured prominently online in 

important social and political movements in the late 20th and early 21st centuries, 

including feminism and other activism focusing on gender identity such as queer 

activism (Evans & Williams 2013:42). Stemming from online activism, the term 

cyberfeminism has been given to acts of engagement that support the prospects of 

gender transformation (Evans & Williams 2013:42).  

 

Although cyberfeminism will not be directly discussed in this research, cyberfeminism 

could have an influence on the portrayal of gender in language around the turn of the 

century, as digital communication was and still is being used in feminist campaigns 

and forms of resistance to gender norms and conventions (Evans & Williams 2013:43).  

 

Taking all the above-mentioned arguments of gender into account, the working 

definition of gender in this study will lean towards the performative view. This research 

will consider gender as a social role, an enactment and a product of social construction 

(but not as an inherent defining category) (Stokoe 2004:108; Matwick 2017:533). 

Social roles are influenced by the environment, social conditioning and socialisation, 

and the social role of gender can shape behaviour, societal roles and identities (Reddy 

& de Kadt 2006:418). This research will also consider gender, and forms of its social 

manifestation, as continually emerging. Therefore, a definition of gender should be 
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able to adapt to changing enactments and changing social constructions (Evans & 

Williams 2013:xiv). 

 

As mentioned previously, and reiterated by Evans and Williams (2013:195), there are 

scholars that argue that the representation of gender reproduces myths about 

femininity and masculinity and serves to reinforce the performance of gender roles. It 

is further argued that these gender roles are placed on individuals through social 

expectations and assumptions, that they are often binary, and that gender 

performance is therefore constructed socially (Bergvall 1999:282). 

 

In the following section, the social expectations and social roles of gender will be 

discussed by investigating how gender is represented in language. This will be 

followed by an overview of the field of language and gender research; the discussion 

will by no means be a comprehensive deep dive as the field is so broad, however, the 

most relevant and important research will be mentioned. 

 

2.1.2 Language and Gender 

 

The study of the relationship between language and gender emerged from feminist 

research of linguistics in which the feminist linguists hoped to deconstruct gender roles 

and assumed gender privilege in language (Selzer 2009:343). Previous studies in the 

field of language and gender have argued that language is not a neutral construct but 

is rather imbued with a connection to symbolic systems of power that are able to shape 

the construction of ideas, beliefs and opinions (Reddy & de Kadt 2006:419).  
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The idea of language either reflecting or determining thought was first set forward by 

Edward Sapir and Benjamin Whorf (Cameron 2002:9-10) who hypothesised that 

language “is not merely a reproducing instrument for voicing ideas but rather is itself 

the shaper of ideas” (Whorf 1956:212-213). This idea is called linguistic relativity – 

“that there is not just one way of seeing, thinking and talking about the world” 

(Weatherall 2002:5). 

 

The weak form of the linguistic relativity hypothesis is often more applicable to 

language and gender study. Highlighting that language shapes ideas and beliefs about 

a concept, and the way the concept is portrayed linguistically provides an insight into 

the way the speaker or writer views the concept (Evans & Green 2006:95-101). Similar 

to the weak form of the linguistic relativity hypothesis, language and gender study 

considers both the ways in which languages talk about genders and the role language 

plays in either perpetuating or challenging gender bias through linguistic choices 

(Reddy & de Kadt 2006:419).  

 

The depiction of gender in language is closely linked to how a particular society views 

the notion of gender. Two main questions arise when embarking on language and 

gender research: Is language a socialising agent that contributes to the continuation 

of gender roles, or is language merely a mirror reflecting a group or a society’s 

language norms? (Beyleveld & van Jaarsveld 1991:1). These two questions are not 

separate from one another but rather intertwined, as Jule argues – language 

encompasses continuation, reflection and sustaining gender identity (Selzer 

2009:343). Language therefore not only reflects language norms or contributes to the 

continuation of gender roles, but is responsible for both. 
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Michel Foucault argued that individuals are represented as gendered through 

discourse and language, where meanings about gender are set out and perpetuated 

and where the meanings can also be renegotiated (Selzer 2009:343). Janssen and 

Murachver (2004:180) agree with Jule and Foucault, arguing that language reflects 

and perpetuates the construction and maintenance of social stereotypes – including 

gender.  

 

As much as language contributes to and sustains gender roles and identity, it can also 

be a shaper of ideas and a mediator of social relations reflecting social identities and 

cultural values (Cameron 1992:29). However, the social construction and reflection of 

gender and gender roles must be examined, questioning who controls the production, 

formation and couching of these social roles (Bergvall 1999:285). When studying the 

interrelationship between language and gender, especially when focusing on texts that 

have to pass through many gatekeepers, this institutional influence needs to be kept 

in mind (Bergvall 1999:285). 

 

As language use often reproduces asymmetrical gender relations (Reddy & de Kadt 

2006:419), research about language and gender has contributed to some feminist 

scholars concluding that “languages are sexist” and that languages “represent or 

‘name’ the world from a masculine viewpoint and in accordance with stereotyped 

beliefs about women” (Cameron 2002:9). It is important to note that languages are not 

inherently sexist, but rather become sexist when organised into discourse by 

institutions or societies (Cameron 1992:198). It is also important to note that when 

large groups of people or institutions are involved, change is always slow and, 
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therefore, languages persist in communicating stereotypes even when deliberate 

attempts are made to reduce disparaging and damaging connotations and stereotypes 

(Beyleveld & van Jaarsveld 1991:12). 

 

The connection between language and gender is often also interwoven with the 

awareness that language and (traditionally) women’s social status are related. This 

relationship is evident in the publications of women’s movements, in campaigns about 

personal names and in feminist philosophy (Weatherall 2002:2). Gendered language 

systems contribute to these perceived gender differences (Prewitt-Freilino, Caswell & 

Laakso 2011:269). It can be argued that societal understanding (beliefs, attitudes and 

behaviours) regarding the status of women and men differ across cultures and 

societies (Prewitt-Freilino, Caswell & Laakso 2011:269).  

 

These understandings of gender are historically, culturally and contextually specific, 

what it means to be ‘female’ or ‘male’ changes, and words used to describe the 

genders also change (Weatherall 2002:7). If language is a mirror, the implication is 

that language will also mirror changing social attitudes (Weatherall 2002:7). As 

language is ever-changing, and gendered language systems and the depiction of 

gender change across time periods, language can be used to change attitudes about 

gender identity and gender roles (Selzer 2009:343). 

 

The way the different genders see themselves and choose to portray themselves is 

less likely to be gender dependent today than in the past (Janssen & Murachver 

2004:188). Language development is closely linked to the development of the 

individual, and in society the changing views of individuals are also closely linked to 
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language development (Guimei 2010:332). Language and societal views thus 

progress together constantly influencing one another (Beyleveld & van Jaarsveld 

1991:3). Any difference in language can, however, only be said to generally reflect 

modest shifts rather than absolute contrasts of social stereotypes (Janssen & 

Murachver 2004:181).  

 

There are two facets that characterise modest shifts in language development: first, 

language develops in the direction of men’s language; and second, language develops 

away from absolute sex differences and towards degrees of differences (Pedersen 

1997:29). Language can therefore be considered both a mirror reflecting social reality 

and an instrument perpetuating the social structure (Guimei 2010:336). More recent 

language and gender studies argue that cultural practices, values and ideologies are 

not only reflected in language, but that language shapes our changing understanding 

of our world (Prewitt-Freilino, Caswell & Laakso 2011:268). 

 

If, as argued above, language is a reflection and an instrument then language and 

gender research should not only focus on “how women speak, but also, how women 

are spoken about” (Romaine 2000:103). How a gender is spoken about will not only 

reflect any societal understanding but also perpetuate the understanding, it will also 

indicate the extent to which gender is linguistically represented and how gender is 

incorporated into underlying structures of language (Reddy & de Kadt 2006:418-419). 

The following section will introduce and discuss language and gender research that 

focuses on “how women are spoken about” (Romaine 2000:103). 
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2.2 Language and Gender Research 

 

Since the second-wave feminist movement in the 1960s and 1970s, research on 

language and gender has steadily gained popularity (Bovin 2016:1) and earlier 

research has highlighted two questions: What is “the nature and significance of gender 

bias in language”?; and what is the significance of “gender differences in language 

use”? (Weatherall 2002:3). 

 

A significant bulk of earlier research focused on the gender differences in language 

us, how women and men use language differently (Bell 2014:13). This earlier research 

identified speech and writing styles and correlated them with gender differences 

(Stokoe 2004:107). The research on gender differences was often based on the 

assumption that women were somehow ‘inferior’ to men, that language reflected 

power and social advantage and simultaneously the lack of power and social 

disadvantage (Weatherall 2002:3). The earlier research also expressed viewpoints 

reflective of the time when the research was being conducted, for example the 

viewpoint that words have an indelible measurable meaning (Weatherall 2002:5). 

 

Earlier language and gender research often perpetuated the gender dichotomy 

emphasising differences between men and women (Stokoe 2004:108), and because 

of this emphasis earlier research on gender differences drew critique. One critique of 

the gender dichotomy highlights the argument that language does not only contain 

ideas, but that it also has the ability to shape ideas (Weatherall 2002:4). Another 

critique emphasises that there are not only two genders, men and women, existing in 

the social world but rather there is a range of genders that exist and if research solely 
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focuses on the gender dichotomy it negates other genders (Holmes & Meyerhoff 

2003:8).  

 

Subsequently, the rigidity of previous research has guided more recent studies to not 

only focus on gender difference but to include the linguistic representation of different 

genders and to examine the social production of gendered identities (Holmes & 

Meyerhoff 2003:8; Stokoe 2004:108). Reddy and de Kadt’s (2006:419) 

characterisation of the current field of language and gender research does not focus 

on gender difference, but rather depicts the field as attempting “to show how gender 

systems work in their linguistic representation of reality” (Reddy & de Kadt 2006:419). 

Gendered systems are usually examined through linguistic analysis of syntax, 

semantics and pragmatics, or through the sociology of gender. There is also evidence 

that, increasingly, current studies are incorporating corpus-based approaches to 

provide statistical evidence of research findings (see Bovin 2016). 

 

There are many feminist arguments that assert sexist language can have an effect on 

gender relations and the real-world relations and status of men and women (Prewitt-

Freilino, Caswell & Laakso 2011:268). Other arguments state that there are no 

languages that do not distinguish between the genders, whether grammatically or 

semantically, and this had led researchers to believe that gender may be “so 

fundamental to social organization and social structure that linguistic means to refer 

to this category are indispensable for speech communities” (Prewitt-Freilino, Caswell 

& Laakso 2011:268).  
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Grammatical and semantic gender can be defined as follows. Grammatical gender 

can be defined as the classification of nouns in a language into two or three classes 

(feminine, masculine and neutral) for the purposes of agreement (Ibrahim 1973:11). 

Both animate and inanimate nouns are classified in grammatical gender (Ibrahim 

1973:11). Semantic gender can be defined as the classification of nouns based on 

gender roles, such as ‘king’, ‘mother’ etc. (Kraaikamp, 2017:2). 

 

The binary view of gender is being challenged more frequently, and language and 

gender studies also increasingly challenge the dichotomy of ‘female’ and ‘male’ 

(Reddy & de Kadt 2006:418). As argued in Section 2.1, there are not only two genders 

that exist in the social world, rather gender exists as a range or a continuum (Holmes 

& Meyerhoff 2003:8). Therefore, it can also be argued that ‘women’ and ‘men’ are no 

longer seen as homogenous categories because there are no longer stable categories 

for ‘women’ or ‘men’ (Reddy & de Kadt 2006:418). Reddy and de Kadt (2006:418) 

argue that agreeing what constitutes these categories is more complex and other 

variables, such as the interpretation of categories through social and cultural factors, 

should be explored and considered. 

 

Social roles are influenced by environment, social conditioning and socialisation, and 

the social role of gender can shape behaviour, societal roles and identities (Reddy & 

de Kadt 2006:418). The social role of a gender can perpetuate gender stereotypes, 

and these gender stereotypes are often reflected in language through grammar, 

syntax and lexical choices, making language a means through which sexism and 

gender bias are perpetuated (Menegatti & Rubini 2017:1). Gender stereotypes are not 

neutral, rather the stereotypes reflect the asymmetries of status and power 
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corresponding to social roles (Eagley, Wood & Diekman 2000). These asymmetries 

are subtly expressed in the words used to refer to the different genders (Menegatti & 

Rubini 2017:2). 

 

Inequality and stereotypical beliefs about gender are often embedded in the lexicon of 

a language. Research studies have highlighted that in English there are more words 

to refer to men than to women, however, the number of expressions used to refer to 

promiscuous women is 10 times more than the number of words used to refer to 

promiscuous men (Menegatti & Rubini 2017:5). Imbalances in vocabulary further 

result in a lack of terms to refer to one gender, for example the emphasis on women 

being pure and wholesome has resulted in terms such as virgin to refer to a woman 

who has not had sexual intercourse, while there is no equivalent term to refer to a man 

who has not been sexually active (Menegatti & Rubini 2017:5).  

 

Similarly, Afrikaans has the term maagd (virgin), however there is no equivalent male 

term. These imbalances can be referred to as lexical gaps, where there is no 

equivalent term to refer to the opposite gender (Menegatti & Rubini 2017:5). Lexical 

gaps are accompanied by positive and negative word associations. There are fewer 

positive words that describe women as intelligent, strong, independent or sexually 

active than there are negative words (Weatherall 2002:4). However, there are 

numerous negative words reflecting the pejorative attitudes towards women in society 

(Weatherall 2002:4).  

 

Gender bias is often also embedded in the grammar of languages. Grammatically, 

languages can be gendered, gender natural or genderless (Prewitt-Freilino, Caswell 
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& Laakso 2011:269). Grammatical gender languages, such as German and Italian, 

mark gender by assigning feminine or masculine gender to nouns; grammatical natural 

languages, such as English, do not mark gender through nouns but through pronouns; 

and genderless languages, such as Swahili and Chinese, have a complete lack of 

grammatical gender distinction in the noun system (Menegatti & Rubini 2017:8; 

Prewitt-Freilino, Caswell & Laakso 2011:269). Grammatical conventions of gender 

have more recently prompted discussion of “the power of language to shape social 

stereotypes about gender, and perhaps ultimately shape status distinctions between 

men and women” (Prewitt-Freilino, Caswell & Laakso 2011:268). 

 

Although Afrikaans has been identified as part of the Germanic languages family, as 

a colonial offshoot of Dutch (Hock & Joseph 2009:49), it is not a grammatical gender 

language like German and Dutch, but rather a grammatical natural language like 

English. This difference could be explained by Afrikaans’ historical context, the 

language’s development has been influenced by socio-political factors, language 

policies and practices, and language contact (Mesthrie 2002:80-84). This includes 

language contact between Dutch, Khoekhoe and Asian languages, which resulted in 

the original form of Afrikaans (Mesthrie 2002:80-84) (for a more detailed discussion 

see the prelude of Chapter 3). Therefore, although Afrikaans is part of the Germanic 

languages family, it has developed into a grammatical natural language. 

 

The bulk of research in the field of language and gender focuses on the differences 

between, and characterisation of, male and female language, as evidenced by A 

global perspective of language and gender research: A Bibliography (Freed 1992). 

This resource lists 180 works on language and gender; 146 of those are works that 
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focus on the differences and characterisation of a particular gender’s language and 

only 34 of those works focus on how language depicts a particular gender. 

 

As shown by the above characterisation of studies in the field of language and gender 

research, how individuals perform language has been studied thoroughly, how women 

or men speak and write. What the performance of language says about a particular 

gender should be investigated as meticulously, because if Freed’s study (1992) is 

typical of the division of language and gender research then there are disproportionate 

research efforts in the field.  

 

Studies that investigate the portrayal of gender contribute to an important, seemingly 

underrepresented, research area within the field, because as Bolinger (1980:91) 

asserts: “language about women reflects the attitudes of men toward women, and, to 

the extent that women accept them, the attitudes of women toward themselves.” The 

research that follows focuses on how gender and gender roles are portrayed in 

language, particularly how the social role of ‘women’ is portrayed in language and what 

those depictions suggest about attitudes towards women. 

 

The portrayal of gender in language is most prominent through lexical items, as lexical 

items can be categorised according to gender and gender roles, including lexical items 

for occupations, professions and nouns (both grammatically and semantically 

gendered) (O’Donnell 1973:1069). Particularly salient in the study of the linguistic 

depiction of women is grammatical gender, and especially nouns that are used to refer 

to women (also called ‘feminine nouns’).  
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Grammatical gender has been shown to increase the sensitivity to a person’s gender, 

aiding gender-relevant processing of social information (Prewitt-Freilino, Caswell & 

Laakso 2011:269). Therefore, different aspects of grammatical gender and nouns 

have been studied, including the use of derivational morphemes when forming 

feminine nouns, gendered nouns and occupational titles, and the use of gendered 

nouns and compound words. Examples of these types of studies are discussed below. 

 

Derivation is a morphological process by which words that are distinct from the base 

form’s category and meaning are formed through affixation. During affixation, affixes 

– such as prefixes and suffixes – combine with base forms (stems or roots). In 

grammatical gender languages terms referring to gender are often symmetrical, such 

as ginecologo (‘male gynaecologist’) and ginecologa (‘female gynaecologist’) 

(Menegatti & Rubini 2017:8). However, they can also be asymmetrical, such as 

professoressa (‘female professor’) and professore (‘male professor’) in Italian, 

highlighting that most feminine nouns (nouns that are used to refer to women) are 

formed by adding a suffix to the male term (Menegatti & Rubini 2017:8). Feminine 

nouns in gender natural languages are often also asymmetrical, such as ‘actress’ 

(from actor) and ‘heroine’ (from hero). Lexical marking with affixes, especially in 

gender natural languages such as English and Afrikaans, is often seen as necessary 

when referring to women, however, this is not seen as necessary when referring to 

men (Menegatti & Rubini 2017:8). 

 

Similarly, He (in Menegatti & Rubini 2017:8) found that feminine terms are often 

derivations of masculine terms, and feminine suffixes such as ‘-ess’ and ‘-ette’ mark 

feminine (and thereby female) derivations, thus implying that women are somehow 
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inferior to, or derivative of, men. Female derivations have traditionally also been used 

to mark social distinctions with suffixes traditionally being used to denote a woman’s 

relationship to a man (Cameron 1992:93). For example: ‘duchess’ marks a woman’s 

relationship to a duke, i.e. as being the wife or widow of the duke (Cameron 1992:93). 

 

As women started to enter the workforce full of ‘traditionally male positions’, new 

gender-neutral (epicene) titles (specifically occupational titles) needed to be coined as 

some professional women did not approve of the traditional gendered occupational 

titles (Cameron 1992:93). Gendered occupational titles also emphasise the reference 

to gender, and the activation of the corresponding stereotype (Menegatti & Rubini 

2017:11). For example, Budziszewska, Hansen and Bilewicz (2014) found that women 

described using gendered feminine titles (such as ‘chairwoman’) are more frequently 

perceived as less competent by both men and women, however, only men perceived 

them as less warm. When the gender of the individual is unknown epicene 

occupational titles (such as ‘chairperson’) do not, however, activate the same 

preconceived stereotypes (Menegatti & Rubini 2017:11). 

 

Diachronic analyses have shown that some epicene linguistic forms are more 

sensitive to cultural and social changes. These forms have therefore increased over 

time as the presence of women socially and culturally in the workforce and in other 

positions has increased (Sensales, Areni & Dal Secco 2016:459-460). A corpus-based 

diachronic study on epicene occupational titles in American English found that 

occupational titles have traditionally been marked for the gender group dominating the 

occupation, and the usage of epicene titles has increased when referring to 

antecedents with no explicitly mentioned gender (Bovin 2016:1). For example, titles 
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such as ‘firefighter’ were more often used than the previously gendered form of 

‘fireman’ and ‘firewoman’ (Bovin 2016:5). The study did, however, find that gendered 

titles are still used frequently, and terms marked for males have more positive 

connotations of power, status and independence. Epicene titles, in contrast, do not 

(yet) have these positive connotations, and are chosen for neutrality and 

professionalisation (Bovin 2016:18). Increasingly, studies such as Bovin’s are 

incorporating corpus-based approaches to provide statistical evidence of linguistic 

sexism. 

 

Both gendered and epicene titles are often distinguished in terms of their collocations 

and associations. Associations often imply and designate individual genders, for 

example, some occupations imply feminine connotations, such as nurse, librarian and 

secretary, while other occupations are implied to be masculine, including architect, 

engineer and scientist (O’Donnell 1973:1069). Collocations are words that occur 

unusually frequently with relation to each other within a linguistic situation, such as a 

text (Balfour 2019:43).  

 

Studies report that collocational analysis shows gendered feminine terms are more 

likely to be combined with pejorative concepts, and that adjectival collocates of both 

gendered feminine and masculine terms activate stereotypical preconceptions, which 

are based on lexical fields of appearance and importance (Motschenbacher 2013:213-

214). Romaine (2000:109-110) found that collocations associated with masculine 

occupational titles are often neutral, compared to collocations associated with 

feminine occupational titles that are often more emotive. Furthermore, it was found 

that epicene titles that explicitly refer females often have a descriptive adjective 
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preceding the occupational title, however, this is not so when referring to a male 

(Romaine 2000:109-110).  

 

Similar to the above studies, collocative comments about women have also been 

found to more frequently discuss how women look, in contrast with comments about 

men that are more frequently about what men do – these contrasting subject choices 

reflect the desired attributes of each gender (Weatherall 2002:4). In their corpus-based 

study Fournier and Russell (1992:13-14) found that men are more often represented 

by their activities and intellect, and are associated with positive collocations. However, 

the same authors also found that women are more often presented with reference to 

their bodies and as passive, and are associated with trivial and unfavourable 

collocations (Fournier & Russell 1992:14). 

 

Along with the distinction of gendered items through association and collocation, other 

specific linguistic devices that are often used to portray gendered language include 

gendered masculine nouns, gendered feminine nouns and epicene or specific 

feminine forms (Sensales, Areni & Dal Secco 2016:460). An example of a gendered 

masculine noun is ‘chairman’; the gendered masculine form makes women ‘invisible’ 

as gender is unspecified but the male term is used to refer to both genders (Sensales, 

Areni & Dal Secco 2016:460). An example of a gendered feminine noun is ‘air hostess’; 

the gendered feminine form makes women ‘visible’ as the visibility is based on lexical 

terms adopted for women only (Sensales, Areni & Dal Secco 2016:460). An example 

of an epicene noun is ‘firefighter’; the epicene form is the ideal non-gendered usage 

of language that includes both genders (Sensales, Areni & Dal Secco 2016:460).  
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Although the epicene form is the ideal non-gendered usage that includes both genders, 

such as ‘student’ and ‘person’, it was found that masculine pronouns (i.e. he, his and 

him) are more often used to refer to epicene nouns (Guimei 2010; Gastil 1990). Even 

when no gender is explicitly mentioned, evidence from existing literature shows that 

the use of a masculine pronoun with an epicene noun is three times more likely than 

the use of a feminine pronoun (i.e. she and her) (Guimei 2010:334). In a separate 

study, within a group of undergraduate students who read passages with epicene 

pronouns (i.e. they and them), the pronouns evoked a disproportionate number of 

male images within the group of students (Gastil 1990:629). What these two studies 

show, is that when epicene nouns and pronouns are used, these nouns are 

conceptualised as male. 

 

Similar to the studies about associations and collocations, studies discussing 

gendered feminine nouns have also shown that feminine nouns often have pejorative 

connotations (Bolinger 1980:91-92). For example, gendered feminine words often 

insinuate unwanted qualities such as untidiness, sexual objectification and ageing 

(Bolinger 1980:91-92). This is even true of epicene nouns explicitly referring to females. 

Thus, while gendered masculine terms often have positive connotations, gendered 

female terms more often have negative connotations.  

 

2.2.1 Research in Other Languages 

 

The studies discussed above all focus on English, but similar studies have also been 

done in other languages. These often build on the already available research in 

English, focusing on aspects that are unique to the language under investigation. The 
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overwhelming majority of research in languages other than English still focuses on the 

differences between, and particulars of, male and female language. Examples include 

Finlayson (1982), Hirsch (1987), Salami (1991) and Hu (1991), whose studies all 

describe the differences between male and female speech in Xhosa, Swahili, Ile-Ife 

and Chinese respectively (Freed 1992). 

 

However, studies in other languages that focus on how language portrays or 

represents gender have also been conducted. Clarke (1984) for example focuses on 

Arabic, and came to the same conclusion as the previously-mentioned English studies 

on epicene nouns. Arabic speakers categorise epicene nouns into gendered 

categories, neutral nouns such as ‘student’ are always categorised as either male or 

female. This indicates that Arabic speakers have preconceived perceptions of epicene 

nouns (such as ‘student’), more often attaching male pronouns to epicene nouns 

(Clarke 1984). The study, therefore, draws a parallel between research in English and 

research in Arabic, where both languages seemingly attach a preconceived gender to 

epicene nouns. 

 

Research on epicene nouns and associated gender in Spanish came to the same 

conclusion as the above-mentioned studies in English and Arabic. Hampares (1976) 

shows that in Spanish the masculine plural pronoun is used to refer to epicene nouns 

that have the possibility to represent both feminine and masculine gender. Unlike the 

English and Arabic studies, Spanish does not simply categorise nouns through gender 

marking, the grammatical rule in Spanish is that ‘masculine takes precedence’ 

(Hampares 1976:100). Where previously-mentioned studies have hinted at gender 

marking influencing language users, Spanish grammar dictates that gendered 
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masculine forms are more important than gendered feminine forms. Therefore, it can 

be concluded that Spanish has a definitive effect on why its users prefer gendered 

male nouns. 

 

Unlike Spanish’s masculine precedence, Kittredge Cherry points out that Japan has a 

“woman-oriented” culture which has resulted in the feminisation of young men’s 

language (Smith 1990:129). Although the feminisation of language has been studied 

by sociolinguists, Cherry details in her research that there are many terms in Japanese 

that are still gender-marked feminine to represent women. These include terms related 

to female social roles (older sister types), physical appearance (‘uglies’ and ‘beauties’), 

female reproductive roles (menstruation), and female sociopsychological 

characteristics (‘femininity’ and ‘noisy’) (Smith 1990:129). Through Cherry’s research 

it can be observed that although a language may favour femininity and feminine 

marked terms, the associations or connotations with the terms can still be negative. 

 

Studies in African languages also mostly focus on gender differences in language 

performance, however, one study that does focus on the portrayal of gender in an 

African language is Dlamini (2009). This study uses linguistic analysis to determine 

whether women are discriminated against in Swazi courts. The differences between 

male and female language in a court setting are described, and the portrayal of women 

is investigated using an analysis of court transcriptions. It was found that women are 

greatly disadvantaged and discriminated against due to the fact that their choice of 

language is limited by Swazi society’s views of women and the language they are 

allowed to use (Dlamini 2009). 
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Another study that focuses on African languages, and the South African language of 

isiZulu specifically, is Mncwango’s (2017) corpus-based study of the portrayal of the 

body in isiZulu novels. In the study Mncwango found that the description of female and 

male bodies indicates gender differences and reinforce gender stereotypes, including 

men using their bodies for communication, and women using their bodies in a 

comforting and caring way (Mncwango 2017:84). Further Mncwango (2017:85) 

highlighted that the adjectival collocates associated with female characters in the 

novels pertained most frequently to their appearance and the stereotyped social role 

of women as being (or needing to be) smaller and more petite (echoing findings of 

previous research in English). However, the researcher noted that a broader, more 

inclusive study would benefit from research conducted in a larger corpus – as is the 

case with many corpus-based studies (Mncwango 2017:i). 

 

As evidenced from the above-mentioned study, language and gender research is a 

growing field of study in South Africa, including studies on terminology, discourse, 

language variety, literature and pedagogy – in English, isiZulu and Afrikaans among 

others (Reddy & de Kadt 2006:420-422). The various studies have highlighted gender 

as a social category rather than limiting gender to a grammatical category. Studies 

have further outlined that linguistic features representing gender should be understood 

in socio-cultural context rather than in isolation (Reddy & de Kadt 2006:420).  

 

2.2.2 Research in Afrikaans 

 

Similar to the above-mentioned research, studies about gendered language in 

Afrikaans build on the already available research in English, and to some extent the 
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research available in other languages. Studies such as Beyleveld and van Jaarsveld 

(1991) focus on how women are portrayed in Afrikaans. The study investigates 

objectivity in Afrikaans lexicography by looking at dictionary entries and concludes that 

lexicography, and dictionary entries, are not totally objective. The study found that 

stigmatised words, referring to ideology, racism and sexism, are included in 

dictionaries out of necessity (Beyleveld & van Jaarsveld 1991:12). The study suggests 

that gendered lemmas – such as feminine and masculine forms – are not necessarily 

indications of blatant sexism. However, the study highlights fixed forms that do not 

communicate changing societal views sustain understandings of women that render 

them invisible (Beyleveld & van Jaarsveld 1991:12).  

 

A more recent corpus linguistic study that explored Afrikaans pronouns over the time 

period of 1911-2010 found that texts continue to favour masculine forms and 

‘maleness’ above feminine forms and ‘femaleness’ (Kirsten 2019:184-189). Kirsten 

found that using masculine pronouns to represent both male and female is not gender 

neutral but rather emphasises the interpretation of maleness as the norm, epicene 

nouns however lead to a more gender-neutral interpretation (Kirsten 2019:184). The 

study discovered that over time, the use of epicene pronouns increased and the use 

of masculine pronouns decreased, feminine pronouns remained the least favoured 

forms. Kirsten (2019:189) highlights that although masculine forms did not make way 

for feminine forms, the increased usage of epicene pronouns creates space for 

individuals who do not adhere to binary gender forms. 

 

Kirsten (2019:186) also highlights in her study that when feminine nouns are used as 

epicene, it is usually with reference to children, and typically with relation to their 
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mother. Similarly, when feminine nouns are used to represent women overall, it is 

more often with relation to their children or other relationships (such as family). 

However, the author further highlights that the use of feminine nouns as epicene is 

limited and used in very specific contexts; compared with masculine nouns that are 

used as epicene, which occur more frequently (Kirsten 2019:186-187). 

 

One study of Afrikaans language use that points towards the preference for gendered 

masculine pronouns and a male interpretation of language is van Rooy (1996) (Kirsten 

2019:184). In this study, similar to the above-mentioned study of Sensales, Areni and 

Dal Secco (2016), van Rooy depicts Afrikaans-speaking students as interpreting 

masculine gendered pronouns functioning as gender neutral as referring to males 

more often than to females. The students have this interpretation despite having the 

linguistic knowledge that the masculine form is being used as epicene (Kirsten 

2019:184). 

 

Two pedagogical studies that analyse example texts from second- and first-language 

Afrikaans textbooks found numerous examples of gender-biased language, 

preference for masculine forms and negative stereotypes of women (Atkinson 1995; 

Schwerdtfeger 1989). Men are said to lead active and interesting lives in juxtaposition 

with women who lead passive and almost invisible lives (Schwerdtfeger 1989:34). In 

comparison Geldenhuys and Anker (2018:353) highlight that Afrikaans youth novels 

before 1990 also tend to portray traditional, patriarchal core values adherent to the 

social and cultural norms of the time. However, more recently novels tend to move 

away from the previous norms toward more fluid social structures, with more equal 

power bases for both women and men (Geldenhuys & Anker 2018:353). What is 
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evident from the comparison of earlier and more recent language and gender research 

in Afrikaans is the changing societal understandings of gender. 

 

Where the above-mentioned studies in Afrikaans mainly discuss gender bias and 

gendered language, van Huyssteen’s (1996) study discusses how women (and their 

bodies) are portrayed in Afrikaans. This study outlines sexual metaphors used in 

Afrikaans, which devalue women and their bodies and highlights sexism in various 

Afrikaans-speaking language communities, including how sexist language maintains 

gender stereotypes and how the influence of societal and cultural views and ideologies 

impact the understandings of gender. The study also draws parallels to metaphors in 

English and Arabic, and argues that societal gender stereotyping and the devaluation 

of women sustains sexism in language communities (van Huyssteen 1996). 

 

In contrast to the Afrikaans studies mentioned above, which were mostly conducted 

before the proliferation of the internet, Kirsten (2019) has researched Afrikaans during 

the onset of the cyber age. Kirsten (2019:188-189) argues that the increasing 

preference for epicene language usage in Afrikaans could be hastened by feminism 

(and cyberfeminism) and the striving toward gender equality in society. 

 

2.3 Conclusion  

 

In this chapter an overview of the existing literature discussing language and gender 

was outlined in order to lend a theoretical framework to the investigation. Definitions 

of gender were given, concluding that gender is both a performance of social roles 

and a product of the performance. Further, gender roles serve to limit gender 
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performance, however, the misperformance of gender roles challenges the previously 

held ideas of gender. Therefore, gender is a fluid construct, stemming from the 

changing views of performance and production.   

 

Following on from the discussion of gender, the interconnectedness between 

language and gender was examined, arguing that language acts as both a medium to 

contribute to and to reflect socio-cultural constructs, such as gender. Language and 

gender studies were outlined that provided a snapshot of the research available in the 

field. Research in English, research in languages other than English and research in 

Afrikaans were explored, incorporating language and gender research that utilises 

corpus linguistics.  

 

Studies available in English are plentiful and corpus analysis is increasingly being 

used in studies of English. Similarly research in languages other than English have 

also made use of corpus analysis (although not to the extent of English research). 

Research in Afrikaans is still in the relative early stages in comparison to other 

languages, and especially research that incorporates the quantitative aspects that 

corpus analysis offers. 

 

In Chapter 3, corpus linguistics as a methodology will be discussed. The factors to 

consider when choosing an appropriate corpus and the attributes of historical corpora 

will be outlined. An overview of the HCSA (Kirsten 2016), used in this research project, 

will be delineated and the research methods that will be followed will be outlined.  
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3. Research Methodology 

 

In the previous chapter an overview of existing language and gender literature was 

outlined in order to lend a theoretical framework to the investigation. Various 

definitions of gender were given and the interconnectedness between language and 

gender was discussed. The field of language and gender research was explored, 

including studies in English, in other languages and in Afrikaans. Language and 

gender research that utilises corpus linguistics was also referenced with relation to the 

relevant studies. 

 

In this chapter corpus linguistics as a methodology will be discussed, with the aim of 

answering the research question, how are women historically portrayed in written 

Afrikaans in the time period ranging from 1911-2010? The factors to consider when 

choosing an appropriate corpus will be outlined in Section 3.1, and the attributes of 

historical corpora will be discussed in Section 3.2. An overview of the HCSA (Kirsten 

2016) used in this research project will be given in Section 3.3, and the process of 

analysing a corpus will be detailed in Section 3.4. Finally, the research methods that 

will be followed are outlined in Section 3.5. 

 

This research study makes use of a mixed methods approach employing empirical 

and contextual data, quantitative and qualitative methods, to investigate how women 

are linguistically portrayed in written Afrikaans between 1911-2010. Mixed methods 

research can be described as “research that involves the collection and analysis of 

both qualitative and quantitative data” in a single research study (Almalki 2016:291), 

utilising deductive and inductive analysis in a complimentary way (Williams 2007:70). 
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Therefore, a mixed methods approach is used to collect data, analyse the data and 

explore the social meaning ascribed to the ways in which women are portrayed 

(Almalki 2016:291).  

 

Quantitative research entails the collection of data that can be quantified, and is 

considered to be deductive, collecting information that can be numerically or 

statistically analysed (Almalki 2016:290; Williams 2007:66). The corpus analysis 

makes use of a numeric approach utilising data to objectively measure metrics such 

as frequency and collocation (Williams, 2007:66). The quantitative method employed 

in this research study is the developmental design method, exploring how 

characteristics change over time (namely the frequency of feminine nouns) (Williams 

2007:67). 

 

To interpret the findings of the corpus-based study content analysis is used as a 

qualitative method. This method tries to explain any discrepancies observed in the 

quantitative analysis by taking social factors within the Afrikaans speaking community 

into account (Firestone 1987). Qualitative research emphasises exploring and 

understanding how and why individuals or groups assign meaning to a social 

phenomenon. This allows for a perspective on issues through investigating them in 

context, and is considered to be inductive assuming that ‘reality’ is a complex social 

construct intertwined within a social context (Almalki 2016:291). 

 

A qualitative form of content analysis, which does not assume meanings of words are 

stable but rather investigates word usage in context, is used in this research. This 

qualitative form of content analysis falls under the broader discourse analytical 
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methodology, which interprets word usage in social and sociohistorical contexts 

(Hardy, Harley & Phillips 2004:20). This form of content analysis differs from discourse 

analysis, which tries to uncover the way in which reality is produced (Hardy, Harley & 

Phillips 2004:19). This study does not make any assumptions about how concepts 

found in the HCSA came to be but rather sets out to investigate what is already present 

in the HCSA.  

 

The mixed methods approach initially focuses on the quantitative corpus analysis. 

Corpus linguistic research methods enable researchers to describe language as it is 

actually used (Kirsten 2019:66). In this study corpus linguistics will be used as a 

methodology to investigate how characteristics of gendered nouns change over time.  

 

Within corpus linguistic methodology there are different approaches, including corpus-

informed, corpus-based and corpus-driven (Granger, Gilquin & Meunier 2015:36). 

These corpus approaches largely depend on the type of evidence needed for data 

retrieval, analysis and interpretation. A corpus-informed approach is a methodology 

that provides evidence for an occurrence, a corpus-based approach tests or 

exemplifies theories, and a corpus-driven approach is strictly based on computer 

techniques for data extraction and evaluation (Granger, Gilquin & Meunier 2015:36). 

 

This study will mainly make use of a corpus-based approach, in as much as corpus 

linguistics will be used as a methodology for data extraction and evaluation, however 

there will not be a focus on testing or exemplifying theories (Granger, Gilquin & 

Meunier 2015:36). When using a corpus-based approach two forms of linguistic data 
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can be studied namely written and spoken (Weisser 2016:3-5); this research will focus 

on written data. 

 

The quantitative research method can be summarised as: a corpus-based study 

focusing on written data, to investigate whether the patterns of use and context of 

Afrikaans feminine nouns in texts have changed between 1911 to 2010. Corpus 

analysis is routinely used to determine frequency distribution and the most frequently 

occurring collocates, both these aspects will be investigated. Corpus-based studies of 

language usage often focus on particular linguistic structures or features, such as 

investigating gender bias (Biber, Conrad & Reppen 1998:1). This method of data 

analysis is therefore able to examine the ways in which feminine nouns occur in real 

texts of written Standard Afrikaans, and how the occurrences have changed. It is 

important to highlight that this research only makes use of a small sample of written 

Standard Afrikaans to identify usage trends (Cameron 2002:11). 

 

The written form of a language is often considered as the ‘standard form’ (Hock & 

Joseph 2009:321), and the ‘standard form’ of a language is often associated with a 

perceived ‘higher social status’ and therefore the recognition or acceptance of one 

variety of a language often discredits other varieties of a language (Coates 1993:61). 

The act of attaching social status to a particular language variety, highlights the 

influence socio-political factors have on language use, language policies and 

language practices (Mesthrie 2002:18-24).  

 

Some effort has been made since 1994 to make written Afrikaans more representative 

and accessible, including providing a platform to other varieties of the language and 
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not only to the ‘Standard’ Apartheid era variety (Kirsten 2019:161). Kirsten highlights 

that as written Standard Afrikaans developed, what followed were “signs of increasing 

formality, distance, and sophistication in written Afrikaans during the first several 

decades of the twentieth century” (Kirsten 2019:160).   

 

3.1 Criteria for Selecting a Corpus 

 

As mentioned above, combining corpus linguistic analysis with qualitative analysis 

allows the study to examine the results of the corpus analysis while exploring the 

sociolinguistic variables, such as gender or social class, that affect language use 

(Meyer 2002:18). The intended research purpose of a corpus will guide either the 

corpus design or corpus selection; the characteristics discussed in the following 

section guided the corpus selection for this study. Ultimately the HCSA compiled by 

Kirsten (2016) was selected for analysis. 

 

Corpus linguistics, used in this research as a methodology for data extraction and 

evaluation, can be described as a way of conducting linguistic research (Meyer 2002:xi) 

through collecting real language data and analysing the data with computer software 

programmes (O’Keeffe & McCarthy 2010:4). Corpus linguistics can also be defined as 

“a set of methods used to mine large machine-readable datasets for language patterns 

using statistical calculations” (Balfour 2019:43).  

 

These datasets are called corpora, which are collections of texts and extracts of texts. 

Corpora have been employed in linguistic research since the 1200s when the Bible 

was concordanced, listing all the words in the Bible for reference (O’Keeffe & 
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McCarthy 2010:3-4). Computer-generated concordances first appeared in the 1950s 

as tools for the study of literature (O’Keeffe & McCarthy 2010:3-4). More recently 

corpora have become synonymous with computer-readable collections of texts (Meyer 

2002:xii). 

 

The definition of a corpus as a collection of texts, or extracts of texts, that can undergo 

linguistic analyses raises the argument that corpora are created to be used in linguistic 

study (Meyer 2002:xii), and corpora are exceptional sources for verifying falsifiability, 

completeness, simplicity, strength and objectivity in linguistic research (Leech 

1992:12-13). Corpora are also useful resources for pursuing historical linguistic 

studies, as corpora can contain texts from earlier periods permitting systematic studies 

of linguistic evolution that enables researchers “to investigate issues that have 

currency in modern linguistics, such as the effects of gender” (Meyer 2002:11). 

 

When selecting a corpus to be used as a resource for linguistic study, small targeted 

corpora (smaller than a million words) seemed like the most viable option. These 

corpora are proven to be powerful tools for the investigation of special uses of 

language, such as the portrayal of gender (O’Keeffe & McCarthy 2010:6). Smaller 

corpora can be analysed in extensive detail using different software programmes, can 

shed light on particular instances of language use and can provide a better means of 

conducting analyses (O’Keeffe & McCarthy 2010:6). Corpus linguistics in general, and 

analysis employing small corpora in particular, is arguably best characterised as “a 

means to an end rather than an end itself” (O’Keeffe & McCarthy 2010:7). 
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As a means to an end, corpora are considered useful for linguistic research because 

they can represent different genres, registers and time periods of texts and the 

analyses are reproducible (Meyer 2002:53). When considering which corpus to use 

for this research, the research purpose guided the selection. The ultimate purpose of 

a corpus often guides the design or selection, considering: language, genres, registers, 

length of the corpus, length of the texts, whether to include speech or written data (or 

both) etc. (Meyer 2002:30;53). The purpose of the corpus for either grammatical or 

lexical research further determines the representativeness, balance and text types 

(Meyer 2002:30). The validity of the corpus is also influenced by the research purpose, 

as the specific corpus should be valid for the research purpose (Meyer 2002:53). 

 

Although steps and parameters can be followed to ensure representativeness, 

balance and validity, it should be acknowledged that corpora are not always suitable 

for all discourse studies. Therefore, researchers that want to embark on specific 

studies may likely need to create or seek out a smaller unique corpus, such as the 

HCSA created by Kirsten (2016 & 2019). When selecting a corpus, representativeness 

should be considered, the representativeness of a corpus refers to the types of texts 

included in the corpus that represent a specific speech community. When discussing 

representativeness diversity (register variation and subject matter) and size (number 

of words, texts, or samples from texts) should be considered (Biber, Conrad & Reppen 

1998:251). 

 

Representativeness for a narrow research purpose is relatively straightforward, as it 

is easier to design or choose a corpus that represent a single genre or register than 

one that represents multiple and varied genres, registers and varieties (Biber, Conrad 
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& Reppen 1998:251). The representation and balance of a corpus similarly depends 

on whether the corpus is going to be used for general language observations, or for 

specific investigations (Biber, Conrad & Reppen 1998:246). Balanced corpora are 

particularly valuable tools for primarily linguistic research because they can be used 

for both linguistic description and linguistic analysis, benefitting from the analysis of 

‘real’ language (Meyer 2002:xii-xiv).  

 

A corpus such as the Brown Corpus (the first major structured corpus, consisting of 

American English and created by Brown University) that can be used for general 

language observation, is considered balanced when it includes texts and data that 

represents different genres and registers, permitting study of individual genres and 

comparison between genres (Meyer 2002:xii). A special-purpose corpus with 10 texts 

(with 1000 words each) could be sufficient to represent specific features well (Biber, 

Conrad & Reppen 1998:248-249). 

 

When seeking out a corpus for this study, representativeness was considered. In 

comparison to a corpus that includes a variety of genres, registers and styles, a tightly 

focused corpus with fewer genres and registers included (and less variation within the 

genres) can be more representative because it is easier to achieve a representative 

corpus of just one particular genre (Viana, Zyngier & Barnbrook 2013:50). Conversely, 

a broadly focused corpus that includes more varied genres and registers can be 

argued to be less representative of theses genres and registers, however it could 

represent a speech community more wholly (Viana, Zyngier & Barnbrook 2013:50).  
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Whether a corpus is intended for general language observation or specific 

investigations of one particular feature, corpora should aim to represent a language 

community or stylistic feature as wholly as possible (Biber, Conrad & Reppen 

1998:246-251). Another characteristic of corpora that links to representativeness is 

corpus typology, as different types of corpora can be used for different purposes 

(O’Keeffe & McCarthy, 2010:20). Some of the main types of corpora include sample 

corpora, comparable corpora, special corpora, bilingual corpora etc. (O’Keeffe & 

McCarthy 2010:20-24). 

 

Different types of corpora serve different purposes, for example corpora studied by 

psycholinguists, corpora studied by historical linguists and corpora studied by 

sociolinguists will not necessarily be built the same as their research purposes differ 

(Meyer 2002:xiii-xiv). For this study the ideal corpus would be a historical corpus (for 

comparison along a time dimension), as a diachronic corpus – that represents 

snapshots at time intervals along a timeline – is more favourable than a monitor corpus 

– that plots language change as it occurs (O’Keeffe & McCarthy 2010:22).  

 

Alongside the type of corpus, the size of a corpus also ties into the research purpose, 

therefore different types of corpora need to be larger than others depending on the 

research purpose. For example, when the purpose of the research is to conduct 

lexicographical or discursive analyses, the research requires a larger database, 

however when the purpose of the research is to conduct grammatical analyses such 

as regional varieties or change in language, the research can be accomplished with a 

smaller corpus (Meyer 2002:33).  
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Lexicographical research requires larger corpora, such as the British National Corpus 

which contains text samples as long as 40,000 words, considering both size and 

diversity for typology further guides corpus selection (Meyer 2002:38). Grammatical 

or historical research however, can make do with smaller corpora that are often 

appropriate for the research purpose, such as the Helsinki corpus that contains text 

samples ranging in length from 2,000-10,000 words (Meyer 2002:38). 

 

3.2 Characteristics of Historical Corpora 

 

A historical corpus is used in this research because the texts are historical in nature 

and because corpus linguistics allows for the statistical analysis of different time 

periods and the comparison between the periods (O’Keeffe & McCarthy 2010:21). 

These corpora greatly enhance researchers’ ability to systematically study the 

development of particular linguistic features and gain insight into how sociolinguistic 

variables, particularly in the area of gender differences, affect language usage (Meyer 

2002:38-39).  

 

Historical corpora can either have narrow research purposes or wider research 

purposes, and can either be multi-purpose general corpora that contain a variety of 

texts from different genres and periods, or focused historical corpora that contain 

specific texts from specific genres and periods (Meyer 2002:21; O’Keeffe & McCarthy 

2010:21-22). Research purposes that are narrow, such as the changing portrayal of 

gender, often make use of historical corpora composed of text excerpts to account for 

the availability of texts and the change in language (Biber, Conrad & Reppen 

1998:251).  
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Because of the limited availability of texts or excerpts, historical corpora often heavily 

depend on written texts (Meyer 2002:20). These texts contain samples representing 

earlier registers and variations, and therefore historical corpora can be used to study 

earlier periods individually or the changes from earlier periods to the present (Meyer 

2002:20). Most corpora contain extracts of texts rather than complete texts. In corpora 

that focus on written text, such as the International Corpus of English (ICE) corpus, 

written texts can include an excerpt from the beginning of a text including the 

introduction, an excerpt from the middle of the text including text development, or the 

end of the text including the conclusion (Meyer 2002:38-39). 

 

When using a corpus that depends heavily on written texts, historical corpora are often 

limited to what is available. Gathering texts and data for these corpora is therefore 

hindered by the ability to obtain the materials, earlier texts may be unavailable or 

difficult to find and get access to (Meyer 2002:37). The goals in historical corpora are 

similar to modern-day corpora: finding a range of genres that represent the language 

under investigation as it existed during various historical periods (Meyer 2002:37). 

Corpora that depend heavily on written texts should also consider who the intended 

target audience was, as different genres and registers are intended for different 

audiences (Meyer 2002:31). 

 

The Helsinki corpus (containing English texts) is an example of a multi-purpose 

historical corpus that contains a range of different genres, such as sermons, travel 

accounts, fiction, drama etc. (Meyer 2002:37), and it contains texts from Old, Middle 

and Early Modern English (O’Keeffe & McCarthy 2010:22). The Corpus of Early 
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English Correspondence, is an example of a special-purpose historical corpus 

containing letters written during the Middle English period (Meyer 2002:37). 

Furthermore, it is important to note that certain genres may be underrepresented in a 

given period (Meyer 2002:37).  

 

In the HCSA the author highlights that Afrikaans academic texts in the 1910s are not 

as prevalent because academics did not write in Afrikaans, but rather in Dutch or 

English (Kirsten 2019:63). In modern corpora, genres are often included based on the 

research purposes, for example multi-purpose corpora strive to include many if not all 

genres. However, highly specialised types of language, such as legal written language, 

may not be conducive to the research purposes of general-purpose corpora. Special-

purpose corpora would be conducive to research this specialised type of language 

(Meyer 2002:36). For special-purpose corpora, the restricted scope allows efforts to 

be redirected towards gathering a detailed collection of texts that thoroughly represent 

the specific genre and register (Meyer 2002:36). 

 

As historical corpora are often limited to what texts or material are available, they are 

often static corpora and are either diachronic or monitor corpora (see Section 3.1). 

Static corpora will not change over time and no new data will be added to the corpora 

(Weisser 2016:25) as they are often a snapshot of a language at a particular point in 

time (Meyer 2002:32), contrasted with dynamic corpora that are constantly being 

updated to reflect the change in language (Meyer 2002:32). A static historical corpus 

can be searched for the frequency and collocates of a specific item and the data 

analysis will always produce the same result, given the corpus is, in fact, static. 
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Another characteristic of historical corpora is their organisation, they are often 

arranged in a way that displays a “chronological ladder” of development along a time 

dimension (Meyer 2002:20; O’Keeffe & McCarthy 2010:22). Historical corpora group 

texts from a specific time period together making it possible to compare groupings of 

different time periods to one another affording the possibility to study periods of 

linguistic development (Meyer 2002:20). The HCSA is arranged in a chronological 

ladder.  

 

Historical corpora are often divided into sub-corpora along the chronological ladder, 

as shown in the Helsinki Corpus. However, historical corpora should not just cover 

predetermined historical periods, but should also consider significant events occurring 

during the time periods and how the corpus can best cover these events (Meyer 

2002:63). 

 

3.3 Characterisation of the Historical Corpus of Standard Afrikaans 

 

The historical corpus used for analysis in this research was compiled by Kirsten (2016, 

2019) and offers opportunities to examine the use of various linguistic features across 

historical time periods as Biber, Conrad and Reppen (1998:12) recommended. At the 

time the HCSA was compiled there were no other historical corpora available for 

written Standard Afrikaans (Kirsten 2019:62). The HCSA is a static corpus and is 

divided into four time periods between 1911 and 2010, represented by four sub-

corpora (henceforth referred to by number): 

 

o Sub-corpus one contains data from 1911 to 1920 
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o Sub-corpus two contains data from 1941 to 1950 

o Sub-corpus three contains data from 1971 to 1980 

o Sub-corpus four contains data from 2001 to 2010 

 

These time periods were chosen mainly because of the availability of written Afrikaans 

texts, and each sub-corpus spans 10 years to include as many varieties of written 

Afrikaans as possible. When identifying the texts that would be included in the corpus, 

Kirsten (2019:62) set certain parameters that would guarantee the validity and 

representativeness of the corpus (see Section 3.1). Certain types of texts are difficult 

to obtain and digitise due to availability and copyright, therefore Kirsten (2019:62) 

chose to create sub-corpora of a decade each and include a variety of genres in each 

sub-corpus. 

 

The corpus includes a heterogenous collection of written texts from different sources, 

including: academic texts, magazines, newspapers, literature and manuscripts (letters 

and diaries). These different types of texts can vary greatly in a number of different 

ways: the amount of text editing, the writing experience of the authors, the education 

of the authors, the genres of the texts, the registers of the texts etc. (Kirsten 2019:62). 

The various sources of texts included in each sub-corpus were determined by the 

availability of the texts and the texts’ representation of the written language (Kirsten 

2019:62). The fiction and informational text groupings in the various sub-corpora 

include larger data sets “to account for possible stylistic variation” (Kirsten 2019:62). 

 

Kirsten (2019:63) extracted about 2,000 words from each text, including a minimum of 

10 authors, however there is some variation of the amount of words in each sub-
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corpus – accounting for the length of the different text types. For the longer texts, such 

as academic texts and literature, Kirsten extracted parts from different chapters of the 

texts (Kirsten 2019:63). Due to the availability and variation in length of different 

genres of text, Kirsten (2019:63) worked with normalised frequencies (see Section 

3.4). The sub-corpora include various genres across texts to avoid skewing of the data. 

However, Kirsten (2019:63) highlights that sub-corpus one contains multiple texts that 

discuss the same topic, Afrikaans itself. 

 

The composition of the HCSA is as follows, according to word count and written text 

type (Kirsten 2019:63): 

 

Text Type Words Texts 

Fiction 60,000 138 

Popular Nonfiction: 

Biographical texts 

Informational texts 

News reports 

Religious texts 

 

20,000 

60,000 

20,000 

20,000 

 

47 

135 

45 

38 

Academic Texts: 

Humanities 

Natural Sciences 

 

30,000 

30,000 

 

61 

46 

Manuscripts: 

Letters and diaries 

 

21,000 

 

206 

Table 3.1: Composition of HCSA (Kirsten 2019:63) 
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Every corpus has limitations; the HCSA was limited by: the materials available, 

copyright permissions and the time frame available to digitise hard copies (Kirsten 

2019:1963). Texts are often also only available in formats that are not conducive to 

vigorous computational or corpus linguistic investigation, meaning the hard copy texts 

need to be digitised, converted into txt format and the corpora compiled before 

analysis can begin (Taljard 2019). 

 

This process of creating the HCSA is described by Kirsten (2019:63-64), including the 

digitisation of the hard copy texts by manual scanning, using optical character 

recognition software and manually editing the output. Some of the texts were provided 

by various organisations in digitised format (Kirsten 2019:64), and once all the texts 

were rendered in a digital format Kirsten (2019:64) created the searchable sub-

corpora. 

 

3.4 Analysing a Corpus 

 

Corpora can tell researchers nothing in themselves, however because corpora are 

collections of machine-readable texts they can be submitted to computerised analysis 

using corpus software allowing for a new perspective on language (O’Keeffe & 

McCarthy 2010:122). In this research the corpus analysis of the HCSA used non-

parametric methods, meaning the researcher did not know the distribution of the data 

in each sub-corpus and no assumptions or estimations were made before the corpus 

is analysed and the data tested (Gómez 2013:44). This research study also did not 

make any assumptions about how lexical items were distributed (if they occurred) in 
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each sub-corpus, rather it explored the frequency of occurrence and collocations of 

Afrikaans feminine, masculine and epicene nouns across the four time periods. 

 

Corpus analysis varies in the ways data is analysed. Data analysis includes frequency 

lists, concordance analysis, collocations, key word analysis, n-grams etc. The first step 

of data analysis is to identify specific linguistic structures as objects of investigation, 

for example single words, multi-word sequences or more complex grammatical 

constructions (Granger, Gilquin & Meunier 2015:38). These linguistic structures can 

either be extracted from the corpus manually or (semi-)automatically through text 

retrieval software programmes, which provide detailed information on the use of the 

structures (Granger, Gilquin & Meunier 2015:38). Text retrieval programmes provide 

word lists with “all words and their frequencies of occurrence in the corpus; keyword 

lists that compare the frequencies of words in two corpora and calculate the over- or 

underrepresentation of certain words in one corpus relative to the other” (Granger, 

Gilquin & Meunier 2015:38). 

 

Concordancing programmes, such as TACT, Lexa, WordSmith and AntConc are the 

most used programmes (Biber, Conrad & Reppen 1998:15; Gómez 2013:153; 

Granger, Gilquin & Meunier 2015:38), however other concordancing programmes are 

also available and depend on the research purpose of the corpus, such as Lancaster 

University corpus toolbox that can be used for smaller and specialised corpora. For a 

diachronic corpus-based study, wordlists and concordances, and the comparison of 

wordlists can be useful to determine which words are more prominently used in 

different periods of time (Gómez 2013:167).  
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The concordancing programme used for this research is the Lancaster University 

corpus toolbox (#LancsBox). The #LancsBox software allows for frequency analysis, 

distribution, in-depth analysis of frequencies, comparison of corpora, collocation 

analysis, analysis in context, and n-gram analysis (Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 

2020 [software package]). Annotation software, such as Part-of-Speech tagging (PoS) 

that enriches data with information facilitating the extraction and analysis of specific 

word forms or constructions, are not particularly reliable for Afrikaans data (Kirsten 

2019:65). Therefore, similar to Kirsten, analysis of the HCSA will be manual. This 

research will mainly make use of: 

 

• Frequency lists: A complete list of all the items in a corpus (O’Keeffe & 

McCarthy 2010:122). As the frequency of occurrence of feminine, masculine 

and epicene nouns is unknown, sub-corpora will be examined for frequency 

distribution of the nouns. A list of the most frequently occurring nouns will be 

compiled for each sub-corpus, and compared against one another. 

• Collocation: Alongside frequency distribution, collocation analysis will be used 

to determine the unusually frequently occurring word pairings. Collocation 

analysis identifies statistically significant collocations and excludes chance 

combinations (Gómez 2013:196). 

• Concordance analysis: Identifying all the examples, in context, for a specific 

searched item, and investigating occurrences and behaviours of different word 

forms in real-life contexts (also known as KWIC – key word in context) (O’Keeffe 

& McCarthy 2010:122; Weisser 2016). 
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When selecting a corpus to use for analysis the limitations of corpus design, such as 

obtaining copyright permission (Biber, Conrad & Reppen 1998:250) and digitising the 

hard copy materials needed for the corpus are not as troublesome (as these limitations 

should have been considered when the corpus was designed and the data collected). 

However, other limitations could affect corpus selection such as the research purpose, 

the data or texts available in the corpus, the availability of the corpus, the annotation 

of the corpus etc. 

 

Statistical analysis can often be simple involving frequency counts of particular lexical 

items being investigated and most analysis software have statistical capabilities built 

into them, resulting in statistical analyses being performed while researchers 

investigate specific linguistic items (Meyer 2002:137). For example, in frequency lists 

relative frequency can be used to investigate percentages. Instead of examining 

absolute frequency which identifies whether a lexical item occurs once or 12 times in 

a corpus, relative frequency investigates what percentage of times a lexical item 

occurs (Dean & Illowsky 2010:1). 

 

Relative frequency gives the researcher a broader view of the data, because with 

absolute frequency it is impossible to know what would be considered as a ‘frequently 

occurring’ lexical item. It is difficult to determine what constitutes ‘frequently’, is it when 

a lexical item appears five times or when an item appears 100 times? Relative 

frequency is able to identify the ratio of the number of times an item occurs relative to 

other items, therefore giving an indication whether an item occurs frequently in relation 

to other lexical items (Dean & Illowsky 2010:6). 
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Collocation analysis is concerned with the repeated co-occurrence of words; reasons 

to conduct collocation analyses include language description and discourse analysis 

(Brezina 2020:24-25). The description and analysis examine whether the collocation 

is a sociolinguistic choice, discourse prosody, register preference, semantic unit or 

lexico-grammar unit (Brezina 2020:24-25). 

 

Various statistical tests could be performed in #LancsBox for collocation analysis, 

including Mutual Information (MI) score, T-score and LogDice. The statistical tests are 

association measures used to compute the strength of the collocation (Brezina 

2020:23) (see Section 3.5). If a researcher wants to conduct more vigorous statistical 

tests, various statistical methods can be used in corpus linguistic analysis, including 

descriptive statistics and inferential statistics. Descriptive statistics is the use and 

analysis of a collection of information, and inferential statistics the inference of 

properties by testing hypotheses and deriving estimates (Granger, Gilquin & Meunier 

2015:160).  

 

Descriptive statistics includes (but is not limited to) frequencies of occurrence, which 

are observed frequencies, normalised frequencies and ranks of frequencies. It also 

includes frequencies of cooccurrence, which are association measures, collocation 

and colligation or collostruction (Granger, Gilquin & Meunier 2015:160). Inferential 

statistics includes: significance test of two-dimensional frequency tables; association 

measures; and significance tests for differences (Granger, Gilquin & Meunier 

2015:160-161).  
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It is important to note that while simple statistical analyses can be appropriate for 

specific research, more rigorous statistical evaluation of results can afford more 

confidence about the results obtained and may provide new insights into linguistic 

items under investigation (Meyer 2002:120-121). Statistical analysis can be described 

as following three steps: determining the suitability of the corpus for statistical analysis, 

conducting the appropriate statistical test, interpreting results and finding linguistic 

motivations for the results (Meyer 2002:121). The last step of the analysis offered the 

ideal opportunity for combining quantitative and qualitative analysis, and the 

contribution of sociolinguistic variables. 

 

Basic corpus and statistical analysis of untagged corpora, such as the HCSA, can 

yield interesting and compelling results that are able to provide useful insights into the 

discourse-level features of a language (O’Keeffe & McCarthy 2010:130). Many 

researchers explore data through both quantitative and qualitative analysis, and 

smaller targeted corpora are more conducive to such analyses, as it is possible to 

qualitatively look at a bigger percentage of instances in smaller corpora. O’Keeffe and 

McCarthy (2010:130) highlight that “there are growing numbers of researchers who 

suggest that combining automatic corpus analytic techniques with more fine-grained 

qualitative investigation… is a robust methodology” for dealing with the complexities 

of language. 

 

Drawing on O’Keeffe and McCarthy’s (2010) argument, it can be said that by only 

focusing on the quantifiable changes, such as frequency and collocation, more subtle 

changes in the social factors and Zeitgeist can be missed (Leech et al. 2009:79). In 

this instance Zeitgeist refers to the ideas and attitudes of a social population in a given 
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time period (Fruehwald 2017:4-5). As the texts in the HCSA can be said to reflect the 

Zeitgeist of the Standard Afrikaans speaking community to a larger or smaller extent 

with relevance to the time period of 1911-2010 (as each sub-corpus includes various 

genres of texts), texts within the HCSA are used to investigate changes in the portrayal 

of women from 1911-2010. 

 

The field of language and gender will be used as the theoretical framework for the 

qualitative investigation. The findings of the corpus-based study will be combined with 

the qualitative investigation to explore whether sociocultural factors prevalent in the 

Standard Afrikaans speaking community could have influenced the potential changing 

portrayal of women.  

 

Each time period will be individually investigated, and the time periods will be 

compared to explore any change in the usage and context of the feminine, masculine 

and epicene nouns, while the prevalent social factors (identified through patterns of 

use combined with literature available) in the different time periods will simultaneously 

be explored. Meyer (2002:4) argues that “what one discovers in a corpus can be used 

as the basis” for theoretical issues being explored. Therefore, the sociocultural factors 

prevalent in the Afrikaans community are included in the description of the results of 

the corpus analysis. 

 

The advent of social media around 2000 (Kaplan & Haenlein 2012:101) introduced 

quite drastic and rapid shifts in societal views, including the views on women within 

society. Social media is regarded as an essential part of everyday life (Kaplan & 

Haenlein 2012:101), and it would be of interest to see how the changing views of 
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individuals and of speech communities are reflected in the HCSA – particularly in the 

time period of 2001-2010 (for a further discussion see Section 2.1).  

 

3.5 Research Methods 

 

Combining corpus analysis with language and gender research highlights the 

interlacing of language and gender in itself. Language and gender encompasses the 

relationship between language as a form of communication and language as it reflects 

relations between men and women within the context of society (Reddy & de Kadt 

2006:4189). Reddy and de Kadt (2006:418) exemplify both the essentialist 

perspective and the constructionist perspective of gender. The essentialist perspective 

argues that gender is a permanent construct not open to change, the constructionist 

perspective however argues that gender is a cultural construct open to change along 

with societal changes (Reddy & de Kadt 2006:418).  

 

In order for parameters to be established for the research, a working definition of 

gender should be put forward, this research will consider gender as a social role. 

Social roles are influenced by environment, social conditioning and socialisation, and 

the social role of gender can shape behaviour, societal roles and identities (Reddy & 

de Kadt 2006:418).  For this study, the construction of gender as either an immutable 

category or a fluid cultural construct will not be the central argument (for a discussion 

on gender see Section 2.1). The gendering of language will be the main focus, the 

prescribed usage of nouns to portray gender will be examined along a timeline and 

whether the usage and context of nouns has changed will be explored. 
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The steps below outline how nouns were categorised and identified for analysis; and 

the analysis that will be run for the identified nouns using the HCSA. 

 

3.5.1 Compiling a Working List of Nouns 

 

The Omvattend 1.7 Virtuele Instituut vir Afrikaans (VivA) corpus was utilised to compile 

a working list of 30 nouns that were used for analysis in the HCSA. The VivA corpus 

is lemmatised (up to 90% accuracy) and tagged for parts of speech (up to 75% 

accuracy) (VivA, 2020). The Omvattend 1.7 VivA corpus is made up of the following 

sub-corpora, number of words and textual units (VivA 2020): 

 

Sub-Corpus 

 

Words Textual 

Units 

Afrikaanse Leipzig-korpus 1.1 

A partial collection of the Leipzig Corpora 

Collection for Afrikaans 

86,612,337 97,189,423 

NWU/ATKV-Tienertoneelkorpus 1.1 

A collection of newly written plays submitted 

for the ATKV- Tienertoneelkompetisie. The 

corpus will be expanded over time. The current 

collection consists of submissions from 2017, 

2018 and 2019 competitions. 

2,408,806 3,001,294 

NWU/Maroela Media-korpus 1.6 20,193,271 22,775,065 
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A collection of news articles and blogs as published 

on Maroela Media’s website up to 30 September 

2019. 

NWU/Lapa-korpus 1.3 

A corpus of Afrikaans books, mostly fiction, 

published by Lapa Uitgewers. 

19,989,190 23,669,778 

NWU/ATKV-Taalgenootkorpus 1.0 

A collection of articles published in the 

Taalgenoot magazine from 2006 to 2012. 

1,271,467 1,449,237 

PUK/Protea Boekhuis-korpus 2.2 

A corpus of Afrikaans books, fiction and 

nonfiction, published by Protea Boekhuis. 

10,475,499 12,084,329 

RSG-nuuskorpus 2.4 

A collection of news bulletins from 2005 to 

2019, as broadcasted by Radio Sonder 

Grense and published on their website. 

19,059,686 20,763,816 

Taalkommissie-korpus 1.1 

A stratified corpus as used by the Afrikaanse 

Taalkommissie, consisting of a variety of 

genres and domains including: scientific 

magazines, newspapers, literary works, and 

informal and formal writings. 

47,321,344 53,622,677 

VivA Spraakkorpus 1.0 

Transcriptions of extracts from a variety of 

remaining speech corpora, arranged in sub-

363,756 495,901 
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corpora according to project. The corpus will 

be expanded when more finances become 

available or as corpus contributors make their 

data available. The current collection consists 

of 50 hours of transcriptions from the project 

“Die Afrikaans van die Griekwas van die 

tagtigerjare”. 

Wikipedia- Afrikaanse korpus 1.2 

A collection of documents from the various 

web pages available on the Afrikaans version 

of Wikipedia, as of 1 December 2018. 

17,390,336 20,555,477 

Table 3.2: Composition of Omvattend 1.7 VivA corpus (‘Korpusportaal: Omvattend 

1.7.’ 2020) 

 

The Omvattend corpus was accessed through the VivA website, where researchers 

need to register with the site in order to make use of the tools and resources. Once 

registered the Omvattend corpus was searched for nouns through the korpusportaal 

(‘corpus portal’), using the Uitgebreid (‘comprehensive’) search function and searching 

the woordsoort (‘parts of speech’) search box for selfstandige naamwoord (‘noun’). 

The resulting trefslae (‘hits’) were then sorted by group so that the 50,000 most 

frequently occurring nouns were listed from most to least frequently occurring. This 

was done by going to the Trefslae in groepe (‘results in groups’) tab, and selecting 

trefwoord (‘keyword’) from the drop-down menu. 
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The result was a list of the 50,000 most frequently occurring nouns in the Omvattend 

corpus. The 50,000 nouns were downloaded into an Excel document for manual 

searching. A manual search was done for the 45 most frequently occurring feminine, 

masculine and epicene noun forms and terms of address (geslagsvorme and 

aanspreekvorme). Nouns were selected along the following guidelines: 

 

• The following nouns were omitted:  

o Collective nouns – for example familie (‘family’), massas (‘masses’), 

Suid Afrikaners (‘South Africans’), Britse (‘British’) etc. 

§ Including nouns referring to national, ethnic, racial, religious or 

political groups. 

o Religious terminology – for example dissipels (‘disciples’), duiwel (‘devil’), 

engel (‘angel’) etc.  

o Proper nouns – including names and surnames, for example Paulus, 

Petrus etc. 

o Loanwords from English – for example ‘girl’. 

• All gendered and epicene noun forms were included as they occurred, including 

singular, plural and diminutive forms. 

• Nouns were categorised as feminine, masculine and epicene according to 

grammatical rules as prescribed in Potgieter (1930:36-38), Wessels (1999:14-

16) and Beter Afrikaans (2013). The Verklarende Handwoordeboek van die 

Afrikaanse Taal (HAT) was also used for reference (Odendal & Gouws 2000). 

As the HCSA encompasses different time periods, the grammatical guidelines 

of various time periods were considered and considered when categorising the 

nouns. 
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The subsequent list of 45 gendered and epicene noun forms (Table 3.3) was compiled 

following the above guidelines: 

 

Most Frequently Occurring Nouns 

Feminine Nouns Masculine Nouns Epicene Nouns 

vrou man kinders 

vroue vriende  kind 

ma vader  ouers 

dogter seun persoon  

susters manne lede 

vrouens mans leerders  

meisie  boere studente 

meisies pa gelowiges 

dames oom persone 

moeder seuns  personeel 

dogters president  soldate  

ouma koning hoof 

vriendin onderwysers lesers 

bruid skrywers inwoners 

me. vriend lidmate 

dogtertjie broer  spelers 
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suster mnr kliënte 

tannie broers ouer  

dame voorsitter  appellant 

joernaliste ouens  prof 

mamma digter  atleet 

ma’s boer  lid  

haarself kunstenaars vyand 

weduwee  eienaar professor 

eggenote  homself  leerlinge  

sussie  bestuurder  leser  

vriendinne  broeders jongmense 

nooi  profete  minister 

klaagster  eienaars  individue 

mammas  profeet  burgers 

poppie  onderwyser oorledene  

oumas  seuntjie  atlete 

aktrise  direkteur  dr 

maagd  digters  woordvoerder  

onderwyseres  konings baba 

tannies  kunstenaar  deelnemers 

moeder  oupa werknemers 

sangeres redakteur dokter 

tante akteur vyande  

niggie neef student 
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dogtertjies bestuurders besoekers 

kleindogter helde  predikante 

skoonma joernalis  kliënt 

hoer  vaders ondersteuners 

sussies sangers model 

Table 3.3: Omvattend 1.7 VivA corpus most frequently occurring nouns 

(‘Korpusportaal: Omvattend 1.7.’ 2020) 

 

In order to compile a working list of nouns for analysis in the HCSA, the manually 

compiled list of the 45 most frequently occurring noun forms in the Omvattend corpus 

were pared down and edited. As the HCSA is not lemmatised (where all instances of 

a word are linked together) or tagged (the parts of speech identified) (Meyer 

2002:116,86), normalisation was used to group together all the different variants of 

the nouns.  

 

Normalisation is a manual process that considers repetition and other features of 

speech and text (Meyer 2002:96). Normalisation was used to account for spelling 

variation, the change from Dutch spelling to standardised Afrikaans spelling, and 

different word forms (plurals and diminutives) especially for texts from earlier periods 

(Meyer 2002:78-79). For example, the Dutch spelling of vrouw (‘woman’), dochter 

(‘daughter’), zuster (‘sister’), meisje (‘girl’) and onderwijseres (‘female teacher’) are 

notably different to the Afrikaans spelling of vrou, dogter, suster, meisie and 

onderwyseres. It became evident that in sub-corpus one and two the Dutch spellings, 

spelling errors and inflected forms of the nouns also needed to be considered. 
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Normalisation also allows for a narrower search in a corpus, specifically for frequency 

and collocation analysis. 

 

Table 3.4 shows how the nouns were normalised. All the spelling variations and 

variations in form of a noun were identified across all the sub-corpora. The variations 

were then normalised into a single lemma that would accommodate for the various 

searches (wild card and specified) in the different analysis tools. The process 

exemplified in Table 3.4 was used for all the nouns identified for analysis in Table 3.5. 

Henceforth, and throughout the rest of the study, when referring to nouns analysed for 

frequency, collocation or patterns of use, it will be with reference to the normalised 

nouns. 

 

Normalising Nouns 

Feminine 

Noun 

Variations 

Normalised To Masculine  

Noun  

Variations 

Normalised To 

vrou 

vrou 

man 

man 

vrouw manne 

vrouwtjie mans 

vroue mannetjie 

vrouens  

vroutjie  

Table 3.4: Normalised nouns and their variants 
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Alongside the normalisation of nouns, the subsequent steps were followed to pare 

down the original list to a working list: 

 

• Gendered and epicene pronouns were removed from all three categories in the 

list e.g. hy (‘he’), sy (‘she’) and hulle (‘they’) – they were on the list because 

they may have been incorrectly tagged in the VivA corpus. 

• The common nouns were then normalised, although the working list only refers 

to the nouns in their singular form, the singular form meisie (‘girl’) encompasses 

meisies (‘girls’) and meisietjie (‘little girl’) (see Table 3.4). 

• Abbreviations such as Dr en Me., were listed as the full noun forms, e.g. Dokter 

(‘doctor’) and mejuffrou (‘miss’). 

• By editing out pronouns and normalising word forms, the Omvattend list of 45 

nouns was whittled down to make space for gender-equivalent nouns to be 

included in both the feminine and masculine categories. E.g. weduwee (‘widow’) 

appears as a frequently occurring feminine noun, therefore wewenaar 

(‘widower’) (its gender equivalent) was included in the masculine category. 

• If a gender-equivalent noun is not available, then the corresponding category 

was left blank. This only applied to two feminine nouns, maagd (‘virgin’) and 

hoer (‘whore’). 

• The epicene nouns were normalised, no gender-equivalent nouns were added 

accounting for why the epicene noun list is shorter than the feminine and 

masculine noun list. 
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The investigation of the nouns will be discussed in Chapter 4. The list in Table 3.5 is 

considered the working list of nouns and terms of address to be analysed in the corpus 

analysis: 

 

Working List of Nouns 

Feminine Nouns Masculine Nouns Epicene Nouns 

vrou man persoon  

ma pa ouer  

dogter seun kind  

suster broer hoof  

meisie seun baba  

dame heer  individu 

moeder vader personeel  

ouma oupa soldaat  

vriendin vriend inwoner 

bruid bruidegom  dokter  

mejuffrou jongeheer student  

tannie  oom lid 

joernaliste joernalis speler 

weduwee wewenaar  leerder  

eggenote eggenoot  burger  

nooi kêrel professor  

klaagster klaer oorledene  

poppie ouens  jongmense  
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aktrise akteur atleet  

maagd - vyand 

onderwyseres onderwyser deelnemer  

sangeres sanger besoeker  

niggie neef leser 

kleindogter  kleinseun  predikant  

skoonma  skoonpa kliënt 

hoer  - ondersteuner 

koningin koning  minister  

boervrou  boer model  

presidente  president kollega  

skryfster skrywer appellant  

voorsitster  voorsitter woordvoerder  

digteres  digter  

kunstenaares kunstenaar  

heldin held  

bestuurderes  bestuurder  

profeetes  profeet  

direktrise  direkteur  

eienares  eienaar  

redaktrise  redakteur  

mevrou meneer  

Table 3.5: Working list of nouns to be analysed 
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3.5.2 Analysing the Historical Corpus of Standard Afrikaans 

 

The HCSA was made available by Johanita Kirsten (2016, 2019) and with Kirsten’s 

permission the corpus was downloaded so that it could be imported to #LancsBox 

software. The sub-corpora were imported to #LancsBox separately, and each sub-

corpus was analysed individually. Importing the corpora followed the subsequent order: 

 

• Sub-corpus one (1911-1920) 

• Sub-corpus two (1941-1950) 

• Sub-corpus three (1971-1980) 

• Sub-corpus four (2001-2010) 

 

Each sub-corpus in the HCSA was individually analysed so a comparative study could 

be conducted. The process below was therefore followed for each sub-corpus 

individually and the results of the different sub-corpora were compared. 

 

The frequency of the nouns on the working list were determined by using the ‘Words’ 

tool in #LancsBox. The HCSA was searched manually as the corpus is not tagged or 

parsed and #LancsBox does not offer an Afrikaans language choice. The lemmas 

were searched for in the search box with a wild card search (word*) allowing for 

various forms of the same word to be included in the results. The Words tool allows 

for statistical analysis, such as frequency of occurrence, relative frequency and 

collocation network graphs that visualise the dispersion. Relative frequency was the 
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most appropriate statistical test to best explore the data (see Section 3.4). Interesting 

and prevalent data were then extracted to be further explored. 

 

Following on from the frequency analysis, collocation analyses for the lemmas and 

most frequently occurring word forms (if not the main lemmas) were conducted – wild 

card searches were not used in this tool. Manual searches were conducted in the 

GraphColl tool identifying the most statistically significant collocations. The GraphColl 

tool allows for various statistical tests including the MI score, T-score and LogDice 

(Brezina 2020:23-25). The MI score was the most appropriate statistical test to 

determine the most significant frequently occurring collocates, as the MI score is 

strongly affected by the frequency of co-occurrence between a lemma and a 

collocation, compared to the number of times a lemma appears separately (‘A Guide 

to Statistics: t-score and mutual information’ 2008). The boundaries for the collocation 

analysis were set for three words to the left and three words to the right of the lemma, 

the threshold for the statistical value was 3.0 and the collocation frequency was 5. 

 

The concordancing tool in #LancsBox is the Keyword in Context (KWIC) tool, and 

concordance lines for the nouns on the working list were run to determine the context 

and the patterns of use for each noun. The HCSA was searched manually and the 

lemmas were searched for in the search box with a wild card search, for example vrou*. 

Once again interesting and prevalent data were extracted to be further explored. The 

results of the Words, KWIC and GraphColl tools for each sub-corpus were cross-

compared to other sub-corpora to explore whether there were any significant changes 

in the frequency of use or the patterns of use of the nouns across the time period 

(1911-2010). 
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The most prevalent data from the corpus analysis were further examined qualitatively. 

The findings were then related to previous language and gender studies (mentioned 

in Section 2.2). Along with the discussion in Sections 2.2 and 3.2, the ideological, 

social and cultural construct of Afrikaans should be considered separate from its 

sociohistorical aspects (Joseph & Taylor, 1990:321). Sociohistorical aspects include 

changing discourse with relation to social and cultural norms of gender, and how social 

norms of gender are portrayed in public discourse (Matwick, 2017:435-536). 

 

3.6 Conclusion 

 

This chapter examined corpus linguistics as a methodology for data extraction and 

evaluation, with the objective of investigating what written Afrikaans has historically 

been ‘telling’ its readers about gender. The use of a mixed methods approach was 

discussed, including employing empirical and contextual data to facilitate quantitative 

and qualitative methods. 

  

The factors to consider when choosing an appropriate corpus were outlined, including 

the intended research purpose of the corpus that ultimately guides corpus selection. 

A discussion of the attributes of historical corpora followed, including the use of a 

historical corpus for this research because of the historical data being analysed and 

because corpus linguistics allows for the statistical analysis of different time periods 

and the comparison between the periods. 
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Further, the HCSA (Kirsten 2016) used in this research project was delineated and 

characterised. The text types, number of texts and genres of texts were outlined, along 

with Kirsten’s process for obtaining the relevant texts. The characterisation of the 

HCSA was followed by the detailing of corpus analysis, including software 

programmes, types of analyses and statistical tests used when analysing a corpus. 

Finally, the research methods followed in this study were described, including how the 

working list of nouns was obtained and the steps followed to analyse the nouns in the 

corpus analysis tools in #LancsBox. 

 

In Chapter 4 the interpretation of the data and findings of the corpus analysis will be 

discussed. The discussion and analysis will attempt to answer the research questions 

outlined in Section 1.2, regarding frequency, collocation, patterns of use and 

sociocultural factors. Subsequently, the frequency of occurrence of the nouns under 

investigation, the statistically significant collocations of the nouns, and the context, 

patterns of use and other interesting forms of the nouns will be described. 
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4. Data Analysis, Findings and Discussions 

 

In the previous chapter, corpus linguistics as a methodology was discussed. The 

factors to consider when choosing an appropriate corpus and the attributes of 

historical corpora were outlined, and an overview of the HCSA (Kirsten 2016) was 

given. Lastly, the research methods that will be used in this chapter were outlined. 

 

This chapter will discuss the use, frequency and collocations of the nouns identified in 

Section 3.5 (Table 3.5). The analysis of the nouns in the HCSA will be done using the 

#LancsBox (Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020). The analysis will attempt to 

answer the research questions previously outlined in Section 1.2:  

• Has the frequency of Afrikaans feminine nouns changed over the time period 

covered in the HCSA? How does the frequency of feminine nouns compare to 

the frequency of masculine and epicene nouns in the corpus? 

• What are the most significant collocates, and what are the patterns of use of 

feminine nouns in the different sub-corpora of the HCSA? How do the 

collocates and usage patterns of feminine nouns compare to that of masculine 

and epicene nouns in the corpus? 

• Can the findings of the first two questions be explained by sociocultural factors 

prevalent in the Afrikaans speaking community during the corresponding time 

period, particularly with relation to gender? 

 

In Section 4.1 the frequency of occurrence of the nouns under investigation will be 

discussed. In this section it will be determined whether the nouns are present in the 

sub-corpora of the HCSA, and if they are present how frequently they occur. In Section 
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4.2 the statistically significant collocations of the nouns in question will be discussed, 

this discussion will be based on an analysis of the frequency of co-occurrence between 

the nouns and other words in the corpora. In Section 4.3 the nouns that were analysed 

will be discussed highlighting the context, patterns of use and other interesting forms 

of the nouns. In Section 4.4 pertinent sociocultural factors relating to gender in the 

Afrikaans speaking community will be explored. 

 

4.1 Quantitative Analysis: Frequency Analysis 

 

The following section will discuss the distribution of the selected nouns across the sub-

corpora, revealing whether the usage of the gendered and epicene nouns changed 

across the sub-corpora. The frequency analysis determined which of the selected 

nouns were present in a particular sub-corpus, and if they were present how frequently 

they occurred. 

 

The frequencies of the normalised lemmas were recorded in the corresponding 

frequency tables. The frequencies of the feminine nouns were recorded in Table 4.1, 

the masculine nouns in Table 4.2, and the epicene nouns in Table 4.3. If a lemma was 

not present in a sub-corpus it was recorded as a dash in the frequency table. The 

frequency counts are normalised to a frequency per 10,000 words (see Section 3.5). 

This study used normalised frequency because of the variation in availability and 

lengths of texts in the HCSA (see Section 3.3). 
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4.1.1. Feminine Nouns 

 

Overall the feminine nouns did not occur as frequently (per 10,000 words) in the HCSA 

as the masculine and epicene nouns (see tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3), with many of the 

feminine nouns in the working list not occurring in any of the sub-corpora. For example, 

klaagster (‘female complainant’), digteres (‘female poet’), kunstenares (‘female artist’), 

profetes (‘female prophet’) and direktrise (‘female director’) did not occur in any of the 

sub-corpora (see Table 4.1 below). 

 

Normalised Frequency (per 10,000 words) 

Afrikaans 

Lemma 

English 

Equivalent 

1911-

1920 

1941-1950 

 

1971-

1980 

2001-

2010 

vrou woman/wife 4.28 4.16 4.89 6.24 

ma mum 2.22 0.56 4.63 3.67 

dogter daughter/girl 1.32 1.16 0.80 0.79 

suster sister 0.82 0.56 1.06 0.45 

meisie girl 1.65 1.41 1.21 1.13 

dame lady 0.58 0.67 0.23 0.15 

moeder mother 5.06 2.99 3.11 0.76 

ouma grandmother 0.82 0.14 1.40 2.50 

vriendin female friend 0.25 0.11 0.08 0.26 

bruid bride 0.53 0.04 0.11 0.30 

mejuffrou Miss 0.70 0.81 0.42 0.38 

tannie aunt 1.89 0.53 1.40 0.79 
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joernaliste 

(also plural) 

female 

journalist 

- 0.07 - 0.38 

weduwee widow 0.21 0.04 0.34 0.04 

eggenote 

(also plural) 

female spouse 0.08 0.11 0.19 - 

nooi young lady 0.86 0.25 0.46 0.57 

klaagster female 

complainant 

- - - - 

poppie young girl - - 0.23 0.04 

aktrise actress - - 0.04 0.15 

maagd female virgin 0.74 - - 0.08 

onderwyseres female 

teacher 

0.04 0.32 0.04 0.04 

sangeres female singer - 0.04 0.04 - 

niggie female cousin 0.58 0.07 0.04 - 

kleindogter  granddaughter 0.04 0.07 0.04 - 

skoonma  mother-in-law - - 0.04 0.15 

hoer  female whore - 0.04 0.04 - 

koningin queen 0.04 0.18 0.08 0.04 

boervrou female farmer 

or wife of 

farmer 

0.70 0.07 - 0.04 

presidente 

(also plural) 

female 

president 

- 0.21 0.08 0.04 
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skryfster female writer - 0.07 0.19 - 

voorsitster  female 

chairperson 

- 0.04 - - 

digteres  female poet - - - - 

kunstenares female artist - - - - 

heldin female hero 0.08 0.04 0.08 - 

bestuurderes  female 

manager 

- - - 0.04 

profetes  female 

prophet 

- - - - 

direktrise  female 

director 

- - - - 

eienares  female owner - 0.04 0.04 - 

redaktrise  female editor - - 0.04 - 

mevrou missus 0.66 2.43 1.90 1.02 

Table 4.1: Frequency analysis of feminine nouns (1911-2010) 

 

The results from the frequency analysis of the feminine nouns further revealed that 17 

nouns occurred in all the sub-corpora. These nouns are underlined in Table 4.1, and 

mostly show a decreasing frequency across the sub-corpora. There were, however, 

certain exceptions, including vrou (‘woman’), ma (‘mum’) and ouma (‘grandmother’) 

that increased in frequency across the time period, pointing toward the usage of these 

nouns increasing across the time period. It should be noted that all these instances 

are related to family, in Section 4.1.2 a similar occurrence is noted in the increase in 

frequency of the masculine noun pa (‘dad’). 
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The decreased frequency of occurrence of the 17 most frequently occurring lemmas 

across the time period could be explained through the possible increase in the use of 

masculine and epicene nouns to refer to women. Kirsten (2019) argues that feminine 

forms are the least favoured forms of nouns and that the increased use of epicene 

nouns creates space for both masculine and feminine gender identity, in contrast to 

when masculine forms are used to refer to both genders but continue to reserve space 

primarily for masculine gender identity (discussed in Section 2.2).  

 

The absence of usage of numerous feminine nouns in the sub-corpora was the most 

evident example of the frequency of the feminine nouns. It could be argued that in sub-

corpus one feminine nouns could have occurred less frequently as Afrikaans was not 

yet standardised and feminine nouns pertaining to occupational titles may not have 

been present, hence the skewing of the data (discussed in Section 2.2 and the prelude 

in Chapter 3). However, this argument does not account for the absence of the nouns 

in the other sub-corpora.  

 

One explanation as to why numerous feminine nouns were not present in the four sub-

corpora is the inequality and stereotypical beliefs about gender that are often 

embedded in the lexicon of a language (for a further discussion see Section 2.2).  

Menegatti and Rubini (2017:5) have highlighted that in English there are more words 

to refer to men than to women, and the data from the HCSA seems to mirror this and 

point toward there being more words to refer to men than to women in the HCSA. 

Since the VivA corpus is larger than the HCSA, it will need to be examined to ascertain 

if there are also more words to refer to men than to women in the Viva corpus. 
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Sub-corpus four revealed a decline in the frequency of use of feminine nouns, 

including occupational titles that were present in earlier sub-corpora such as eienares 

(‘female owner’), skryfster (‘female writer’) and sangeres (‘female singer’). The 

decrease in usage of feminine nouns in sub-corpus four may actually be evidence of 

a gradual lexical shift toward unbiased language. This correlates with the advent of 

social media and social influence upon language, leading to language change as 

discussed in Section 2.1 (cyberfeminism). Kirsten (2019:188-189) also argues that the 

increasing movement away from gender-marked language usage in Afrikaans could 

be hastened by feminism (and cyberfeminism) and the striving toward gender equality 

in society. 

 

The frequency of nouns that have a more formal register such as, moeder (‘mother’), 

tant (‘aunt’) and nig (‘female cousin’) also decreased over the time period (see Table 

4.1). The decreased frequency of occurrence of the more formal register could have 

two possible explanations. Firstly, sub-corpora one and two include more formal texts 

such as religious and scientific texts, and the latter sub-corpora contain more 

examples of informal texts such as personal and news texts (see Section 3.3).  

 

Secondly, in the latter corpora the authors’ writing styles may be more informal (as 

noted by Kirsten 2019), decreasing the occurrence of the more formal nouns. Writing 

styles becoming more informal could be explained through the process of 

colloquialisation, when written language becomes more like spoken language (Kirsten 

2019:159). Or more accurately explained through the decline in forms that signify 

distance and formality, and the increase in forms that encourage involvement and 
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informality – this process includes variants from more colloquial speech being included 

in writing, which is often regarded as more formal (Kirsten 2019:160). 

 

The frequency analysis also revealed lexical gaps in the sub-corpora and although 

broad-based assumptions of the Afrikaans language as a whole should be eschewed, 

these lexical gaps cannot be ignored completely as they could provide evidence of a 

pattern within the language that should be investigated. These lexical gaps in the 

HCSA are highlighted by the occurrence of maagd (‘female virgin’) and hoer (‘female 

whore’). As discussed previously in Section 2.2, lexical gaps often refer to instances 

where there is no equivalent term to refer to the opposite gender (Menegatti & Rubini 

2017:5). Maagd and hoer only refer to women and there are no equivalent male terms. 

 

Menegatti and Rubini (2017:5) highlight that the emphasis on women being pure and 

wholesome has resulted in terms such as ‘virgin’ to refer to a woman who has not had 

sexual intercourse, while there is no equivalent term to refer to a man who has not 

been sexually active. This echoes other studies, which highlight that gendered 

feminine nouns often insinuate unwanted qualities such as sexual objectification and 

ageing (Bolinger 1980:91-92) (also evident in the collocation analysis of the feminine 

nouns in Section 4.2.1). Therefore, terms that specifically refer to women’s sexuality 

such as maagd and hoer, and the lack of equivalent masculine nouns, show that 

defining men’s sexuality is not as important as defining women’s sexuality. 

 

The frequency distribution of these two lemmas were also observed to be opposite: 

maagd only occurred in sub-corpora one and four, while hoer only occurred in sub-

corpora two and three. The use of the more negative lemma hoer corresponds to the 
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increasing frequency of use of feminine nouns in sub-corpora two and three, raising 

questions as to whether these two sub-corpora exemplify heightened periods of 

gendered language use. Currently there is no literature that discusses whether the 

time period between 1941-1980 was a period of heightened gendered language use. 

However, the evidence from the frequency analysis would suggest this, as the period 

contained more instances of feminine noun usage and the negative lemma hoer 

occurred more frequently in this time period. This question of heightened gendered 

language use would benefit from more research, and will be put forward as an area of 

further research. 

 

The analysis also highlights an interesting aspect relating to feminine nouns, namely 

that they are often derived from masculine nouns. The derivations are often derived 

by means of suffixation, e.g. joernaliste (joernalis + te; ‘female journalist’), eggenote 

(eggenoot + te; ‘female spouse’), aktrise (akteur + ise; ‘actress’), onderwyseres 

(onderwyser + es; ‘female teacher’), sangeres (sanger + es; ‘female singer’), koningin 

(koning + in; ‘queen’), voorsitster (voorsitter + ster; ‘female chairperson’), digteres 

(digter + es; ‘female poet’) etc.  

 

Female derivations have traditionally been used to mark social distinctions, with 

suffixes traditionally being used to denote a woman’s relationship to a man. For 

example: ‘duchess’ marks a woman’s relationship to a duke, i.e. as being the wife or 

widow of the duke (Cameron 1992:93). The feminine nouns in the HCSA are therefore 

marked by social distinctions that denote the feminine noun’s relationship to the 

masculine noun, marking women’s relationship to men (for a further discussion see 

Section 2.2). 
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4.1.2 Masculine Nouns 

 

The results from the frequency analysis of the masculine nouns revealed that the 

masculine nouns occurred more consistently across the sub-corpora, with the majority 

of nouns being present in every sub-corpus (see Table 4.2). 

 

Normalised Frequency (per 10,000 words) 

Afrikaans 

Lemma 

English 

Equivalent 

1911-1920 1941-1950 1971-1980 2001-2010 

man man/husband 11.60 7.66 5.27 8.67 

pa dad 2.84 1.23 6.64 5.23 

broer brother 1.32 1.38 1.14 0.97 

seun son/boy 2.63 3.77 2.62 2.95 

heer  gentleman 2.10 0.46 0.53 0.15 

vader father 4.69 4.41 3.07 1.31 

oupa grandfather 1.97 0.28 1.74 0.37 

vriend male friend 1.65 1.55 0.72 1.42 

bruidegom  groom 1.03 - 0.04 0.11 

jongeheer young man 0.12 - - - 

oom uncle 6.83 5.86 4.06 2.91 

joernalis male 

journalist 

0.04 0.07 0.04 0.26 

wewenaar  widower 0.04 - - 0.04 
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eggenoot  male spouse 0.12 0.25 0.04 0.07 

kêrel boy 0.62 - - - 

klaer male 

complainant 

0.04 - 0.04 0.22 

ouens  males (young 

men) 

- 0.07 0.08 0.19 

akteur actor - - 0.04 0.15 

onderwyser male teacher 1.07 1.38 0.87 0.30 

sanger male singer - 0.04 0.11 0.07 

neef male cousin 1.32 0.28 0.27 0.26 

kleinseun  grandson 0.08 0.07 0.23 0.04 

skoonpa father-in-law 0.04 0.11 0.04 0.04 

koning  king 2.63 0.53 0.46 1.12 

boer male farmer 2.51 2.72 2.81 2.58 

president male 

president 

1.60 1.97 0.83 0.93 

skrywer male writer 1.40 1.59 0.34 1.12 

voorsitter chairman 0.82 0.64 0.83 0.75 

digter male poet 0.41 0.71 0.15 0.30 

kunstenaar male artist 0.58 0.42 1.29 0.22 

held male hero 0.25 0.21 0.23 0.15 

bestuurder male 

manager 

0.08 0.18 0.34 0.45 

profeet male prophet 0.21 0.25 0.15 0.41 
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direkteur male director 0.16 0.25 0.76 0.49 

eienaar male owner 0.41 0.35 0.30 0.34 

redakteur male editor 0.25 0.53 0.04 0.22 

meneer Mister 2.06 0.85 1.14 0.82 

Table 4.2: Frequency analysis of masculine nouns (1911-2010) 

 

As discussed in Section 4.1.1, the masculine nouns occurred more frequently in the 

HCSA than the feminine nouns and this could be explained by the inequality and 

stereotypical beliefs about gender that are often embedded in the lexicon of a 

language (Menegatti & Rubini 2017:5). Further, similar to the feminine nouns, the 

frequency of masculine nouns with a more formal register, such as vader (‘father’), 

oom (‘uncle’) and meneer (‘Mister’), decreased over the time period. This could have 

the same explanations as mentioned in Section 4.1.1, namely the fact that more formal 

texts are present in the earlier two sub-corpora, and the fact that writing styles have 

changed between the sub-corpora, from a more formal style to a more informal style. 

 

Contrasting to the seeming decline in use of feminine nouns, where sub-corpus four 

contained the least number of feminine nouns (see Section 4.1.1, Table 4.1), the 

majority of masculine nouns occurred consistently throughout the sub-corpus. As 

previously mentioned, one explanation for the consistent occurrence of masculine 

nouns is that masculine nouns are more frequently used to refer to either the 

masculine or feminine gender (compared to feminine nouns) (Kirsten 2019:186-187). 

In sub-corpus four the masculine nouns that refer to both genders include vriend (‘male 

friend’), skrywer (‘male writer’), voorsitter (‘chairman’), held (‘male hero’) and direkteur 

(‘male director’). 
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Although the majority of the masculine nouns occurred consistently across the time 

period, there were only a few instances of the frequency of masculine nouns 

increasing, these instances are pa (‘father’), joernalis (‘male journalist’) and klaer 

(‘male complainant’) (see Table 4.2). As related in Section 4.1.1, pa relates to family 

and personal relations. The latter two instances are an occupational title, joernalis, 

and a common noun, klaer. These masculine nouns are examples of the above-

mentioned change in usage, when masculine nouns are more often used to refer to 

both genders. As the nouns are used to refer to larger social groups, they occur more 

frequently (this will further be explored in the concordance analysis, Section 4.3, where 

the context and patterns of use are discussed). 

 

A possible explanation for the higher frequency of use of masculine nouns is that 

masculine nouns were increasingly frequently used in the sub-corpora to refer to both 

genders, particularly in sub-corpus four. This points to a shift toward linguistic gender 

parity, as nouns previously used to distinguish a particular gender become flexible in 

their usage (Sensales, Areni & Dal Secco 2016:459-460). 

 

4.1.3 Epicene Nouns 

 

The results from the frequency analysis of the epicene nouns revealed that the 

epicene nouns occurred frequently and consistently across the time period from 1911-

2010, comparable to the occurrence of masculine nouns (and more frequently than 

the feminine nouns) (see Table 4.3).  
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Normalised Frequency (per 10,000 words) 

Afrikaans 

Lemma 

English 

Equivalent 

1911-1920 1941-1950 1971-1980 2001-2010 

persoon  person 1.40 3.56 1.97 1.49 

ouer  parent 2.18 2.50 3.19 2.58 

kind  child 6.79 7.48 7.85 8.82 

hoof  headteacher 1.28 1.76 1.29 1.08 

baba  baby 0.04 0.07 0.49 2.32 

individu individual 0.12 0.42 0.87 1.08 

personeel  staff 0.04 0.49 1.48 0.45 

soldaat  soldier 0.25 0.35 0.30 0.71 

inwoner resident 0.62 0.14 0.83 1.01 

dokter  doctor 1.32 0.67 1.44 1.87 

student  student 1.77 0.74 0.53 0.37 

lid member 0.82 3.18 1.33 0.90 

speler player 0.04 0.07 0.04 0.41 

leerder  learner - - - 0.07 

burger  citizen 1.52 1.91 0.80 1.68 

professor  professor 1.93 1.06 0.91 0.60 

oorledene  deceased 

person 

0.08 0.07 - - 

jongmens young person 0.21 0.35 0.30 0.30 

atleet athlete - - 0.04 - 

vyand enemy 0.37 0.99 0.38 0.86 
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deelnemer  participant 0.04 - 0.11 0.11 

besoeker  visitor 0.21 0.25 0.38 0.71 

leser reader 0.86 0.60 0.08 1.08 

predikant  clergyman 1.56 0.95 0.27 0.22 

kliënt client 0.16 - - - 

ondersteuner supporter 0.08 0.11 0.11 0.07 

minister  minister 0.53 0.92 2.54 0.67 

model  model 0.21 0.14 0.27 0.93 

kollega  colleague 0.29 0.11 0.11 0.22 

appellant  appellant - - - - 

woordvoerder  spokesperson - 0.04 0.11 0.19 

Table 4.3: Frequency analysis of epicene nouns (1911-2010) 

 

Previous research, discussed in section 2.1, suggests that some epicene linguistic 

forms may be more sensitive to cultural and social changes, and that epicene forms 

may increase over time (Sensales, Areni & Dal Secco 2016:459-460).  However, as 

shown in Table 4.3, the frequency of epicene nouns in the HCSA did not significantly 

increase over the time period. As discussed in Section 2.2, occupational titles began 

to change as more women entered the workforce and ‘traditionally male positions’ 

(Cameron 1992:93). However, as mentioned in Section 4.1.1, feminine nouns – mostly 

occupational titles – decreased in frequency, and some are in fact absent from sub-

corpus four. This could point toward either the masculine or epicene nouns being used 

to refer to women in place of the feminine nouns. Menegatti and Rubini (2017:11) 

argue that gendered occupational titles, and feminine titles specifically, activate 

corresponding stereotypes. Therefore, women entering professions do not necessarily 
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approve of gendered occupational titles and often push for new titles, either epicene 

titles or ‘traditionally’ masculine titles, to refer to both men and women (Cameron 

1992:93; Menegatti & Rubini 2017:11). 

 

The frequency analysis and distribution of nouns can only indicate the number of times 

each noun appeared in a particular sub-corpus, and comparing these frequencies can 

give an indication of the increase or decrease of usage over time. The collocation 

analysis was conducted to further investigate the connotations associated with the 

relevant gendered and epicene nouns, and whether the connotations and usage 

changed over the time period. The results of the collocation analysis will be discussed 

in Section 4.2. 

 

4.2 Quantitative Analysis: Collocation Analysis 

 

Collocations are words that occur unusually frequently with relation to each other 

within a linguistic situation (Balfour 2019:43). Collocation analysis identifies the words 

that are found most often in the context of a certain noun in a sub-corpus. In this 

section the results of the collocation analysis of the feminine, masculine and epicene 

nouns identified in Section 4.1 will be discussed. The discussion will include the 

frequency of co-occurrence and the most statistically significant collocations that were 

recorded. The most significant frequently co-occurring words to the right and left of the 

lemma are recorded. Following on from the findings of the frequency analysis, if a 

lemma was not present in a sub-corpus it was recorded as ‘not present in corpus’ in 

the corresponding collocation table (see Appendix 1-12). 
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Due to the functionality of the tool used for the collocation analysis, wild card searches 

were not appropriate. The wild card search function threw out words that were not 

related to the lemma or the noun, for example the wild card search for the lemma ma* 

(‘mum’) included words such as maar (‘however’), maag (‘stomach’) and mat (‘carpet’). 

The results of the frequency analysis were filtered manually, however the results of 

the collocation analysis could not be filtered manually. Therefore, in the collocation 

analysis the normalised lemmas were searched for individually to account for not being 

able to filter the results once a search was made. 

 

Collocates that were not consequential to the context, including articles, prepositions, 

demonstratives, quantifiers and distributives, were not recorded. Significant 

collocations that added meaning to the context, such as adjectives, adverbs, and 

possessive pronouns and determiners were recorded. The Mutual Information (MI) 

score was chosen for the analysis, as opposed to the T-score or LogDice tests as the 

MI score is strongly affected by the frequency of co-occurrence between a lemma and 

a collocation, compared to the number of times a lemma appears separately (‘A Guide 

to Statistics: t-score and mutual information’ 2008). Therefore, words that would 

frequently occur in the corpus by themselves such as ‘die’ (‘the’) would not score highly 

on the MI score as the co-occurrence between the word and the noun would not be 

statistically significant (see Sections 3.4 and 3.5).  

 

Due to the statistical thresholds of the MI score test, it was found that not all of the 

lemmas had significant statistical collocates. The MI score statistical value was set to 

record collocations of 3.0 and above, with a collocation frequency of 5.0 and above. 

The collocation span was set to three words to the right and three words to the left of 
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the lemma. If a lemma lacked statistically significant collocates this was recorded with 

a dash. The results were recorded in Appendix 1-12 and subsequently interpreted and 

discussed. 

 

4.2.1 Feminine Nouns  

 

The results of the collocation analysis revealed that the most significant collocates to 

the feminine nouns were possessive pronouns and possessive determiners. Further, 

some of the most significant collocations included the corresponding masculine 

equivalent nouns (see Appendix 1-4). The possessive pronouns and determiners 

emphasised women and their relationship to others, for example, sijn (‘her/his’), sij 

(‘her/his’, ‘he/she’), sy (‘her/his’), mij (‘my’), my (‘my’), myn (‘my’), haar (‘her’), jou 

(‘your’). These frequent collocations highlighted that women were frequently referred 

to in the sub-corpora through their relationships to others. Kirsten (2019:186-187) 

noted that feminine nouns are more often preceded or succeeded by familial 

collocations than masculine nouns, highlighting women’s relationship to family. 

 

The other most significant collocations to the feminine nouns were the corresponding 

masculine equivalent nouns, for example in every sub-corpus man (‘man/husband’) 

was the most significant collocate to vrou (‘woman/wife’), vader (‘father’) was a 

significant collocate to moeder (‘mother’), and oupa (‘grandfather’) was a significant 

collocate to ouma (‘grandmother’) (see Appendix 1-4, and Figures 1 and 2). Literature 

discussing this particular pattern is currently not available, since previous research 

generally focused on adjectival collocates and pronouns (Kirsten 2019, van Rooy 

1996).  
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This pattern should be further investigated however, and will be put forward as an area 

of further research. The collocation analysis did highlight the position of the collocates. 

Most of the significant collocates of the feminine nouns occurred before the noun (left), 

the collocate therefore modifies or lends meaning to the noun (Pearce 2008:3).  

 

 
 

Figure 1: Collocation network of vrouw 

in sub-corpus one 

Figure 2: Collocation network of vrou in 

sub-corpus four 

 

This positioning of the masculine collocate before the feminine noun is referred to as 

the order of precedence (Umera-Okeke 2012:12). When terms referring to men occur 

before terms referring to women this can indicate the perceived importance of men 

over women (Umera-Okeke 2012:12). This order of precedence is seen again in 

Section 4.2.2, where the collocation analysis of the masculine nouns highlights the 

positioning of masculine nouns before the feminine collocates, thereby taking 

precedence over the feminine nouns they collocate with. 
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Previous studies, mentioned in Section 2.2, have reported that adjectival collocates of 

gendered terms activate and maintain stereotypical preconceptions (Motschenbacher 

2013:213-214). In the HCSA the most significant adjectival collocate for the feminine 

nouns across the time period was ou (‘old’), emphasising women’s youth or the 

absence thereof. Bolinger (1980:91-92) discussed the argument that gendered 

feminine terms often insinuate unwanted qualities such as sexual objectification and 

ageing, which is the quality identified most in relation to the feminine nouns in the 

HCSA. The recurring identification of a women’s ageing is markedly highlighted, for 

example, ou vrou (‘old woman’) and ou tante (‘old aunt’) (see Appendix 1-4 for a 

complete list of collocates): 

 

• Sub-corpus one – ou vrouw, ou tante  

• Sub-corpus two– ou vrou 

• Sub-corpus four – ou vrou 

 

4.2.2 Masculine Nouns 

 

In contrast to the collocation analysis of the feminine nouns, the results of the 

collocation analysis of the masculine nouns revealed that the most significant 

collocates to these nouns were possessive pronouns and determiners, along with 

adjectives (see Appendix 5-8, and Figures 3 and 4). The possessive pronouns and 

determiners included mij (‘my’), sij (‘he/she’, ‘his/her’), sijn (‘his/her’), syn (‘his/her’), 

myn (‘my’), sy (‘he/her’), my (‘my’), haar (‘her’) etc. However, the possessive forms 

occur less frequently in collocation with masculine nouns compared to feminine nouns, 
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highlighting that men are less frequently referred to through their relationships to 

others.  

 

  

Figure 3: Collocation network of pa in 

sub-corpus one 

Figure 4: Collocation network of pa in 

sub-corpus four 

 

Unlike the co-occurrence of masculine terms with the feminine nouns, the co-

occurrence of the corresponding gender equivalent feminine terms with the masculine 

nouns are less frequent across the sub-corpora. This means that women are often 

referred to with reference to men, while men are less frequently referred to with 

reference to women. As mentioned in Section 4.2.1, this collocation pattern should be 

investigated further as literature available on this topic is limited. 

 

With relation to collocation position, unlike the feminine nouns where the collocate 

frequently preceded the noun, the analysis of the masculine nouns revealed that 

collocates frequently succeeded the nouns (i.e. positioned after the noun). The 

masculine nouns therefore modified or lent meaning to the collocate (Pearce 2008:3), 
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This echoes the findings of the feminine collocation analysis where the perceived 

importance of men over women (by masculine terms being placed first) was discussed 

(Umera-Okeke 2012:12). 

 

Unlike the collocation position, the adjectival collocates of the masculine nouns 

preceded the nouns; as the sentence structure of Afrikaans is such that adjectives 

generally precede nouns (for both the feminine and masculine nouns). As mentioned 

in the discussion of the feminine noun analysis, adjectival collocates can activate or 

maintain preconceptions (Motschenbacher 2013:213-214). The adjectival collocates 

associated with the masculine nouns were more positive compared to the most 

significant adjectival collocate of the feminine nouns.  

 

The most significant adjectival collocates associated with the masculine nouns 

included jong (‘young’), jongste (‘youngest’), oudste (‘oldest’), lieve (‘dear’), groot 

(‘big’), dapper (‘brave’), goeie (‘good’) etc. These adjectives have a more positive 

inference, describing attributes such as character traits and emotive adjectives, not 

only physical attributes. When physical attributes were described, they were with 

reference to physical strength and prowess, such as groot (‘physical size’) (Pearce 

2008:17). The following adjectival collocates were recorded (see Appendix 5-8 for a 

complete list of collocates): 

 

• Sub-corpus one – jong man, oudste seun, lieve oupa, oom groot  

• Sub-corpus two – dapper man, swart man, jong man, ou man, ou seun 

• Sub-corpus three – jong man 
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• Sub-corpus four – jong man, ou man, goeie man, jongste man, Engelse man, 

       ou oom 

 

4.2.3 Epicene Nouns 

 

The results of the collocation analysis of the epicene nouns revealed that the most 

significant collocates to the epicene nouns were possessive pronouns and 

determiners, along with other noun forms (see Appendix 9-12, and Figures 5 and 6). 

Similar to the collocation analysis of the feminine nouns, possessive pronouns and 

determiners were the most significant collocates to the epicene nouns including hulle 

(‘they/their’), sij (‘her/his’, ‘she/he’), onse (‘our’), ons (‘us’), sijn (‘her/his’), hul 

(‘they/their’), jou (‘your’). The most significant noun collocates included opvoeding 

(‘upbringing’), enige (‘any’), and ander (‘other’). 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Collocation network of 

kinders in sub-corpus one 

Figure 6: Collocation network of kinders 

in sub-corpus four 
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The collocation analysis revealed that the collocates of the epicene nouns both 

preceded and succeeded the nouns. However, the collocates (specifically the 

possessive pronouns and determiners) most frequently preceded the nouns – similar 

to the position of feminine nouns and their collocates. When considering this with 

reference to order of precedence, the suggestion would be that the collocate 

appearing first is considered more important than the noun following it (Umera-Okeke 

2012:12). An example of order of precedence in the epicene nouns is kinders 

(‘children’) and ouers (‘parents’), where ouers appears more frequently before kinders 

in the HCSA indicating that parents take precedence over children. This could be 

argued to be true, as adults do generally take precedence over children socially. 

 

The collocation analysis further showed that the adjectival collocates of epicene nouns 

did not describe physical attributes or character traits. The collocates rather 

emphasised social groupings. For example, Afrikaanse studente (‘students who speak 

Afrikaans’), aannemende ouers (‘adoptive parents’) and edele minister (‘honourable 

minister’). One explanation for this is that the epicene nouns frequently occurred in 

plural form, therefore the nouns refer to groups of individuals rather than a single 

individual and this is reflected in the collocations that emphasise groupings. The 

following are examples of collocates that were recorded (see Appendix 9-12 for a 

complete list of collocates): 

 

• Sub-corpus one – Afrikaanse student, eerste minister 

• Sub-corpus two – twee kinders, verskillende lede, dieselfde lede 

• Sub-corpus three – aannemende ouers, ouer kind, jong kind, groot kind, eerste 

        minister, edele minister 
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• Sub-corpus four – een persoon, jong kinders, goed kinders, twee kinders, 

        eerste minister 

 

The collocation analysis is only able to identify the most statistically significant 

collocates and is not able to identify context or patterns of use. Furthermore, the 

linguistic data of the collocation analysis is limited by statistical thresholds and the 

functionality of the GraphColl tool itself. Therefore, the KWIC tool was used to run 

concordance lines to investigate non-statistical data that illustrates patterns of use and 

contextual data.  

 

4.3 Qualitative Analysis: Concordance Lines 

 

In the previous section, collocation analysis was used to identify the most significant 

and frequent collocates for the nouns under investigation, however, this does not allow 

for an in-depth analysis of language usage. When concordance lines (see Section 

3.5.2 for a discussion) are run, the context and patterns of use become more evident. 

In this section concordance lines are used to answer part of the second research 

question: What are the patterns of use of the feminine, masculine and epicene nouns 

in the HCSA? It also provides insight into the third research question: Can the findings 

of the frequency and collocation analyses be explained by sociocultural factors 

prevalent in the Afrikaans speaking community, particularly with relation to gender? 

 

To run the concordance lines, the lemmas were searched for manually using wild card 

searches (as with the frequency analysis). This allows for different forms of the nouns 

to be found, simultaneously enabling a qualitative examination of the context and 
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patterns of use of the nouns. Excerpts from the concordance lines were included in 

the analysis tables (see Appendix 13-24) to exemplify the context and patterns of use. 

If a specific lemma is not present in a sub-corpus, it is recorded as ‘not present in 

corpus’. 

 

4.3.1 Feminine Nouns 

 

The concordance lines reinforced the findings of the collocation analysis of the 

feminine nouns (see Section 4.2.1). More specifically, the collocation analysis 

revealed that significant collocates to the feminine nouns included possessive 

pronouns, possessive determiners and the masculine equivalent of the nouns. These 

collocates emphasise women’s relationships to others and particularly to family 

members (Kirsten 2019:186-187). The concordance lines supported this (see 

Appendix 13-16) and provided additional context. 

 

The contexts included vrou (‘woman/wife’) being mentioned after a possessive 

pronoun or determiner that specifically indicated the women’s relationship to a man 

(see examples below and Appendix 25). Feminine nouns were most often regarded in 

context with masculine nouns, underlining that women are most often referred to with 

reference to men (more so than other genders). The following instances of possessive 

pronouns and determiners were recorded for vrou in the sub-corpora: 

 

• Sub-corpus one – “…Jan Breed met sijn vrouw, Maria en hul drie kinders…” 

• Sub-corpus two – “Dat so ´n man sy vrou gruwelik moet verwaarloos…” 

• Sub-corpus three – “… Andries van Heerden se vrou, Annie, later.” 
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• Sub-corpus four – “Sedert Karel en sy vrou se aankoms…” 

 

Evidence of order of precedence can be seen in the frequent referral to women in 

relation to men, with the feminine noun almost always occurring after the masculine 

collocate. The recurrence of this pattern in both the collocation analysis and in the 

concordance lines serves to reinforce Umera-Okeke’s (2012:12) argument of the 

structure of language reflecting the perceived importance of men above women. 

 

Furthermore, as mentioned in the collocation analysis the most statistically significant 

adjectival collocate to the feminine nouns is ou (‘old’) (see Section 4.2.1). Previous 

research, including Weatherall (2002:4), Pearce (2008:18-19) and Bolinger (1980:91-

92), has argued that there are numerous negative words reflecting the negative 

attitudes towards women in society. These often specifically refer to women’s sexuality 

or promiscuity, and women’s looks or ageing. Women’s worth is therefore often linked 

to their bodies, and ageing (the degradation of the body) could consequently be seen 

as negative (Fournier & Russell 1992:14). The below examples of the adjectival 

collocate ou were recorded in the four sub-corpora, illustrating the context and patterns 

of use (see Appendix 26 for more examples): 

 

• Sub-corpus one – “Die ou vrou was ´n onredelike pasiënt…” 

• Sub-corpus two – “Die ou tante sit en beef van opwinding…” 

• Sub-corpus three – “…het die ou dame gebrom.” 

• Sub-corpus four – “…die lywige ou vrou die spraaksamigste.” 
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Along with the above-mentioned adjectival collocate, other adjectives (and verbs) that 

occurred in the concordance lines could be considered as negative (see Appendix 13-

16 for more examples). Examples include besluiteloos (‘indecisive’), onredelike 

(‘unreasonable’), gebrom (‘grumbled’), and lywige (‘corpulent’). These examples 

further perpetuate negative gender stereotypes, including emotional intemperance 

and appearance (Pearce 2008:19). 

 

Although negative collocates were found in the sub-corpora, there were other 

adjectival collocates identified that reflected the desired attributes of each gender (as 

described by Weatherall 2002:4) (see Appendix 13-16). For the feminine nouns these 

included mooi (‘beautiful’), jonge (‘young’), deftige (‘elegant’), getroude (‘married’) and 

geliefde (‘beloved’). Although these collocates are positive and reflect desired 

attributes of women, many of the adjectival collocates still describe physical attributes 

of women. 

 

The concordance analysis also emphasised the variation of forms for feminine nouns. 

Diminutive forms of the feminine nouns occurred frequently across the sub-corpora, 

for example bruid (‘bride’) was written as bruidjie (diminutive [DIM]), meisie (‘young 

girl’) was written as meisietjie (DIM), and dogter (‘daughter’) was written as dogtertjie 

(DIM). The diminutive form is usually an indicator of smallness and could either be 

considered as endearing or belittling depending on the context (Shelter 1959:75). 

 

The context of the diminutive forms in the sub-corpora were both endearing and 

belittling, with younger girls often being referred to in endearing terms, and older 

women more often being referred to in belittling terms. The following examples are 
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present in Appendix 13-16 (Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software 

package]): 

 

• Sub-corpus one – bekoorlike dametjie (‘charming little lady’ DIM) 

• Sub-corpus two – verbleekte vroutjie (‘pale little woman’ DIM), klein dogtertjie 

   (‘small little girl’ DIM) 

• Sub-corpus three – ou vroutjie (‘old little woman’ DIM), swak vroutjie (‘weak 

little woman’ DIM), flinke nooientjie (‘spirited little girl’ DIM) 

• Sub-corpus four – fyn vroutjie (‘delicate little woman’ DIM), fraai klein dogtertjie 

      (‘cute small little girl’ DIM) 

 

The changes in use and form of the feminine nouns are highlighted in the findings of 

the concordance lines. The frequency analysis revealed that sub-corpora two and 

three contained more instances of diminutives than the other sub-corpora (see Table 

4.1). The concordance analysis, however, highlighted that diminutives occurred 

significantly (number of instances) in all the sub-corpora, with these forms occurring 

most in sub-corpora two and three (see Appendix 13-16).  

 

In Section 4.1.1, the question was raised whether the two sub-corpora mentioned 

above exemplify heightened periods of gendered language use, mainly because of 

the use of the negative term hoer (‘whore’). After the analysis in this section, an extra 

aspect can be added to this question. Does the increased usage of diminutive forms 

in the same time periods further exemplify heightened periods of gendered language 

use? Again, as discussed in Section 4.1.1, literature exploring this period as one of 
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heightened gendered language use is limited (or non-existent) and therefore this 

would benefit from further investigation. 

 

The concordance lines also provided context for maagd (‘virgin’) and hoer, which are 

feminine nouns for which there are no equivalent masculine nouns (as discussed in 

section 4.1.1). The terms were found in the contexts as shown below (see Appendix 

27 for more examples): 

 

• Sub-corpus one – “Die maagde met die koms van…” 

• Sub-corpus two – “In oneindig hoer mate kon die gelowig…” 

• Sub-corpus three – “…bedreig soos ´n hoer sonder souteneur.” 

• Sub-corpus four – “…jongmeisies word maagde, skaapwagter word herder…” 

 

The two above-mentioned feminine nouns did not have any significant adjectival 

collocates according to the collocation analysis, and the concordance lines highlighted 

that the most significant collocates were articles and demonstratives. The most 

statistically significant collocate die (‘the’) does not necessarily lend meaning to the 

nouns, however, the concordance lines revealed that maagd and hoer occurred 

overwhelmingly in religious texts (such as excerpts from sermons) and contexts.  

 

The contexts could be explained by the traditional view of religion prescribing sexual 

behaviour, especially controlling women’s sexual behaviour Sharma 1987:57,70). 

Therefore, these texts refer to these two nouns more often since they are directly 

linked to women’s sexuality (Sharma 1987:57,70). Within the concordance lines it is 

evident that maagd has positive connotations such as purity and goodness (see 
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Appendix 13-16). Whereas hoer has negative connotations such as impurity and 

pollution, selfbevlekking translates to ‘self-pollution’ (see Appendix 14). Sharma 

(1987:2) emphasises the necessity to consider the different experiences women will 

experience across various religions, cultures and time periods. 

 

4.3.2 Masculine Nouns 

 

The collocation analysis of the masculine nouns discussed in Section 4.2.2, revealed 

that significant collocates to the masculine nouns included possessive pronouns, 

possessive determiners, and adjectives. The collocation analysis further emphasised 

that, like the feminine nouns, the masculine nouns occurred most significantly with 

relation to others, but unlike the feminine nouns, the possessives did not indicate a 

significant relationship to women. 

 

The collocation analysis also showed that many of the significant collocates of the 

masculine nouns were adjectival collocates describing physical attributes, character 

traits and emotive adjectives referring to men (see Section 4.2.2). The list below shows 

adjectival collocates for seun (‘boy’) and man (‘man’) in the sub-corpora in context 

(see Appendix 17-20 and Appendix 28 for more examples): 

 

• Sub-corpus one – “…twee ongetrouwde seuns naar haar kant toe oorgehaal.” 

• Sub-corpus two – “´n Dapper man by ´n ander dapper man!” 

• Sub-corpus three – “…en as oudste seun moet Renier…” 

• Sub-corpus four – “…identiese blou-oog seuntjies my vriendelik gegroet.” 
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Section 4.3.1 demonstrated that the concordance lines of the feminine nouns 

highlighted the more negative connotations of the feminine adjectival collocates, 

reinforcing the gender stereotypes of women (such as the focus on physical attributes) 

(Pearce 200819). In contrast, the concordance lines of the masculine nouns revealed 

the more positive connotations of the masculine collocates, including adjectival 

collocates that reflect the desired attributes such as character traits (Weatherall 

2002:4). The adjectival collocates of the masculine nouns include, jong (‘young’), ouer 

(‘elder’), dapper (‘brave’), lieve (‘dear’) and goeie (‘good’) (see Appendix 17-20).  

 

Unlike the context of the feminine nouns that reinforced negative stereotypes of 

women with reference to emotional intemperance and appearance, the context of the 

masculine nouns reinforce stereotypes such as dominance, physical strength and size 

(Pearce 2008:17, 19). Although the gender stereotypes reinforced by the masculine 

nouns and collocates may appear more positive, these stereotypes can be damaging 

to men who do not necessarily fulfil or subscribe to these stereotypes. 

 

The concordance lines further highlighted instances of masculine nouns being used 

for both genders in sub-corpus four (see Appendix 20), indicating the change of usage. 

Examples of these nouns include vriend (‘male friend’) being used to describe female 

friends, skrywer (‘male writer’) being used to refer to a woman writer, voorsitter 

(‘chairman’) being used to refer to a female chairperson, held (‘hero’) being used to 

refer to either a man or a woman, and direkteur (‘male director’) being used to refer to 

a female director (see examples below and Appendix 29). 
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• Vriend – “Om met ´n meisie te kan vriende wees…” 

• Skrywer – “Ontspan, sê Marina Petropulos, skrywer van Die Baba…” 

• Voorsitter – “Mev. Karin Pienaar, voorsitter van dié organisasie…” 

• Held – “…êrens hoor wie die held van die stuk is. Hy of sy…” 

• Direkteur – “Volgens dr. Angela Mathee, direkteur van die MNR…” 

 

As mentioned in section 4.2.1, the decrease in the frequency of use of feminine nouns 

across the time period could point to an increase in usage of epicene and masculine 

nouns to refer to both men and women. The concordance lines revealed that 

masculine nouns were indeed being used to refer to women in sub-corpus four, and 

therefore the decrease in feminine nouns could in fact be attributed to this. 

 

4.3.3 Epicene Nouns 

 

In Section 4.2.3, the collocation analysis of the epicene nouns was discussed, 

revealing that significant collocates to the epicene nouns included possessive 

pronouns, possessive determiners, and noun forms. Statistically the most significant 

collocates to the epicene nouns were possessive pronouns and determiners. All the 

gendered and epicene nouns displayed relationship connections, however the 

feminine nouns were found to be the only nouns with a significant collocation to just 

one group – men. The masculine and epicene nouns detailed other types of 

relationship connections (see Appendix 21-24). 

 

The epicene nouns often referred to groupings, and the relationship connection within 

groups of individuals (see section 4.2.3). This was exemplified through the most 
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significant collocates of the epicene nouns which are adjectival collocates, 

characterising the groups individuals belonged to. In the concordance analysis the 

following examples were recorded: blanke persone (‘white persons/people’), beste 

studente (‘best students’), Westerse lede (‘Western members’) and swart burgers 

(‘black citizens’). The concordance lines emphasised that the most significant 

collocates did not make a gendered distinction, but rather made a distinction based 

on grouping, as shown below in the examples below (see Appendix 21-24 and 

Appendix 30): 

 

• Sub-corpus one – “…sij hoogbejaarde ouers, wat nou in die tentwa is…” 

• Sub-corpus two – “…gehoorsame en getroue burger het nooit geweet…” 

• Sub-corpus three – “´n Onafhanklike persoon moet dus…” 

• Sub-corpus four – “…evolusie ´n meedoënlose vyand is.” 

 

Lexical marking with affixes in gender natural languages, such as Afrikaans, is often 

seen as necessary when referring to women, to distinguish and stress the gender of 

the individual spoken about (Menegatti & Rubini 2017:8). The concordance lines 

showed that although epicene nouns are not considered gender specific, some of the 

epicene nouns were found to mark the feminine form of the epicene noun – 

emphasising that the noun specifically refers to a woman (see examples below and 

Appendix 31).  

 

• Sub-corpus one – The epicene noun lesers (‘readers’) is marked to form 

                   leseresse (‘female readers’) 

“Die leseresse moet goed verstaan dat als iemand…” 
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• Sub-corpus three – The epicene noun lesers (‘readers’) is marked to form 

                   leseres (‘female readers’) 

“Miskien trek menige leseres ´n bedenklike gesig…” 

• Sub-corpus three – The epicene nouns burger (‘citizen’) is marked to form 

                   burgeres (‘female citizen’) 

“…die burger en burgeres van môre…” 

 

The lexical marking of feminine forms, emphasising that the context is referring to 

women, raises questions as to why the epicene nouns mark the feminine form in the 

HCSA? Why do they act as feminine nouns and what does this gender marking add 

to the context? One explanation for this is that gender marking allows readers to 

distinguish between individuals, adding to the sociocultural understanding of gender 

roles in the relevant time period (Shoham et al. 2017:1357). This idea of 

contextualising an individual’s place in society links back to the Sapir-Whorf 

hypothesis (discussed in Section 2.1) where it is argued that the structure of a 

language affects how its users conceptualise their surroundings (Shoham et al. 

2017:1359). 

 

The examples above show a few instances of epicene nouns being marked to explicitly 

refer to women. However, many occurrences of the epicene nouns did not distinguish 

between genders, and the overall indication of the concordance lines was that the 

epicene nouns fulfilled their role in maintaining gender neutrality. The concordance 

lines of the feminine, masculine and epicene nouns highlighted that the categories of 

these nouns are not fixed. Furthermore, throughout the time period (1911-2010) the 

usage of several of the nouns changed (such as vriend, direkteur, held and skrywer). 
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4.4 Discussion 

 

The discussion of whether the findings of the data analysis can be explained by 

sociocultural factors prevalent in the Afrikaans speaking community, should be 

prefaced by an earlier argument put forth by numerous researchers about the 

relationship between women and the Afrikaans community. Researchers, including 

Kruger (1991), van der Merwe (1994:51-52) and Landman (1994), asserted that social 

roles and identities of women in Afrikaans are connected to Afrikaner nationalism and 

religion. The ‘ideals’ about women are expressed in Afrikaans literature and religious 

texts as “purity, innocent suffering and patience” (Kruger 1991:1). 

 

Kruger’s research (1991) focused on the time period of 1919-1931, which overlaps 

with the period in this research. The findings of the frequency analysis and 

concordance lines in the HCSA highlighted the change in frequency and the pejorative 

connotations of the feminine nouns maagd (‘virgin’) and hoer (‘whore’). These nouns 

almost exclusively occurred in religious texts and in the context of controlling women’s 

sexuality and their bodies. Both Kruger’s findings and sub-corpus one share the idea 

of women being pure and virtuous. It is therefore interesting to note that hoer more 

frequently occurs in sub-corpus two and three, the period directly following these 

ideals being expressed. 

 

Van der Merwe (1994) reasons that social roles and identities develop in a cyclical 

pattern. First there is the proclamation of beliefs (that women are pure and virtuous), 

then the beliefs are adopted, and finally there is a questioning and rejection of the 
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original beliefs (van der Merwe 1994:8). Previously in Section 4.1.1, the question was 

raised as to whether the time period between 1941-1980 was a period of heightened 

gendered language use. This question arose from the evidence of the frequency 

analysis that indicated more instances of feminine noun usage and the increased 

occurrence of the negative lemma hoer.  

 

Van der Merwe’s (1994:8) argument that there is a cyclical nature to social roles could 

be supported by the data from the HCSA, as maagd occurred more frequently than 

hoer in sub-corpus four. Creating the cyclical pattern of the belief being adopted, 

questioned and rejected, and then adopted again. Mans and Lauwrens’s (2013:50) 

more recent body of research further supports the cyclical nature, asserting that the 

feminine ideal often portrayed in Afrikaans media and texts is of women as religious, 

pure and innocent. It can be argued that this cyclical pattern parallels with the question 

of 1941-1980 being a period of heightened gendered language use, following the 

patterned behaviour of language users. This would benefit from more research, and 

will be put forward as an area of further research. 

 

The findings of the frequency analysis can also be explained by sociocultural factors 

prevalent in the Afrikaans speaking community, the frequency analysis highlighted that 

the HCSA contained more masculine nouns than feminine nouns. This inequality was 

found in all the sub-corpora, with feminine nouns gradually decreasing in frequency 

and sub-corpus four containing the least number of feminine nouns. Landman 

(1994:15) argues that during the first two decades of the twentieth century the 

predominantly Afrikaans culture felt it was necessary to reconfirm the role of women 

to a “female subculture”. Religion played an important role in reconfirming the role of 
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women, thereby relegating women to spheres that were not as publicly visible – this 

relegation could account for feminine nouns being less frequently included in the 

corpus (especially the first two sub-corpora). The genres and authors of the texts in 

sub-corpus two also contributes to relegating women to spheres that were not as 

publicly visible. 

 

The decrease in feminine nouns in sub-corpus four correlates with the advent of the 

internet and social media, which also coincides with cyberfeminism and online 

activism (Evans & Williams 2013:42). The perceived inequality in sub-corpus four may 

actually indicate a movement toward gender parity, where genders are more 

proportionally represented. With masculine nouns being used more often to refer to 

women, this is in direct contrast to the inequality in the first two sub-corpora, where 

women were subjugated into social roles that made them less visible. 

 

The move toward gender parity was reinforced by the analysis of the concordance 

lines, which also highlighted the increased use of masculine nouns referring to women 

in the latter sub-corpora. Gender marking was however still evident in the collocation 

analysis. The findings of the collocation analysis revealed that feminine nouns 

frequently co-occurred with the masculine equivalents. Women were frequently 

referred to with reference to men, however men were not as frequently referred to with 

reference to women. Men can therefore be seen as more independent from women, 

where women’s relationship to men was emphasised through the linguistic relationship. 

 

Kgatla (2019:5) highlights Giliomee’s argument that women had been independent 

before the National Party came to power. However, once the National party came to 
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power (with their focus on religious and traditional values) women were not only 

relegated to social roles but were often confined to prescribed social roles (Kgatla 

2019:6). Socially women were tied to their families, particularly the men in their families, 

and it could be argued that this is reflected in the HCSA as the feminine nouns 

frequently co-occurred with their masculine equivalents. The social relationship was 

therefore reflected in the linguistic relationship (see Appendix 1-4, and Appendix 13-

16). 

 

The findings of the collocation analysis also highlighted that the HCSA reinforced the 

order of precedence, where men were placed before women denoting their perceived 

importance over women. Masculine forms (nouns and collocates) frequently preceded 

feminine forms (nouns and collocates). Furthermore, adjectival collocates for the 

feminine, masculine and epicene nouns placed emphasis on different aspects of the 

nouns. For feminine nouns emphasis was placed on appearance, for masculine nouns 

emphasis was placed on physical strength and character, and for epicene nouns 

emphasis was placed on social groupings.  

 

Kgatla (2019:6) argues that during the National Party rule women were subjected to 

male dominance and pushed toward submissiveness. The data for the HCSA does 

not indicate male dominance, nor does it indicate submissiveness; it does however 

clearly indicate the order of precedence, which suggests that the collocate appearing 

first is considered more important than the noun following it (Umera-Okeke 2012:12). 

 

Finally, the concordance lines revealed the frequent use of the diminutive to refer to 

women. The context of the diminutive forms in the sub-corpora were both endearing 
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and belittling, with younger girls often being referred to in endearing terms, and older 

women more often being referred to in belittling terms (see Section 4.3.1). 

 

Throughout the data analysis it became evident that the Zeitgeist of the Afrikaans 

language community had changed throughout the period of 1911-2010. However, 

during the interpretation of the data, with relation to sociocultural and sociohistorical 

factors, it further became evident that the Zeitgeist had not necessarily changed in a 

linear pattern but rather there were various changes across the time period in the 

HCSA. 

 

4.5 Conclusion 

 

In this chapter the analysis of the working list of nouns, identified in Section 3.5 (Table 

3.5), was discussed. The HCSA was analysed using #LancsBox (Brezina, Weill-

Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]), for frequency of occurrence, 

collocations and context. The analysis was aimed to answer the research sub-

questions outlined previously (see Section 1.2): Has the frequency of Afrikaans 

gendered and epicene nouns changed in the HCSA?; What are the most significant 

collocates, and what are the contexts of the gendered and epicene nouns in the 

HCSA?; Can the findings of the first two questions be explained by sociocultural 

factors prevalent in the Afrikaans speaking community, particularly with relation to 

gender? 

 

The frequency of occurrence was analysed using the Words tool, and the findings of 

the frequency analysis highlighted that the HCSA contains more masculine nouns 
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(terms that refer to men) than feminine nouns (terms that refer to women). The findings 

also indicated that sub-corpora two and three (1941-1980) appeared to be a period of 

heightened gendered language use in the HCSA. The time period contained more 

instances of feminine noun usage, and the negative lemma hoer (‘whore’) occurred 

more frequently. 

 

The statistically significant collocations were identified using the GraphColl tool, and 

the findings of the collocation analysis indicated that feminine nouns frequently co-

occurred with their masculine equivalents. The findings also indicated that a specific 

order of precedence, namely where the masculine noun is placed before the feminine 

noun, was evident from the HCSA. This denotes the perceived importance of men 

over women. The collocation analysis further found that the adjectival collocates for 

the feminine, masculine and epicene nouns placed emphasis on different aspects of 

those nouns. Collocating adjectives emphasise appearance with feminine nouns, 

physical strength and character with masculine nouns, and social groupings with 

epicene nouns. 

 

The context and patterns of use of the nouns were further investigated using the KWIC 

tool and concordance lines. The findings in this section mostly reinforced the findings 

of both the frequency and collocation analyses, adding context to the statistical 

findings. This context showed a reinforcement of the order of precedence, the familial 

connections of feminine adjectival collocates, and the reiteration of the importance of 

women’s appearance. The analysis of the HCSA, with relation to sociocultural and 

sociohistorical factors, indicated that the Zeitgeist of the Afrikaans language 

community had indeed changed throughout the period of 1911-2010. 
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In the next chapter there will be a discussion of the objective and main research 

question of the study, including what steps were followed to investigate the objective 

and answer the research question. Further, the findings of the data analysis will be 

discussed and the contribution of this study to the field of research will be put forward. 

The limitations of the current research will also be outlined and recommendations for 

possible further research will be put forward based on the results of this study and by 

observing gaps in the existing research that could benefit from more thorough study. 
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5. Conclusion 

 

In the previous chapter the results of the data analysis were discussed, including the 

results of the frequency analysis, the collocation analysis and the concordance lines. 

The findings were examined and the main findings were explored with reference to 

existing literature. If literature discussing a particular pattern was limited this was noted. 

 

This chapter starts with a summary of the study in Section 5.1 by stating the research 

question and sub-questions and then indicating how these research question(s) were 

answered. The conclusions that can be drawn from this study are discussed in Section 

5.2, and in Section 5.3 recommendations for future work will be made. Section 5.4 

concludes the study with some final remarks. 

 

5.1 Summary 

 

The objective set at the start of this research study was to investigate what written 

Afrikaans had historically been ‘telling’ its readers about gender, and specifically about 

women. In order to investigate this a main research question was formulated, and 

three subsidiary questions were also constructed. The main research question 

formulated was: How are women historically portrayed in written Afrikaans in the time 

period ranging from 1911-2010?  

 

The three subsidiary questions were:  

1) Has the frequency distribution of Afrikaans feminine nouns changed in the 

Historical Corpus of Standard Afrikaans? 
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2) What are the most significant collocates, and what are the patterns of use of 

feminine nouns in the Historical Corpus of Standard Afrikaans? 

3) Can the findings of the first two questions be explained by sociocultural factors 

prevalent in the Afrikaans speaking community, particularly with relation to 

gender? 

 

In Chapter 2, the theoretical framework used to investigate the objective was outlined 

as language and gender research. The research study was situated in this field as the 

linguistic depiction of gender is the central premise of the study. The field of language 

and gender research contextualised the study by providing various definitions of 

gender, detailing the interconnectedness between language and gender, and 

providing an overview of the current research available in the field of language and 

gender research. The working definition of gender for this study was outlined as – 

gender as an enactment and as a product of social construction. The theoretical 

framework provided various examples of how gender is an enactment and a product 

of sociocultural interactions, including discussing research in English and other 

languages and characterising research available for Afrikaans. 

 

In Chapter 3, the methodological framework used to answer, the research question 

was identified as corpus linguistics. Corpus linguistics was chosen as a methodology 

because the study made use of historical texts – which needed to be effectively 

evaluated and this was done through historical corpora. A historical corpus can be 

mined for historical data and the data can then be subjected to statistical tests, corpus 

linguistics also ensures that the research study is quantifiable and reproducible. A 

mixed methods approach was employed to evaluate the data both quantitatively and 
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qualitatively, the empirical data was contextualised through the theoretical framework 

of language and gender research. 

 

The research methodology further outlined the factors to consider when choosing an 

appropriate corpus to use for analysis. This was followed by the defining the attributes 

of historical corpora and indicating why a historical corpus was appropriate for this 

study. The Historical Corpus of Standard Afrikaans (HCSA) (compiled by Kirsten 

[2016]), the corpus chosen for analysis, was characterised by delineating the texts 

present in the corpus and the limitations of the corpus. The process of analysing a 

corpus was described, including the software programmes available (the Lancaster 

University corpus toolbox [#LancsBox] was chosen for this research) and the various 

statistical tests that can be performed. The methodology also detailed the methods 

used in the study, from obtaining the nouns to be analysed, to the steps followed to 

produce the results in #LancsBox. 

 

The data analysis and findings were discussed in Chapter 4. The data analysis aimed 

to answer the three sub-questions regarding frequency, collocation, and context and 

patterns of use. The data analysis described the results from three #LancsBox tools 

in the corpus analysis. The Words tool was used to conduct the frequency analysis, to 

determine the frequency and change of the feminine, masculine and epicene nouns 

(addressing the first sub-question). The frequency analysis identified how often the 

nouns on the Working List (Table 3.5) occurred within each sub-corpus. The sub-

corpora for a particular noun group (e.g. feminine nouns) were then compared to 

determine whether the frequency distribution of the nouns had changed across the 

time period. The noun groups were also compared to one another to ascertain what 
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the differences in frequency distribution was between the noun groups. The results 

were recorded in the corresponding frequency tables (Table 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3). 

 

The GraphColl tool was used to conduct the collocation analysis, to determine the 

statistically significant collocations of the nouns addressing the second sub-question 

(see above). The collocation analysis identified the most statistically significant 

collocates for each noun (disregarding words that occurred frequently in each sub-

corpus on their own, e.g. articles and prepositions). The list of collocations for each 

noun was recorded, and the collocates that lent the most meaning to the context and 

patterns of use were identified. The collocations were recorded in Appendix 1-12. 

 

Concordance lines were run to determine the context and patterns of use of the nouns, 

also addressing sub-question two (see above). Following the collocation analysis, 

concordance lines were run for each noun to ascertain the broader context and use of 

the noun. Examples of the concordance lines were recorded in Appendix 13-24. The 

collocation analysis and concordance lines allowed for the qualitative interpretation of 

the gendered and epicene nouns. 

 

The findings of the data analysis were discussed with relation to sociocultural and 

sociohistorical factors, addressing sub-question three (see above). Through the 

exploration of previous language and gender studies, it was apparent that gender 

stereotypes are often perpetuated through language and a change in linguistic choices 

can indicate a change in Zeitgeist of a language community. With relation to gender, 

the increasing proliferation of different forms of media (first print, then television, 

followed by the internet and social media) brought about continual and substantial 
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changes worldwide with regard to the notions of ‘gender’. The analysis of the HCSA 

indicated that the Zeitgeist of the Afrikaans language community had changed 

throughout the period of the HCSA. 

 

5.2 Conclusions  

 

The below conclusions can be drawn from the study with relevance to the research 

questions. With regard to the first question, whether he frequency distribution of 

Afrikaans feminine nouns has changed in the HCSA, the frequency of the feminine 

nouns decreased from sub-corpus one to sub-corpus four. The frequency of the 

masculine nouns remained consistent throughout the sub-corpora, with masculine 

nouns increasingly being used to refer to women in sub-corpus four. This points to a 

move toward gender parity (a move toward equality, but not yet equality). 

 

Concerning the second question, what the most significant collocates, and what the 

patterns of use of feminine nouns in the HCSA are, the most significant collocates with 

feminine nouns were adjectival collocates, the equivalent masculine nouns, and 

possessive pronouns and determiners. Furthermore, the contexts and patterns of use 

indicated that women were frequently referred to with reference to men, and the 

references highlighted an order of precedence where men were placed before women. 

The feminine nouns were frequently associated with negative connotations, 

emphasising women’s bodies, appearance, sexuality and the control of women’s 

sexuality. The lexically marked terms referring to women were also associated with 

negative adjectives. 
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In regard to the third question, whether the findings of the first two questions can be 

explained by sociocultural factors prevalent in the Afrikaans speaking community, it 

was observed that the HCSA often portrayed women as being referred to through their 

relationship with men, as being on unequal footing to men and being described with 

less than desirable adjectives. However, the corpus also revealed that in sub-corpus 

four, which coincides with the advent of the internet, there has been a move toward 

gender parity. As a caveat it should once again be noted that generalisations to 

Afrikaans as a whole should be avoided, as the findings specifically relate to the HCSA.  

 

A mixed methods approach was used to analyse the data using the methodology of 

corpus linguistics. The methodology was efficient, verifiable and replicable. 

Descriptive statistics allowed for the description of the data obtained through the 

corpus analysis, and allowed for the dataset to be described and visualised. The static 

methods of frequency and MI Score made it easier to interpret the data in the 

qualitative analysis. 

 

The qualitative analysis focused on the context of the nouns and the patterns of use 

of the nouns. By combining the quantitative and qualitative analyses recurring themes 

could be identified, such as the pejorative adjectival collocates of feminine nouns that 

were evident in the collocation analysis and the concordance lines. The methodology 

was suitable for this research as it allowed for an in-depth investigation of the research 

questions, while providing both statistical data and sociocultural background. 

 

While completing the study certain difficulties were encountered, for example 

procuring a corpus to conduct the research was challenging as the parameters for the 
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ideal corpus were very specific. The corpus had to be a static diachronic corpus that 

contained texts from various periods. The corpus had to be large enough to ensure 

validity, but a corpus that is too large would not fit the specific purposes of the study 

either. 

 

Another difficulty was determining which corpus analysis software programme to use 

when analysing the corpus. Certain software programmes have advanced tools for 

analysing and displaying data, however they are often more complex to work and 

require paid licences. Other software programmes are easier to work with and do not 

require licenses, however they are often not capable of carrying out the variety of 

analysis tools and statistical tests. 

 

5.3 Recommendations 

 

Further research would benefit from the analysis of a larger corpus containing more 

texts, and more varied texts (including variety with regard to registers, genres and 

language variety/dialect). Moreover, as mentioned in Chapter 4, there is no literature 

available that discusses whether the period between 1941-1980 was a period of 

heightened gendered language use. Further research with more written and spoken 

data from this period may shed light on this matter. If possible, it would also be 

interesting to identify periods of heightened gendered language use, or periods of 

gender parity when more historical Afrikaans data become available. 

 

Generally, studies in the area of Afrikaans language and gender research would 

benefit from further research in the field, as research in Afrikaans is limited (especially 
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compared to other languages). Furthermore, studies that utilise corpus linguistics as 

a methodology would be beneficial as these studies produce quantifiable and 

reproducible data. 

 

Many of the feminine nouns were not present in any of the sub-corpora, in Section 4.4 

a possible explanation was outlined as the relegation of women to female subcultures 

where they were not as visible. This pattern would benefit from further research. 

Another pattern that would benefit from further investigation is that the most significant 

collocations to the feminine nouns were the corresponding masculine equivalents. 

Literature discussing this particular pattern is currently not well known, since previous 

research generally focused on adjectival collocates.  

 

5.4 Conclusion  

 

This study investigated what written Afrikaans had historically been ‘telling’ its 

readers about gender, and specifically about women. The research explored the 

frequency, collocation and concordance lines of feminine, masculine and epicene 

nouns in the Historical Corpus of Standard Afrikaans (Kirsten 2016) from 1911-2010.  

 

The findings of the study pointed to Afrikaans’ movement toward gender parity. With 

the Zeitgeist of the Afrikaans language community changing throughout the period of 

the HCSA. The frequency of the feminine nouns decreased across the period, with 

masculine nouns increasingly used to refer to women. The most statistically significant 

collocates emphasised the overall precedence of masculine nouns over feminine 
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nouns. Finally, women were frequently described pejoratively with unfavourable 

adjectival collocates and the concordance lines indicated this linguistic inequality.  
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Appendices 
 

Appendix 1 
 

Collocation Analysis Feminine Nouns (1911-1920) 
 

Most Significant Collocates (1911-1920) 
Lemma or 
most frequent 
word form 

Position Collocate MI Score Frequency 
(collocation) 

vrou L man 6.75 13 
 L sijn 6.30 16  

L sij 5.23 22  
L ou 4.96 5  
R weer 4.54 5  
M mij 4.429 6  
L hij 3.80 11 

ma L pa 9.35 10  
- ma 8.97 6  
L haar 5.84 7  
L mij 5.11 5 

dogter L haar 6.37 6 
 L sy 5.28 7 
suster L broeders 11.98 5 
     
meisie M dat 4.54 8 
 L ´n 4.35 18 
dame R here 10.00 7 
moeder R h'r 10.52 5 
 L vader 6.69 8  

R kind 6.17 7  
L mijn 5.72 5  
L jou 5.26 6  
L haar 4.88 11 

ouma L oupa 10.17 5 
vriendin -    
bruid -    
mejuffrou -    
tannie R breggie 11.73 8 
 R mina 11.53 8  

R antjie 11.53 5  
R sannie 10.83 6 
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L ou 5.30 16  
L bij 4.59 5  
M ik 3.93 5  
R was 3.71 6  
M sij 3.70 9 

joernaliste not present in 
corpus 

   

weduwee -    
eggenote -    
nooi not present in 

corpus 
   

klaagster not present in 
corpus 

   

poppie not present in 
corpus 

   

aktrise not present in 
corpus 

   

maagd L die 3.94 27 
onderwyseres -    
sangeres not present in 

corpus 
   

niggie -    
kleindogter  -    
skoonma  not present in 

corpus 
   

hoer  not present in 
corpus 

   

koningin -    
boervrou -    
presidente not present in 

corpus 
   

skryfster not present in 
corpus 

   

voorsitster  not present in 
corpus 

   

digteres  not present in 
corpus 

   

kunstenares not present in 
corpus 

   

heldin -    
bestuurderes  not present in 

corpus 
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(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

profetes  not present in 
corpus 

   

direktrise  not present in 
corpus 

   

eienares  not present in 
corpus 

   

redaktrise  not present in 
corpus 

   

mevrou -    
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Appendix 2 
 

Collocation Analysis Feminine Nouns (1941-1950) 
 

Most Significant Collocates (1941-1950) 
Lemma or 
most frequent 
word form 

Position Collocate MI Score Frequency 
(collocation) 

vrou L man 6.64 9 
 L ou 6.60 11 
 L eerste 5.66 6 
 L sy 5.45 58 
 R se 4.96 9 
 L my 4.37 7 
ma -    
dogter L  sy 4.89 11 
suster -    
meisie L  daardie 6.84 5 
 L so 5.18 5 
 L  sy 3.47 5 
dame -    
moeder L haar 7.25 31 
 L vader 7.06 5 
 L jou 5.30 5 
 L my 5.03 8 
 L sy 4.23 18 
 R ek 3.94 7 
ouma R  oupas 16.70 6 
vriendin -    
bruid -    
mejuffrou -    
tannie -    
joernaliste -    
weduwee -    
eggenote -    
nooi -    
klaagster not present in 

corpus 
   

poppie not present in 
corpus 

   

aktrise not present in 
corpus 
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maagd not present in 
corpus 

   

onderwyseres -    
sangeres -    
niggie -    
kleindogter  -    
skoonma  not present in 

corpus 
   

hoer -    
koningin -    
boervrou -    
presidente  -    
skryfster -    
voorsitster  -    
digteres  not present in 

corpus 
   

kunstenares not present in 
corpus 

   

heldin -    
bestuurderes  not present in 

corpus 
   

profetes  not present in 
corpus 

   

direktrise  not present in 
corpus 

   

eienares -    
redaktrise  not present in 

corpus 
   

mevrou R solomon 12.00 9 
 R viljoen 10.35 7 
 R botha 10.07 6 
 L  geagte 9.37 5 

(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 3 
 

Collocation Analysis Feminine Nouns (1971-1980) 
 

Most Significant Collocates (1971-1980) 
Lemma or 
most frequent 
word form 

Position Collocate MI Score Frequency 
(collocation) 

vrou L man 6.45 6 
 R se 4.61 14 
 L sy 4.29 28 
 R of 3.87 7 
 R haar 3.82 7 
ma L pa 7.33 13 
 R huis 6.77 8 
 L  haar 6.27 36 
 L sê 6.20 19 
 L wanneer 5.78 5 
 L jou 5.59 9 
 L sy 5.12 47 
 L kom 5.08 9 
 R  se 4.89 16 
 M  my 3.97 6 
dogter -    
suster L haar 5.81 6 
 L  sy 4.27 6 
meisie -    
dame -    
moeder L vader 7.63 5 
 L my 5.28 10 
 L haar 5.26 12 
 R se 4.78 10 
 L  sy 4.13 16 
ouma L oupa 10.98  
 R se 5.19  
 L  vir 4.99  
 L  sy 3.87  
vriendin -    
bruid -    
mejuffrou -    
tannie R sarie 12.50  
 R  ek 4.47  
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joernaliste not present in 
corpus 

   

weduwee -    
eggenote -    
nooi -    
klaagster not present in 

corpus 
   

poppie -    
aktrise -    
maagd not present in 

corpus 
   

onderwyseres -    
sangeres -    
niggie -    
kleindogter -    
skoonma -    
hoer  -    
koningin -    
boervrou  not present in 

corpus 
   

presidente  -    
skryfster -    
voorsitster  not present in 

corpus 
   

digteres  not present in 
corpus 

   

kunstenares not present in 
corpus 

   

heldin -    
bestuurderes  not present in 

corpus 
   

profetes  not present in 
corpus 

   

direktrise  not present in 
corpus 

   

eienares -    
redaktrise  -    
mevrou R  lehmensich 11.95 12 

(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 4 
 

Collocation Analysis Feminine Nouns (2001-2010) 
 

Most Significant Collocates (2001-2010) 
Lemma or 
most frequent 
word form 

Position Collocate MI Score Frequency 
(collocation) 

vrou L hosea 8.34 5 
 L man 6.61 14 
 L ou 5.89 7 
 L sy 5.01 52 
 L my 4.62 17 
 L se 4.59 24 
 M hom 3.79 6 
ma L pa 6.89 6 
 L haar 6.34 26 
 L my 5.94 25 
 L sê 5.59 10 
 L toe 4.90 10 
 L sy 4.60 23 
 L  se 4.36 12 
dogter L hul 7.36 5 
 L haar 6.44 6 
 R  se 5.30 5 
suster -    
meisie -    
dame -    
moeder L sy 5.94 12 
 L  aan 5.84 6 
ouma R tya 11.99 12 
 R fats 11.99 7 
 R dinkie 11.99 6 
 M haar 5.20 8 
 L toe 4.45 5 
 L my 4.44 6 
 R se 3.91 6 
 R ek 3.86 7 
 L sy 3.44 7 
vriendin -    
bruid -    
mejuffrou -    
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tannie R dickie 13.76 12 
 R mick 13.64 5 
 L sê 6.80 5 
 R se 5.30 5 
joernaliste -    
weduwee -    
eggenote not present in 

corpus 
   

nooi -    
klaagster not present in 

corpus 
   

poppie -    
aktrise -    
maagd -    
onderwyseres -    
sangeres not present in 

corpus 
   

niggie not present in 
corpus 

   

kleindogter  not present in 
corpus 

   

skoonma  -    
hoer  not present in 

corpus 
   

koningin -    
boervrou -    
presidente -    
skryfster not present in 

corpus 
   

voorsitster  not present in 
corpus 

   

digteres  not present in 
corpus 

   

kunstenares not present in 
corpus 

   

heldin not present in 
corpus 

   

bestuurderes  -    
profetes  not present in 

corpus 
   

direktrise  not present in 
corpus 
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eienares  not present in 
corpus 

   

redaktrise  not present in 
corpus 

   

mevrou R  rooy 13.08 7 
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Appendix 5 
 

Collocation Analysis Masculine Nouns (1911-1920) 
 

Most Significant Collocates (1911-1920) 
Lemma or 
most 
frequent 
word form 

Position Collocate MI Score Frequency 
(collocation) 

man R vrouw 6.75 13 
 L ag 6.55 5 
 L ou 5.95 27 
 L oë 5.88 5 
 L jong 5.56 5 
 R se 5.07 11 
 L haar 4.73 17 
 L elke 4.50 5 
 R jou 4.48 6 
 L sê 4.13 9 
 L sien 3.90 5 
 L mij 3.73 10 
 R jij 3.67 6 
 R sij 3.33 16 
pa R ma 9.35 10 
 L mij 6.44 16 
 M sijn 5.47 6 
 L haar 5.00 5 
 L sij 4.68 10 
 M vir 3.83 6 
broer L  sij 6.05 12 
seun L oudste 9.70 7 
 L haar 6.25 11 
 R van 3.54 22 
 R hij 3.36 5 
heer  R melius 12.22 5 
 R villiers 10.90 6 
 L brief 7.62 6 
vader L syn 7.29 5 
 L myn 7.25 5 
 R moeder 7.12 8 
 R se 6.50 12 
 L haar 5.41 11 
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 L toe 4.59 8 
 L sij 4.54 15 
 L sijn 4.48 5 
 R hom 4.10 5 
oupa L lieve 11.03 17 
 R ouma 10.31 5 
 R dankie 10.04 5 
 R baie 6.69 6 
 L mij 6.13 9 
vriend L  sij 4.47 5 
bruidegom  L  koms 11.48 5 
jongeheer -    
oom R hans 10.39 11 
 R klaas 10.38 21 
 R frikkie 10.06 8 
 R gert 9.35 12 
 R jan 8.75 27 
 R piet 8.72 15 
 R andries 8.71 8 
 L japie 8.40 6 
 L dankie 8.25 5 
 R nee 7.21 8 
 L se 5.96 12 
 L sê 5.42 13 
 R ou 5.13 9 
 R jou 4.99 5 
 R groot 4.47 5 
 L bij 4.42 9 
 R mij 4.34 9 
joernalist -    
wewenaar  -    
eggenoot -    
kêrel -    
klaer -    
ouens  not present in 

corpus 
   

akteur not present in 
corpus 

   

onderwyser R nie 3.73 5 
sanger not present in 

corpus 
   

neef R tjaart 12.67 6 
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 L uw 8.32 5 
 L brief 8.03 5 
kleinseun  -    
skoonpa -    
koning  R se 6.75 8 
 L hij 3.36 5 
boer R hij 4.11 8 
 R sij 3.86 5 
president -    
skrywer -    
voorsitter -    
digter -    
kunstenaar -    
held -    
bestuurder -    
profeet -    
direkteur -    
eienaar -    
redakteur -    
meneer R sê 6.45 8 
 L ek 5.47 6 
 L ik 5.06 8 

(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 6 
 

Collocation Analysis Masculine Nouns (1941-1950) 
 

Most Significant Collocates (1941-1950) 
Lemma or 
most 
frequent 
word form 

Position Collocate MI Score Frequency 
(collocation) 

man L dapper 9.54 8 
 L swart 7.07 7 
 L jong 6.73 7 
 R vrou 6.64 9 
 L ou 5.58 10 
 R teen 5.27 9 
 L haar 5.03 17 
 L ander 4.53 10 
 R se 4.49 12 
pa R laat 6.60 5 
 R hom 5.34 5 
 R moet 5.23 5 
 R vir 4.71 6 
 L sy 4.15 7 
broer R sagarias 12.83 15 
 L my 5.49 5 
 L sy 4.65 11 
seun L ou 6.45 9 
 R se 5.84 15 
 L haar 5.14 9 
 L sy 4.54 28 
heer  -    
vader R moeder 7.06 5 
 L haar 5.91 18 
 R se 5.41 13 
 L jou 5.23 7 
 L my 5.18 13 
 L sy 5.00 45 
oupa -    
vriend L my 5.31 5 
 L sy 4.47 11 
bruidegom  not present in 

corpus 
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jongeheer not present in 
corpus 

   

oom R gielie 11.06 5 
 R giel 10.74 5 
 R hannes 10.61 11 
 R gert 10.51 23 
 R herman 10.32 6 
 R karel 10.25 5 
 R christoph 9.89 5 
 R johann 9.60 5 
 R tys 9.47 5 
 R klaas 8.89 5 
 R visser 7.77 6 
 R jan 6.81 6 
 R de 6.14 6 
 R se 5.30 16 
 R sê 4.38 5 
joernalis -    
wewenaar  not present in 

corpus 
   

eggenoot  -    
kêrel not present in 

corpus 
   

klaer not present in 
corpus 

   

ouens -    
akteur not present in 

corpus 
   

onderwyser -    
sanger -    
neef -    
kleinseun  -    
skoonpa -    
koning  -    
boer -    
president R kruger 11.01 22 
skrywer -    
voorsitter -    
digter -    
kunstenaar -    
held -    
bestuurder -    
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profeet -    
direkteur -    
eienaar -    
redakteur -    
meneer -    

(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 7 
 

Collocation Analysis Masculine Nouns (1971-1980) 
 

Most Significant Collocates (1971-1980) 
Lemma or 
most 
frequent 
word form 

Position Collocate MI Score Frequency 
(collocation) 

man L jong 7.45 8 
 R vrou 6.46 6 
 R kinders 5.84 6 
 L haar 5.16 19 
 L sê 4.34 6 
 L gaan 4.27 7 
 M my 4.20 8 
pa M ann 8.75 6 
 R ma 7.33 13 
 R mos 6.52 5 
 L sê 5.95 23 
 R niks 5.91 5 
 R tog 5.78 6 
 R gee 5.18 5 
 L haar 5.10 23 
 L sy 5.08 66 
 R dis 5.03 7 
broer L my 6.22 7 
 L haar 5.71 6 
 L sy 4.59 8 
seun R andries 9.73 6 
 R god 6.53 5 
 L se 5.80 17 
 L sy 4.97 24 
heer  -    
vader R moeder 7.63 5 
 R se 5.56 17 
 L sy 4.91 27 
 L haar 4.50 7 
 R hom 4.48 5 
 M hy 3.92 10 
oupa R ouma 10.98 13 
 L dis 6.48 5 
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 L my 6.38 12 
vriend L sy 5.57 10 
bruidegom  -    
jongeheer not present in 

corpus 
   

oom R hennerik 11.27 8 
 R herklaas 11.27 7 
 R roelfie 11.27 8 
 R wynand 11.27 6 
 R gys 11.00 5 
 R piet 9.00 5 
 R johannes 8.94 9 
 L  gaan 5.30 11 
 R se 5.08 16 
 R  sê 4.94 7 
joernalis -    
wewenaar  not present in 

corpus 
   

eggenoot  -    
kêrel not present in 

corpus 
   

klaer -    
ouens -    
akteur -    
onderwyser -    
sanger -    
neef -    
kleinseun  -    
skoonpa -    
koning  -    
boer R hulle 3.58 5 
president -    
skrywer -    
voorsitter M mnr 8.31 6 
digter -    
kunstenaar R seining 10.78 10 
 R lewe 7.57 6 
 R se 5.54 7 
held -    
bestuurder -    
profeet -    
direkteur R argiewe 10.95 12 
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eienaar -    
redakteur -    
meneer R preez 13.10 8 
 R meintjies 10.96 5 
 R du 9.83 8 

(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 8 
 

Collocation Analysis Masculine Nouns (2001-2010) 
 

Most Significant Collocates (2001-2010) 
Lemma or 
most 
frequent 
word form 

Position Collocate MI Score Frequency 
(collocation) 

man L jong 7.45 10 
 R vrou 6.61 14 
 L ou 6.59 16 
 L haar 5.30 30 
 L goeie 5.29 5 
 L vra 5.00 5 
 M sê 4.02 8 
 L my 3.95 15 
 L jou 3.79 11 
pa R ma 6.87 6 
 L my 6.74 63 
 R se 4.95 26 
 L sy 4.94 42 
 L sê 4.91 9 
 L haar 4.70 12 
 R hom 4.61 9 
broer -    
seun L jongste 10.61 12 
 L engelse 8.92 6 
 M se 4.88 14 
 L sy 4.54 18 
heer  -    
vader L sy 5.45 15 
 R se 4.57 5 
oupa -    
vriend R familie 10.60 6 
 R arbeidsgenot 10.19 5 
bruidegom  -    
jongeheer not present in 

corpus 
   

oom R koot 11.59 9 
 R martin 11.26 5 
 R jannie 10.84 8 
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 L ou 6.74 6 
 L baie 4.90 5 
 R se 4.90 14 
 L my 4.78 9 
joernalis -    
wewenaar  -    
eggenoot  -    
kêrel -    
klaer -    
ouens  -    
akteur -    
onderwyser -    
sanger -    
neef -    
kleinseun  -    
skoonpa -    
koning  -    
boer -    
president -    
skrywer -    
voorsitter -    
digter -    
kunstenaar -    
held -    
bestuurder -    
profeet -    
direkteur -    
eienaar -    
redakteur -    
meneer -    

(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 9 
 

Collocation Analysis Epicene Nouns (1911-1920) 
 

Most Significant Collocates (1911-1920) 
Lemma or 
most frequent 
word form 

Position Collocate MI Score Frequency 
(collocation) 

persoon  -    
ouer L hulle 5.13 10 
 L sij 4.74 8 
kind L opvoeding 7.35 6 
 R leer 6.59 7 
 L onse 5.76 8 
 L haar 5.01 12 
 L se 4.71 5 
 L hulle 4.70 23 
 L sijn 4.44 7 
 L hul 4.38 7 
hoof  L sijn 6.85 7 
 L aan 5.40 7 
 L sij 4.84 5 
baba -    
individu -    
personeel  -    
soldaat -    
inwoner -    
dokter  -    
student L afrikaanse 7.59 5 
lid -    
speler -    
leerder  not present in 

corpus 
   

burger -    
professor R lauwerijs 12.07 5 
 R dr 9.91 18 
oorledene  -    
jongmense -    
atleet -    
vyand -    
deelneemer -    
besoeker  -    
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leser -    
predikant  -    
kliënt -    
ondersteuner -    
minister  L eerste 8.40 5 
model -    
kollega -    
appellant  not present in 

corpus 
   

woordvoerder  not present in 
corpus 

   

(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 10 
 

Collocation Analysis Epicene Nouns (1941-1950) 
 

Most Significant Collocates (1941-1950) 
Lemma or 
most frequent 
word form 

Position Collocate MI Score Frequency 
(collocation) 

persoon  L enige 6.97 7 
 L elke 5.72 5 
 L een 4.84 6 
 L ander 4.63 5 
ouer R hulle 4.78 12 
 L aan 4.50 10 
 L moet 4.21 5 
kind L vrouens 8.99 11 
 R bring 5.72 5 
 L hul 4.92 10 
 L twee 4.51 6 
 R moes 4.41 5 
 L ons 4.27 28 
hoof  R ekonomie 11.54 10 
 R afdeling 10.91 17 
 L aan 4.01 5 
baba -    
individu -    
personeel  -    
soldaat L ons 4.47 5 
inwoner -    
dokter  -    
student -    
lid L verskillende 6.87 6 
 R dieselfde 6.54 5 
 R van 4.45 66 
speler -    
leerder  not present in 

corpus 
   

burger R republiek 8.59 5 
professor R dr 9.38 7 
oorledene  -    
jongmens -    
atleet -    
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vyand -    
deelnemer  not present in 

corpus 
   

besoeker -    
leser -    
predikant  -    
kliënt not present in 

corpus 
   

ondersteuner -    
minister  -    
model  -    
kollega  -    
appellant  not present in 

corpus 
   

woordvoerder  -    
(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 11 
 

Collocation Analysis Epicene Nouns (1971-1980) 
 

Most Significant Collocates (1971-1980) 
Lemma or 
most frequent 
word form 

Position Collocate MI Score Frequency 
(collocation) 

persoon  L een 5.94 6 
ouer L aannemende 11.48 20 
 R voor 5.41 5 
 L se 4.88 11 
kind L ouer 7.63 6 
 L vroue 7.05 5 
 L leer 6.72 7 
 L jong 6.25 5 
 L man 5.84 6 
 L my 4.38 13 
 R laat 4.34 5 
 L jou 4.30 6 
 M groot 4.27 6 
 R hulle 4.22 21 
hoof  -    
baba -    
individu R enige 9.13 5 
personeel  L veiligheidsplek 10.87 5 
soldaat -    
inwoner -    
dokter  -    
student -    
lid -    
speler -    
leerder  not present in 

corpus 
   

burger R outeur 10.79 8 
 L bron 9.95 8 
professor R rousseau 13.01 6 
oorledene  not present in 

corpus 
   

jongmens -    
atleet -    
vyand -    
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deelnemer -    
besoeker -    
leser -    
predikant  -    
kliënt not present in 

corpus 
   

ondersteuner -    
minister  L edele 10.46 5 
 R opvoeding 9.39 7 
 R sake 8.91 6 
 R nasionale 8.85 9 
 L eerste 7.10 11 
 R mnr 6.71 6 
model  -    
kollega -    
appellant  not present in 

corpus 
   

woordvoerder  -    
(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 12 
 

Collocation Analysis Epicene Nouns (2001-2010) 
 

Most Significant Collocates (2001-2010) 
Lemma or 
most frequent 
word form 

Position Collocate MI Score Frequency 
(collocation) 

persoon  M een 6.18 6 
ouer R dikwels 7.69 5 
 R kinders 6.36 5 
 M hul 6.32 8 
 L haar 5.14 8 
 R moet 5.09 7 
 L se 4.44 9 
 M my 4.37 6 
 L hulle 3.96 6 
kind R gewoonlik 6.59 5 
 L jong 6.43 5 
 L ouers 6.37 5 
 L leer 6.23 7 
 L help 5.75 6 
 L hul 5.55 16 
 R goed 4.97 5 
 R geen 4.79 5 
 L meer 4.55 12 
 L jou 4.40 17 
 L twee 4.29 6 
 M hulle 4.06 22 
 L ander 3.90 7 
hoof  R bied 10.32 5 
baba  R slaap 7.95 5 
 L jou 6.28 16 
 R haar 4.92 6 
individu -    
personeel  -    
soldaat -    
inwoner -    
dokter  -    
student -    
lid -    
speler -    
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leerder  -    
burger -    
professor -    
oorledene  not present in 

corpus 
   

jongmens -    
atleet -    
vyand -    
deelnemer -    
besoeker -    
leser -    
predikant  -    
kliënt not present in 

corpus 
   

ondersteuner -    
minister  L eerste 8.89 8 
model  L hierdie 6.22 5 
kollega -    
appellant  not present in 

corpus 
   

woordvoerder  -    
(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 13 
 

Concordance Lines Feminine Nouns (1911-1920) 
 

Excerpts Of Patterns Of Use (1911-1920) 
Lemma and 
Interesting 
Forms 

Excerpt Of Concordance Lines 

vrou 
(vrouw, 
vrouwmens, 
vrouwtjie, 
vrouwestem, 
vrouw-mense, 
vrouwe-wêreld, 
vrouwefiguur, 
vrouwemonument) 

 

ma 
(mammie) 

 
dogter 
(dogter, dogtertje, 
dochter, 
dochtertjes, 
boere-dochter) 

 
suster 
(zuster, susters) 
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meisie 
(meisje, meisies) 

 
dame 
(dames, dametjie, 
dames-wijn) 

 
moeder 
(moeders, 
moedertaal, 
moedermelk) 

 
ouma 

 
vriendin 
(vriendinne) 

 
bruid 

 
mejuffrou 
(Mej.) 

 
tannie 
(tant, tante) 
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joernaliste not present in corpus 
weduwee 
(weduwees, 
boereweduwee) 

 
eggenote   
nooi 
(nooiens) 

 
klaagster not present in corpus 
poppie not present in corpus 
aktrise not present in corpus 
maagd 
(maagde, 
maagdelike) 

 
onderwyseres 
(onderwijseresse)  
sangeres not present in corpus 
niggie 
(nig) 

 
kleindogter   
skoonma  not present in corpus 
hoer  not present in corpus 
koningin  
boervrou 
(boerevrouw) 

 
presidente not present in corpus 
skryfster not present in corpus 
voorsitster  not present in corpus 
digteres  not present in corpus 
kunstenares not present in corpus 
heldin  
(heldinne) 

 
bestuurderes  not present in corpus 
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profetes  not present in corpus 
direktrise  not present in corpus 
eienares  not present in corpus 
redaktrise  not present in corpus 
mevrouw 
(mevrou) 

 
(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 14 
 

Concordance Lines Feminine Nouns (1941-1950) 
 

Excerpts Of Patterns Of Use (1941-1950) 
Lemma and 
Interesting Forms 

Excerpt Of Concordance Lines 

vrou 
(vroue, vrouens, 
vrouemonument, 
vroumens, 
vrouefederasia, 
vrouesiektes, 
vroumensagtigheid, 
vroulike, vroutjie) 

 

ma 
(mams, mammie) 

 
dogter 
(dogters, dogtertjie, 
dogterkon) 

 
suster 
(sussie, sustertjie, 
susters) 

 
meisie 
(meisies, 
meisiemens) 

 
dame 
(dames, 
damestehuis, 
dameskoshuis, 
damesrokke, 
dametjie)  
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moeder 
(moedertaal, 
moederplant, 
moederskant, 
moeder, 
moederregte)  
ouma 
(oumas) 

 
vriendin 
(vriendinne) 

 
bruid  
(bruidjie) 

 
mejuffrou  
(mej) 

 
tannie 
(tante, tant)  
joernaliste 
(used as plural)  
weduwee 

 
eggenote 

 
nooi 
(nooiens, 
nooientjie) 

 
klaagster not present in corpus 
poppie not present in corpus 
aktrise not present in corpus 
maagd not present in corpus 
onderwyseres 
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sangeres 
(sangeresse) 

not present in corpus 

niggie 
(niggies) 

 
kleindogter  

 
skoonma  not present in corpus 
hoer  
(hoerery) 

 
koningin 

 
boervrou 
(boerevrouens) 

 
presidente 
(used as plural) 

 
skryfster 

 
voorsitster   
digteres  not present in corpus 
kunstenares not present in corpus 
heldin 
(heldinne)  
bestuurderes  not present in corpus 
profetes  not present in corpus 
direktrise  not present in corpus 
eienares  
redaktrise  not present in corpus 
Mevrou 
(mev., mevr.) 

 
(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 15 
 

Concordance Lines Feminine Nouns (1971-1980) 
 

Excerpts Of Patterns Of Use (1971-1980) 
Lemma and Interesting 
Forms 

Excerpt Of Concordance Lines 

vrou 
(vroulik, vroulike, vrouens, 
vroue, vrouerok, vroutjie, 
vroueseksie, vroumense, 
vroulike-offisier, vroue-
figure)  

 
ma 
(mamma, mammie) 

 
dogter 
(dogtertjie, dogters, 
dogtersklere) 

 
suster 
(sussie, sustertjie, 
susters) 

 
meisie 
(meisiemaats, meisie-
stemme, meisiekind, 
meisietjies, meisies, 
meisiekinders) 

 
dame  
(dames) 

 
moeder 
(moeders, moederfiguur, 
moedermoord,moederlike, 
moederliefde, 
moederfiguur)  
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ouma 
(oumatjie) 

 
vriendin  
(vriendinne)  
bruid 

 
mejuffrou  
(mej) 

 
tannie 
(tant, tante) 

 
joernaliste not present in corpus 
weduwee 
(weduwees) 

 
eggenote  
(eggenotes) 

 
nooi 
(nooiens, nooientjie) 

 
klaagster not present in corpus 
poppie 

 
aktrise  
maagd not present in corpus 
onderwyseres 
(onderwysertjie) 

 

sangeres  
niggie  
kleindogter 
(kleinnonna) 

 

skoonma 
(skoonmoeder) 

 

hoer   
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koningin 
 

boervrou  not present in corpus 
presidente  
(used as plural)  
skryfster 

 
voorsitster  not present in corpus 
digteres  not present in corpus 
kunstenares not present in corpus 
heldin 

 
bestuurderes  not present in corpus 
profetes  not present in corpus 
direktrise  not present in corpus 
eienares  
redaktrise   
mevrou  
(mev) 

 
(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 16 
 

Concordance Lines Feminine Nouns (2001-2010) 
 

Excerpts Of Patterns Of Use (2001-2010) 
Lemma and 
Interesting 
Forms 

Excerpt Of Concordance Lines 

vrou 
(vroue, vrouens, 
vrouekoor, 
vroutjie, vroulief, 
vrouerolle, 
vrouepresident) 

 
ma 
(mamma, 
mammas, mams) 

 
dogter 
(dogtertjies, 
dogters, 
dogtertjie)  
suster 
(sus, susters, 
sussie) 

 
meisie 
(meisietjinners, 
meisitjint, 
meisiekind, 
meisieswerk, 
meisietjie, 
meisies) 

 

dame 
(dames) 

 
moeder 
(moederlike, 
moeder-
plaasvervanger) 
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ouma 
(ouma-hulle) 

 
vriendin 
(vriendinne) 

 
bruid 
(bruidsglorie) 

 
mejuffrou  
(mej., me.) 

 
tannie 
(tant, tante) 

 
joernaliste 
(used as plural) 

 
weduwee 

 
eggenote not present in corpus 
nooi 
(nooientjie)  
klaagster not present in corpus 
poppie  
aktrise 

 
maagd 

 
onderwyseres 
(onderwyseresse)  
sangeres not present in corpus 
niggie not present in corpus 
kleindogter  not present in corpus 
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skoonma  

 
hoer   
koningin  
boervrou 
(boerevrou)  
presidente 
(used as plural)  

skryfster not present in corpus 
voorsitster  not present in corpus 
digteres  not present in corpus 
kunstenares not present in corpus 
heldin not present in corpus 
bestuurderes   
profetes  not present in corpus 
direktrise  not present in corpus 
eienares  not present in corpus 
redaktrise  not present in corpus 
mevrou 

 
(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 17 
 

Concordance Lines Masculine Nouns (1911-1920) 
 

Excerpts Of Patterns Of Use (1911-1920) 
Lemma and 
Interesting 
Forms 

Excerpt Of Concordance Lines 

man 
(manne, mans, 
mannalike, 
mennetjie, 
mansmens) 

 
pa 

 
broer  
(broers, broeder, 
broeders) 

 
seun 
(seuns, seuntjie) 

 

 
heer  
(used mostly as 
religious 
iconography)  

vader 
(vaders) 
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oupa 

 
vriend 
(vriende, 
vrienden) 

 
bruidegom  

 
jongeheer 
(jongmanne)  

 
oom 
(ooms) 

 
joernalis 
(journalist) 
(used here as 
feminine noun) 

 

wewenaar   
eggenoot 

 
kêrel 
(also appears 
without 
circumflex)  
klaer 
(klaende) 

 

ouens  not present in corpus 
akteur not present in corpus 
onderwyser 
(onderwijser, 
onderwijzers) 

 
sanger not present in corpus 
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neef 

 
kleinseun  

 
skoonpa 
(skoonvader) 

 

koning  
(konings) 

 
boer 
(boere,  

 
president 

 
skrywer 
(skrijwer) 

 
voorsitter 
(voorzitter) 

 
digter 
(dichter, digters) 

 
kunstenaar 

 
held 
(helde) 

 
bestuurder 

 
profeet 
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direkteur 
(direkteure) 

 
eienaar 
(eigenaar) 

 
redakteur 

 
meneer 
(mnr, 
meneertjie) 

 
(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 18 
 

Concordance Lines Masculine Nouns (1941-1950) 
 

Excerpts Of Patterns Of Use (1941-1950) 
Lemma and 
Interesting 
Forms 

Excerpt Of Concordance Lines 

man 
(mans, manne, 
manlike, 
mannetjie, 
manspersoon, 
mansmense)  

pa 
(pappie, papa) 

 
broer 
(broers, 
broertjies) 

 
seun 
(seuns, seuntjie) 

 
heer   

 
vader 
(vaders) 

 
oupa 
(oupas, oupa-
grootjie) 

 
vriend  
(vriende) 

 
bruidegom  not present in corpus 
jongeheer not present in corpus 
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oom 
(oompie, boere-
omies) 

 
joernalis  
wewenaar  not present in corpus 
eggenoot  

 
kêrel not present in corpus 
klaer not present in corpus 
ouens  
(outjie)  
akteur not present in corpus 
onderwyser  
(onderwysers) 

 
sanger  
(sangers) 

 

neef 
(neefs) 

 
kleinseun  

 
skoonpa 
(skoonvader)  
koning  

 
boer 
(boere, boertjie, 
boerseun,  

 

 
president 

 
skrywer  
(skrywers) 
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voorsitter 

 
digter 

 
kunstenaar  
(kunstenaars) 

 
held  
(helde) 

 
bestuurder 

 
profeet 

 
direkteur 
(direkteure) 

 
eienaar 
(eienaars)  

 
redakteur 

 
meneer 
(mnr.)  

 
(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 19 
 

Concordance Lines Masculine Nouns (1971-1980) 
 

Excerpts Of Patterns Of Use (1971-1980) 
Lemma and 
Interesting 
Forms 

Excerpt Of Concordance Lines 

man 
(manne, 
manlike, mans, 
mannetjie, 
mansmens,   

pa 
(pappie, papa) 

 
broer 
(broers) 

 
seun 
(seuns, 
seuntjies, 
seuntjie, 
seunsmaats) 

 

heer  

 
vader  
(vaderfiguur) 

 
oupa 
(oupa-grootjie)  

 
vriend 
(vriende) 

 
bruidegom   
jongeheer not present in corpus 
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oom 

 
joernalis  
wewenaar  not present in corpus 
eggenoot   
kêrel not present in corpus 
klaer  
ouens  
(outjie)  

 
akteur  
onderwyser 
(onderwysers) 

 
sanger 

 
neef 

 
kleinseun  

 
skoonpa 
(skoonvader) 

 

koning 
(konings)  

 
boer  
(boere) 

 
president 

 
skrywer 
(skrywers) 
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voorsitter 

 
digter 
(digters) 

 
kunstenaar 

 
held 

 
bestuurder 
(bestuurders) 

 
profeet 

 
direkteur  
(direkteure) 

 
eienaar 
(eienaars) 

 
redakteur  
meneer 
(mnr) 

 
(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 20 
 

Concordance Lines Masculine Nouns (2001-2010) 
 

Excerpts Of Patterns Of Use (2001-2010) 
Lemma and 
Interesting 
Forms 

Excerpt Of Concordance Lines 

man 
(mans, manne, 
mannetjie,  

 
pa 
(papie, papa) 

 
broer  
(broers) 

 
seun  
(seuntjie, 
seunskind, 
seuns) 

 
heer  

 
vader 
(vaders) 

 
oupa 
(oupas, 
oupagrootjie) 

 
vriend  
(vriende) 
(used as 
feminine noun) 

 

bruidegom  

 
jongeheer not present in corpus 
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oom 

 
joernalis 

 
wewenaar   
eggenoot  

 
kêrel 
(oukêrel) 

 
klaer 

 
ouens  

 
akteur  
(akteur) 

 
onderwyser 
(onderwysers) 

 
sanger 

 
neef 

 
kleinseun   
skoonpa  
koning  
(konings) 

 
boer  
(boere) 
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president 

 
skrywer 
(used as 
feminine noun) 

 
voorsitter 
(used as 
feminine noun) 

 
digter 

 
kunstenaar 
(kunstenaars) 

 
held 
(helde) 
(used as 
feminine noun) 

 

 
bestuurder 
(bestuurders) 

 
profeet 
(boereprofeet)  

 
direkteur 
(direkteure) 
(used as 
feminine noun) 

 
eienaar 
(eienaars) 

 
redakteur 
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meneer 
(mnr) 

 
(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 21 
 

Concordance Lines Epicene Nouns (1911-1920) 
 

Excerpts Of Patterns Of Use (1911-1920) 
Lemma and 
Interesting Forms 

Excerpt Of Concordance Lines 

persoon  
(persone) 

 
ouer  
(ouers) 

 
kind 
(kinders, 
kindertjies, 
kinderen, kindjie, 
kinderlike) 

 

hoof  
(hoofd, hoofde) 

 
baba 
(baby, babetjie)  
individu 
(individue) 

 

personeel   
soldaat 

 
inwoner 
(inwoners)  

 
dokter   
(dokters) 
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student  
(studente) 

 
lid 
(lede, leden, 
ledemate, lidmaat, 
lidmate) 

 

speler  
(spelers) 

 

leerder  not present in corpus 
burger  
(burgers) 

 
professor 
(prof. professore, 
professors) 

 

 
oorledene  

 
jongmens 
(jongmense) 

 
atleet not present in corpus 
vyand 
(vijand) 

 
deelnemer 
(deelnemers) 

 

besoeker 
(besoekers) 

 
leser 
(lesers, leseresse, 
lezers) 
(distinguishes 
feminine noun)  

predikant  
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kliënt 
(klienten) 

 
ondersteuner 
(ondersteunen)  
minister  
(ministers) 

 
model 
(modelle)  
kollega 
(kollega’s) 

 
appellant  not present in corpus 
woordvoerder  not present in corpus 

(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 22 
 

Concordance Lines Epicene Nouns (1941-1950) 
 

Excerpts Of Patterns Of Use (1941-1950) 
Lemma and 
Interesting 
Forms 

Excerpt Of Concordance Lines 

persoon  
(persone) 

 
ouer  
(ouers) 

 
kind 
(kinders, kindjie, 
kindertjies,   
hoof  
(hoofde) 

 
baba 
(babetjie, 
babatjies)  

individu 
(individue) 

 

 
personeel  

 
soldaat 

 
inwoner 
(inwoners)  
dokter   
(dokters) 

 
student  
(studente) 
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lid 
(lede) 

 
speler  
(spelers)  
leerder  not present in corpus 
burger  
(burgers) 

 
professor 
(prof.) 

 
oorledene  

 
jongmens 
(jongmense) 

 
atleet not present in corpus 
vyand 
(vyande)  

 
deelnemer  not present in corpus 
besoeker 
(besoekers) 

 
leser  
(lesers) 

 
predikant  

 
kliënt not present in corpus 
ondersteuner 
(ondersteuners) 

 
minister  
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model  
(modelle) 
(instances of 
use as common 
noun) 

 

kollega  

 
appellant  not present in corpus 
woordvoerder   

(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 23 
 

Concordance Lines Epicene Nouns (1971-1980) 
 

Excerpts Of Patterns Of Use (1971-1980) 
Lemma and 
Interesting 
Forms 

Excerpt Of Concordance Lines 

persoon  

 
ouer  
(ouers) 

 
kind 
(kinders, kindjie, 
kindermeisie,  

 
hoof  
(hoofde) 

 
baba 
(babas, babatjie) 

 
individu 
(individue) 

 
personeel  

 
soldaat 
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inwoner 
(inwoners) 

 
dokter   
(dokters, 
doktertjie, 
doktersvrou)  

student  
(studente) 

 
lid  
(lede, lidmaat, 
ledemate)  

speler  
(spelers) 

 

leerder  not present in corpus 
burger 
(burger, 
burgeres) 
(used as 
feminine noun) 

 

professor 
(prof., 
professore) 
  

oorledene  not present in corpus 
jongmens 
(jongmense) 

 
atleet  
vyand 
(vyande) 

 
deelnemer not present in corpus 
besoeker 
(besoekers) 

 
leser 
(lesers, leseres, 
leseren)  
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(used as 
feminine noun) 
predikant  

 
kliënt not present in corpus 
ondersteuner 
(ondersteuners) 

 
minister  
(ministers) 

 
model  
(used as 
common noun)  
kollega  
(kollegas) 

 
appellant  not present in corpus 
woordvoerder  

 
(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 24 
 

Concordance Lines Epicene Nouns (2001-2010) 
 

Excerpts Of Patterns Of Use (2001-2010) 
Lemma and 
Interesting 
Forms 

Excerpt Of Concordance Lines 

persoon  
(persone) 

 
ouer  
(ouers) 

 
kind 
(kinders, kindjie, 
kindertjies) 

 
hoof  
(hoofde) 

 
baba  
(babatjie, babas) 

 
individu 
(individue) 

 
personeel  

 
soldaat 

 
inwoner 
(inwoners) 
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dokter  
(dokters) 

 
student  
(studente) 

 
lid 
(lede, lidmate) 

 
speler  
(spelers) 

 
leerder  

 
burger  
(burgers) 

 
professor 
(prof.) 

 
oorledene  not present in corpus 
jongmens 
(jongmense) 

 
atleet not present in corpus 
vyand 
(vyande) 

 
deelnemer 
(deelnemers) 

 
besoeker 
(besoekers) 
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leser 

 
predikant   
(predikante) 

 
kliënt not present in corpus 
ondersteuner 
(ondersteuners)  
minister  
(ministers) 

 
model  
(modelle) 

 
kollega  
(kollegas) 

 
appellant  not present in corpus 
woordvoerder  

 
(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 25 
 

Examples Of Concordance Lines For Vrou HCSA (1911-2010) 
 
 
Sub-corpus one 

 
 
Sub-corpus two 

 
 
Sub-corpus three 

 
 
Sub-corpus four 

 
 
(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 26 
 

Examples Of Adjectival Collocates For Vrou HCSA (1911-2010) 
 
Sub-corpus one 

 
 
Sub-corpus two 

 
 

 
Sub-corpus three 

 
 

 
Sub-corpus four 

 
 
(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 27 
 

Examples Of Concordance Lines For Maagd And Hoer HCSA 
 
Sub-corpus one – maagd  

 
 
Sub-corpus two – hoer 

 
 
Sub-corpus three – hoer 

 
 
Sub-corpus four – maagd 

 
 
(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 28 
 

Examples Of Adjectival Collocates For Man And Seun HCSA 
 
Sub-corpus one 

 
 
Sub-corpus two 

 
 
Sub-corpus three 

 
 
Sub-corpus four 

 
 
(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 29 
 
Examples Of Concordance Lines For Masculine Nouns Used For Both Genders 
 
Vriend 

 
 
Skrywer 

 
 
Voorsitter 

 
 
Held 

 
 
Direkteur  

 
 
(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 30 
 

Examples Of Collocates Of Epicene Nouns Based On Groupings HCSA 
 
Sub-corpus one 

 
 
Sub-corpus two 

 
 
Sub-corpus three 

 
 
Sub-corpus four 

 
 
(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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Appendix 31 
 
Examples Of Concordance Lines Of Epicene Nouns Distinguishing Masculine 

And Feminine Usage HCSA 
 
Sub-corpus one – lesers is distinguished by a feminine form leseresse 

 
 
Sub-corpus three – lesers is distinguished by a feminine form leseres 

 
 
Sub-corpus three – burger is distinguished as burgeres 

 
 
(Brezina, Weill-Tessier & McEnery 2020 [software package]) 
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